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Abstract

The principal motivations for studying epidemics and their dynamics are understanding

the biological characteristics of the epidemic agents and reducing the economical and social

costs originating from epidemic outbreaks.

The most commonly used epidemic models have important assumptions such as the

law of mass action, and the latent and infectious periods being exponentially distributed

with fixed parameters. Under this kind of suppositions the models are analyzed with well

known algorithms as the Euler and Euler-Maruyama, and methodology and results from the

theory of Markovian processes. However, these assumptions are selected largely for their

analytic convenience and in many cases are far from describing the agent’s transmissibility

attributes in the population and its biological characteristics in a host.

The epidemic models studied here relax two important epidemic assumptions. The first

to be relaxed is the one that susceptible individuals are equally likely to acquire the disease.

A structure for the kind of individual contacts that can result in the infection transmission

is incorporated in the population. This contact structure can be non-homogeneous and it

is modeled as a random graph whose edges describe the contacts between individuals.

The second assumption that is generalized, is the distribution of the latent and infec-

tious period in the host individuals. This research work allows the latent and infectious

period to have a distribution other than the exponential and hence the epidemic process

is more general than a Markovian process.

As in most stochastic models, the infectious contact is modeled as a random variable

with Poisson distribution. However, to introduce the individual variations, the transmission

rate is assumed to be a non negative random variable.

This work extends the epidemic models suggested by Newman (2002) in two directions.

The first, studies the hierarchical networks that have a more complex network structure,

involving the interaction of populations. The second direction examines the evolution in

times for outbreaks in networks. In this work, results for discrete and continuous time are

obtained.

The results for the continuous time model considers the infectious process to be a

bivariate Markovian process. However, the results for the final outbreaks size and the

developed simulation program include the general case were the latent and infectious period

can have a distribution other than exponential.
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This research work also analyze the effect of four control measures in the contact struc-

ture, and using the simulation program and Monte Carlo-likelihood methodology, it esti-

mates the parameters for measles and influenza.

The results here obtained can be directly applied to study the dynamics of other kind

of “agents” such as information and ideas. For example, the dynamics can involve the

spread of computer viruses, rumors, eating habits and personal positions regarding a fact

or idea.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The reduction of the economic and social cost in a community experiencing any epidemic

activity are the principal motivations that have led scientists and government to pursue

the improvement of both the public health and the financial administration of epidemic

control strategies.

Very early in the study of epidemics scientists understood that mathematical models

can be utilized to achieve those goals, since the mathematical formulation of the infection

process allows us to measure the interaction among the variables included in the model.

The description of theses interaction help us not only to understand some of the underlying

mechanisms which dictate the spread of a disease, but in many cases, pointing to more

effective control strategies.

Deterministic and stochastic infective models for directly transmissible diseases, such

as influenza, measles, HIV and SARS, have been intensively studied since the early 20th

century. The most important are based on hypotheses such as that the infectious period

has an exponential distribution, and that susceptible individuals within a population have

the same probability of acquiring the disease when one or more infective individuals are

introduced in that population.
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2 Introduction

1.1 Problem description

Since some directly transmissible infections require specific kind of contacts between indi-

viduals to propagate, some epidemics are heavily affected by the population connectivity

patterns that characterize the types of contact that can result in infection transmission.

For example Liljeros et al. (2001) found that the sexual contacts (sexual partners over 12

months period prior to the survey) can be described by a network in which each individual

has a number of sexual partners that is power law distributed.

The effects of non-homogeneous contact rates have been observed by epidemiologists

from some disease incidence data. Some monitored epidemics do not evolve uniformly

through populations, making evident that the hypothesis of mass action can be very un-

suitable to describe the dynamics of some infections.

In order to obtain more realistic inference about the parameters that describe an infec-

tion process, it is important to incorporate the social behavior that affects the evolution

of an outbreak.

Another hypothesis that can be relaxed in deterministic and stochastic epidemic models

is the one that assumes that the infected individuals are latent and infectious for a time that

is exponentially distributed. This premise allows us to obtain a system of ordinary partial

differential equations and Markovian processes to describe the epidemic dynamic. Then

the analysis incorporates numerical simulation that can include the Euler and the Euler-

Maruyama algorithms, or the use of general results for Markovian processes. Although

this assumptions can lead to elegant results, it may not obey the biological characteristics

of the specific agent.

1.2 Main contributions

This work generalizes some important epidemic models, relaxing the hypotheses that the

population is homogeneously mixed, the infection rate is constant between any two indi-

viduals and the latent and infectious period have length that are exponentially distributed.
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This research incorporates the social contact network first used by (Newman, 2002;

Ancel-Meyers et al., 2003). The network describes the type of contacts that can result in

the disease transmission, and it is defined in the terms of the distribution of the number

of contacts that each susceptible individual has with other individuals in the community.

Newman (2002) studied the mean for the total number of affected individuals (final

outbreak size) in large communities with simple and bipartite network structures. We

migrate these results to the standard statistical notation and complement them providing

the explicit expression for the variances of the final outbreak size.

We also obtain the mean and variance for the final outbreak size in outbreaks evolving

in a more general hierarchical network of contacts. This structure describes a network

with two different populations interacting between and within them. For this network, the

simple and bipartite networks are two particular cases.

We incorporate the outbreak evolution in discrete time in each of the three different

kinds of networks, obtaining the expression for the mean and variance of the number of

infected individuals at time t, t ∈ 1, 2, . . .. In the case of the hierarchical networks, the

covariance of the number of infected at time t, in populations A and B is also derived.

The use of both the mean and the variance for the final outbreak size (and for the

number of infected individuals at time t) allow us to define the most likely scenarios for the

evolution of the outbreak. With these scenarios then the government and/or institutions

can prepare and administrate the resources that are needed to handle the contingencies.

We obtain the probability generating function (p.g.f.) for continuous-time-SIR out-

breaks that transmit in the networks and with infectious agent having infectious period

that is exponentially distributed.

In order to include the study of SIR or SEIR outbreaks that evolve in a small contact

network, (with latent and infectious period exponentially, Gaussian or Log normal dis-

tributed), we developed a computer program to simulate the transmission of an infectious

agent introduced in the population.

The simulation program can include the random network structures that we study in
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Chapters 3 and 4. It runs the outbreak in continuous time and extends the model in

Section 4.2, to include agents with random latent and infectious period with distribution

other than exponential.

The simulation algorithm was written in R (R Development Core Team, 2007) and an

earlier version was conformed as the R package InfNet V.0.1.

Using the simulation program, and data sets on measles and influenza outbreaks, we

obtain the Monte Carlo-likelihood point estimates for the parameters that describe the

agents’ infectious characteristics. In both cases we consider that the infection process

occurring in the population is not Markovian, since the infectious period is assumed to be

Gaussian(µL, σL).

Finally, four control measures are studied for infectious outbreaks that transmit ac-

cording to a network of contacts.

1.3 Organization of thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces some of the most relevant epidemic

terminology to be used in the rest of the work, while describing some of the most important

early epidemic models. This chapter also presents important definitions in network theory

and describes the most relevant networks due to the fact that they have been used to

approximate several systems, including the World-Wide Web and sexual networks.

Chapter 3 contains the results obtained by Newman (2002), the variances for the final

outbreak size and the mean and variance for the hierarchical networks.

In Chapter 4 we study the evolution of the outbreaks in networks of contact over time.

Chapter 5 studies the effect of three different vaccination strategies and isolation as

control measures.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we analyze two different agents. They correspond to measles and

influenza, and using information from several outbreaks and simulations we estimate their

model parameters.
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Appendix A contains the description of the utilized simulating program and Appendix B

presents the complete code written in R (R Development Core Team, 2007).



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we introduce epidemic terminology, while describing some important early

epidemic models and results. Section 2.1 presents some of the most relevant models and

results obtained since the first half of the 19th century.

Section 2.2 describes the most important characteristics of direct transmissible dis-

eases to consider in this work. They are presented in terms of the stages any individual

susceptible to the infection develops with respect to transmissibility and symptoms.

Based on the infection stages, Section 2.3 presents in more detail three classical epidemic

models, and some of their results that will be compared with the models obtained in the

following sections.

Finally, Section 2.4 introduces some basic definitions in random graphs that will be

used in the rest of this work, and also describes some special social networks that have

been studied and applied in diverse practical situations.

2.1 The early history of mathematical epidemic mod-

els

As specified by Anderson and May (1991), Daniel Bernoulli appears to have initiated the

mathematical study of infectious diseases. With the purpose of influencing public health

policy, he developed a method to evaluate the effectiveness of the techniques of variolation

6



2.1 The early history of mathematical epidemic models 7

against smallpox (Bernoulli, 1760).

After this work there was a long period without significant progress in the study of

infectious diseases. The next relevant works arose at the second part of the nineteenth and

beginning of the twentieth centuries.

After mapping both the reported deaths from cholera in London during 1854, and the

location of water pumps, John Snow realized that the cholera epidemic was being spread

through the water supply. Following a similar analysis, in 1873 William Budd established

that the typhoid fever in North Tawton (UK) was being transmitted through the sewage

systems. The infected cases visualization helped Snow and Budd to detect a relationship

between the cases and a common infection source. The basic idea that the closer individuals

are to each other (or to an infectious element), the more they affect each other (or the more

they are affected by the source), is one of the premises in spatial analysis.

In 1840 William Farr analyzed data on deaths from the England smallpox epidemic of

1837-1839. He observed the periodicity of disease epidemics and with the aim to describe

this pattern mathematically, developed a prediction technique based on the second ratios

of the incidence data. Farr smoothed the observations with the moving average of quarterly

deaths and calculated the second ratios of death in successive quarters. Since he observed

that these quantities were approximately equal, he could obtain the expected series of

deaths assuming the second ratios were constant.

The method to predict the end of an epidemic proposed by Farr is equivalent to fitting

a Gaussian distribution to the smoothed data (Brownlee, 1906), but Farr’s approach was

inconsistent for real epidemic data. In his analysis of the cattle plague in England of 1865,

he utilized the third ratios instead of the second ratios as in 1840. Also Evans (1875) tried

to use Farr’s method on the English smallpox outbreak of 1871-1872 with little success

(Ross, 1916).

In 1906 John Brownlee published Statistical studies in immunity: the theory of an

epidemic in which he fitted several Pearson curves (mostly Type IV) to different diseases’

epidemic data. Some of the data used by Brownlee were the number of new cases and deaths
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for miliary fever, cholera, influenza, smallpox and measles, and the number of observations

varied between 40 (enteric fever in Coventry, 1900) to 55,000 (deaths in London plague,

1665). In further works (from 1909 to 1918) Brownlee concluded that a Pearson Type IV

frequency curve would fit most of his observations.

The curves of the epidemics Brownlee studied were typically either symmetrical or

slightly positively skewed, but according to Hamer (1906), apparently Brownlee was fa-

miliar with the expectation that epidemics are negatively skewed, a consequence of the

accepted hypothesis that the progress of an epidemic is regulated by the decreasing num-

ber of susceptibles and the decreasing rate of contact between the infected and non infected

individuals. Brownlee then attributed the lack of negative skewness to biological infectivity

change in the agent.

Brownlee’s biological assumption was criticized by Sir Ronald Ross, who doubted that

the agent changed its infectivity power. Nevertheless Ross conceded the possibility of

change in the infection due to combinations of variation in environmental conditions, habits

of human and vector populations.

In contrast to the descriptive approaches of Farr and Brownlee, who expected to de-

duce some underlying biological causes or laws which would lead to the regular recur-

rence of the epidemic, Ross constructed a mathematical model based on accepted biologi-

cal/epidemiological relationships.

In 1911 Ross published in The Prevention of Malaria a difference equation model for

malaria based on the proportion of individuals only affected with malaria (infected stage),

the proportion of individuals affected and also infective (infective stage), and the rate of

recovery among the affected. For the vector (Anopheline mosquito) Ross included the num-

ber of local mosquitoes capable of carrying malaria, the proportion of these which would

succeed in biting an infected person, the proportion of the latter which would succeed in

maturing gametes, and of these, the proportion which would succeed in biting a uninfected

person.

In this work, Ross also introduced the still important concept of reproduction ratio or
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reproduction number (denoted as R0), that is, the (expected) number of secondary cases

produced by an infected individual in a large susceptible population. The obtained model

determined that there was a threshold density of man and mosquitoes below which malaria

would become extinct. Although Ross used the idea of chance or probability in formulating

his basic equations, they are completely deterministic.

Some other early advances were made by Hamer (1906), Kermack and McKendrick

(1927-1933 and 1937-1939) and Soper (1929).

Hamer (1906) postulated that the evolution of an epidemic depends on the constant rate

of interactions among individuals, that dictates the rate of contact between the susceptible

and the infectious populations. This notion is still one of the most important concepts in

mathematical epidemiology (Anderson and May, 1991) and is referred as the law of mass

action or homogeneous mixing.

The most important result obtained by Soper was the discovery that the basic assump-

tions on the contact rate, recovery, etc. lead to periodic but damped oscillations in the

number of infected individuals. (Bailey, 1975).

Observed data in epidemics do show a marked oscillation in incidence but they do not

show a tendency to damp (Wilson and Worcester, 1945). Since deterministic models failed

to describe this persistent behavior, other researchers explored incorporating stochastic

concepts, that led to stochastic version of the deterministic models.

Another important reason why probabilistic models became increasingly necessary is

that given a set of initial conditions, a deterministic model describes only one infectious

evolutionary process of the epidemic. Since there are several real life variations that can

affect the evolution and final result of this process, such as variation within the population

structure, environmental characteristics, etc., it is evident that in the deterministic model

the possibility of observing deviations was neglected (Serfling, 1952).

According to Bailey (1975), McKendrick (1926) was apparently the first to obtain a

genuinely stochastic treatment of an epidemic process in continuous time, but the lack of

satisfactory methods for handling such models had much to do with the fact this approach
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did not attract much attention.

Greenwood (1931) proposed a model in which the period of infectiousness was short

and the latent and incubation periods were approximately constant. This model can be

applied to diseases such as mumps that has an incubation period of 14-18 days (range,

14-25 days), and maximum transmission rate between the period extending from 1 to 2

day before the onset of symptoms to 5 days after (PHAC). This disease’s characteristics

result in generations of new cases evolving from a single case in a closed group.

Then under certain conditions and given the number of susceptible and infectious in-

dividuals present at a previous stage, and the chance of infectious contact, the generations

followed a chain of binomial distributions. In 1928 Lowell J. Reed and Wade Hampton

Frost were already using the same kind of ideas related to epidemics by generation as well,

in lectures and discussions, but they did not think their models were worth publishing.

The method nowadays known as the Reed-Frost model was described in 1951 by Helen

Abbey. See Section 2.3.1.

As did some other authors in the first half of the twentieth century, Abbey continued

extending and re-examining the previous epidemic models. She analyzed the epidemics of

measles in families and explained the discrepancy between the calculated results from the

Reed-Frost model and the observed results, in terms of differences in within-family contact

rates.

In 1946 and 1949 Maurice Bartlett revisited the idea of continuous-infection introduced

by McKendrick 20 years earlier. He obtained a partial differential equation for the proba-

bility generating function of the transition probabilities. The continuous time transitions

considered two variables, the numbers of susceptible and infectious individuals. He ba-

sically developed a bivariate Markov SIR model based on the Kermack and McKendrick

models (see Section 2.3.2) and observed that for large numbers of susceptibles the deter-

ministic mean would approximate the curve of the stochastic mean (Serfling, 1952).

The developments of deterministic and stochastic models for epidemics since then have

been evolving very closely. According to Isham (2004), almost all stochastic epidemic
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models have a deterministic counterpart obtained by setting the deterministic population

variations to be the expected values of the conditional variations in the stochastic model.

Bailey (1975) made the point that the deterministic treatments would normally be

regarded as approximately valid formulations under certain circumstances (for example,

an outbreak occurring in a population with a large size) and recommended examining the

deterministic model consequences before passing to more precise stochastic formulations.

In 1950 Norman Bailey drew an analogy between the stochastic process and the fact

that in a population the epidemic curve is the sum of a large number of epidemics in small

groups of the population. Using the same deterministic model as Bartlett, he calculated the

expected course of an epidemic according to the deterministic equation. The deterministic

curve was symmetrical, whereas the stochastic mean was positively skewed in accordance

with Brownlee’s observations.

Another important advance was the obtaining of a stochastic threshold theorem (Whit-

tle, 1955) in which a set of stochastic statements replaced the rigidly specific alternatives

described by Kermack and McKendrick in the first version of this result.

Bartlett in 1953, 1956 and 1957 studied the deterministic models proposed by Hamer

and Soper in which they obtained unrealistic damping waves. He showed that by adopting

a stochastic model the recurrent epidemics may be modeled much more realistically. In

sufficiently small communities complete fade-out of infection may occur if new cases are

not introduced, whereas in communities larger than a certain critical size, the infection

reaches a low level for a time before building up for a new outbreak. This conclusions are

in strong agreement with observed and simulated data (Bailey, 1975).

2.2 Infectious diseases

As noticed by Ross, it is important to understand and incorporate into the model the

biologic course of an infection and the disease the agent induces. In this section we present

the infectious and disease stages that most infectious diseases develop.
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Time

Susceptible
Infected
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Asymptomatic
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(two possible scenarios)

Number of agents
in the host

Figure 2.1: Infection-disease evolution.

It is usual to divide the infection course into a series of stages that start with a suscep-

tible state. See Figure 2.1. After the host becomes infected, the agent replicates inside, so

that the host becomes able to transmit the infection to others. The period between being

infected and being infectious is known as the latent period .

Close to the evolution of the infection is the disease evolution. The period between being

infected and having any agent-related disease symptoms is referred to as the incubation

period and should not be confused with the latent period since the host can become infective

before or after having any symptoms.

An infectious contact or transmission occurs when given a contact between a susceptible

and an infective, the agent transmits through that contact to the susceptible individual.

The definition of the term ‘contact’ is according to the transmission mode for the specific

agent under study.

The removal stage represents death caused by the infection or the acquisition of natural

immunity that prevents reinfection. For some diseases the removal rate does not exist since

the individual reenters the susceptible stage after recovery.

In general the diseases transmitted by viral agents, such as influenza, measles, rubella

and chicken pox confer immunity against reinfection, while the diseases transmitted by

bacteria, such as tuberculosis, meningitis and gonorrhea, confer no immunity against rein-
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fection.

2.3 Basic mathematical models for epidemic

In this section we present three classical epidemic models and some of their results. A

comprehensive comparison of the most important models, the variables they consider, and

their relevant results are presented in Yan (2007).

Most of the stochastic models for epidemics still refer to the models obtained in the

second half of the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century. According to the

infectious disease discrete stages included in the model, the most important models (usually

called compartmental models) are:

1. SIR Models: Consider three different subpopulations at time t: Xt, Yt and Zt, are

respectively the numbers of susceptible, infected and removed individuals. The in-

fected individuals are capable of transmitting the infection and they are referred to as

infectives. The removed population is that part which recovers and becomes immune

to the infection or dies, or for some other reason is not important to the transmission

of the infection process.

2. SEIR Models: These are similar to SIR models but they include an extra stage or

population: individuals that are infected or exposed but do not transmit the infection

(latent period).

3. SIS Models: In these models the infectives return to the susceptible state after re-

covery.

2.3.1 Reed-Frost model

This model might be classified as the simplest SEIR stochastic model for epidemics. The

model considers a closed population with the susceptible, infective and removed subpopu-

lation sizes in discrete times t = 1, 2, 3, . . .. The infection is passed from one infective to one
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susceptible in a relatively short time interval (t, t+ ε) at the beginning of the period. The

newly infected individuals Yt+1 will themselves become infectious in (t+ 1, t+ 1 + ε), while

the current infectives Yt will be removed. In discrete time models like this, it is natural to

think of the infectious period as being short and preceded by a longer and almost constant

latent period.

Each susceptible is assumed to have the same probability 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 of not having an

infectious contact with some infective. Then the probability that a susceptible at time t

remains susceptible in the next period is qYt .

The new infections occur in generations that are separated by the latent period as the

discrete time unit. Since the event probabilities in a given generation depend only on the

state of the epidemic in the previous generation, the model describes a Markov process

with binomial transition probabilities

P (Yj+1 = yj+1|Xj = xj, Yj = yj) =

(
xj
yj+1

)
(1− qyj)yj+1(qyj)xj−yj+1 ,

and Xj+1 = Xj − Yj+1. Of course, the infectious transitions occur until φ1 = inf{t|Yt = 0}
or φ2 = inf{t|Xt = 0}, and the final outbreak size, is

∑φ0∧φ2

1 Yt.

Given the initial state X0 = n and Y0 = m the probability distribution of the com-

plete chain y1, y2, . . . , can be obtained by conditioning sequentially and using the Markov

property of the chain. This can be very useful for a small population, but finding these

distributions becomes very complicated to compute even for moderate seized populations.

2.3.2 Kermack-McKendrick model

The basic deterministic time-continuous compartmental models to describe the transmis-

sion of communicable diseases are contained in a sequence of three papers by Kermack

and McKendrick in 1927, 1932 and 1933. The first of these papers describes the general

epidemic model, for which the so called Kermack-McKendrick epidemic model is actually

a special case.
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The model known as the Kermack-McKendrick epidemic model characterizes the epi-

demic with the number of susceptibles Xt, infectives Yt and immunes or removed Zt at

time t ≥ 0. This model supposes the time scale of the disease to be much faster than

the time scale of birth and deaths, so that demographic effects on the population may be

ignored and the total population Nt = Xt + Yt + Zt remains constant (Nt = N).

If we assume that each individual in a population mixes homogeneously, the rate of

interaction between two different subsets of the population is proportional to the product

of the numbers in each of the subsets concerned. Then under the law of mass action the

evolution of the epidemic is defined by the equations

dXt

dt
= − β

N
XtYt, (2.3.1)

dYt
dt

=
β

N
XtYt − γYt, (2.3.2)

dZt
dt

= γYt, (2.3.3)

subject to the initial conditions X0 = x0, Y0 = y0 and Z0 = 0. The parameter β is called

the standard incidence rate and represents the infection rate per unit of time, describing

the number of infectious contacts made by one infectious individual. When N is fixed β

can be replaced by α = Nβ, that is called the mass action incidence rate.

The parameter γ is the removal rate that describes the speed at which infectives become

immune. In cases where death or isolation may occur, Zt represents all removals from the

population, including individuals that become immune, die or are isolated.

The law of mass action can then be seen as the result of superposing all possible

contributions of the individual components to the interactions; the individuals are regarded

as being equally likely to interact with each other in a given (small) interval of time.

Other similar models based on the idealistic law of mass action can be built and ana-

lyzed, but not even the simplest case presented can be analytically solved. Some results

derived from this kind of model involve qualitative analysis. The two most important are

presented next.
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Threshold theorem

Kermarck and McKendrick obtained two basic results, referred to as their threshold the-

orem. The first is a critical statement, and comes from equation (2.3.2). Writing this

equation as:
dYt
dt

=
β

N
Yt(Xt −Nρ), (2.3.4)

where ρ is the relative removal rate γ/β, shows that the epidemic can grow (Yt can increase),

if and only if Xt > Nρ or Xt/(Nρ) > 1.

The quantity R = X0/(Nρ) is known as the effective reproduction number or replace-

ment number and represents the total number of secondary infections produced by a typical

infective.

Then, based on the initial conditions it is possible to know if the outbreak will grow to

become an epidemic or not. If R > 1, Y increases to a maximum attained when X = Nρ

and then decreases to zero (epidemic scenario), and if R < 1, Y decreases to zero and the

infection dies out before reaching a substantial fraction of the population.

The term R0 = 1/ρ is the average number of secondary infections that occur when

one infective is introduced into a completely susceptible population. Then R = R0X0/N

and when Y0 is very small X0 ≈ N and the basic reproduction number R0 is a good

approximation to R.

It is natural to think that the immunization of a single individual not only protects the

individual but also indirectly protects others against the possibility of disease transmission

from this individual. The protection of an entire population via the immunity of a fraction

of the population is known as herd immunity.

Thanks to a result derived from (2.3.4) it is possible to obtain an estimation of the

immunization proportion required to achieve the herd immunity. The minimum size of

a susceptible population necessary for an epidemic to occur is defined by the threshold

R = 1, reached when

X0 = N
γ

β
=: Xth.
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Then a pathogen will go extinct if the size of the susceptible population is less than this

threshold Xth. If a fraction p of the population is immunized, R is reduced to

R∗ = (1− p)R, (2.3.5)

and according to this model, if R > 1, the herd immunity is attained when p > 1− 1/R.

Extension of this basic model have been used to predict the minimum immunizaion cov-

erage necessary to drive specific diseases to extinction (Ancel-Meyers, 2007). For example,

according to Anderson and May (1991), the respective required coverages are thought to

be 90-95% for measles and whooping cough; 85-90% for chicken pox and mumps; 82-97%

for polio and scarlet fever; and 70-80% for smallpox.

Uninfected susceptible population

The second result from the Kermarck-McKendrik model is obtained from (2.3.1) and

(2.3.2):
dY

dX
= −1 +

Nρ

X
,

and integrating the last expression with respect to X, we can obtain the function

Y (X) = −X +Nρ ln(X) + c,

that can be expressed as the orbits function

g(X, Y ) = X + Y −Nρ ln(X)

where c, the constant of integration determined by the initial values, is c = g(X0, Y0).

The maximum value of Yt on each of these orbits defined by g(X, Y ) is attained when

X = Nρ, and none of the orbits reaches the Y -axis, for any t. In particular, limt→∞Xt =

X∞ > 0. This implies that part of the population always escapes infection. At the time

this was a significant result and still nowadays, together with the threshold theorem, is a

typical result to compare with when using new mathematical epidemic models.
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2.3.3 Stochastic model based on the Kermack-McKendrick model

When the number of individuals is very large, it was customary to represent the infection

process deterministically, but it was already known that these models were very unsuitable

for small populations.

Since the spread of a disease is naturally a random phenomenon, a stochastic model

is a more appropriate model for any epidemic dynamic. In this section we consider the

stochastic model obtained by McKendrick (1926) and further developed by Bartlett in 1949

and 1955.

The immediate extension to the Kermack-McKendrick model is its stochastic version

obtained by setting the population increments equal to the expected values of the condi-

tional increments in the stochastic model. For example we write

E(Yt+dt − Yt|(X, Y )t = (x, y)) =

(
β

N
x− γ

)
ydt+ o(dt).

The solution of the deterministic equations is not simply the mean of the stochastic process

since the expected value of the population increments can include covariance terms the

determinist model does not include. For example, from the last equation we have

dE(Yt)

dt
= lim

dt→0
E(E(Yt+dt − Yt|(X, Y )t = (x, y)))/dt

=

(
β

N
E(Xt)− γ

)
E(Yt) +

β

N
Cov(Xt, Yt).

When the rates in the SIR deterministic model (2.3.1)-(2.3.3) are interpreted as the

infinitesimal transition probabilities

Pr{(X, Y )t+dt = (x− 1, y + 1)|(X, Y )t = (x, y)}= β
N
xydt+ o(dt),

Pr{(X, Y )t+dt = (x, y − 1)|(X, Y )t = (x, y)} = γydt+ o(dt),

Pr{(X, Y )t+dt = (x, y)|(X, Y )t = (x, y)} = 1−
(
β
N
x+ γ

)
ydt− o(dt).

we have a bivariate Markov processes that assumes the mass action and in which the

number of individuals in each state are the random variables (Xt, Yt, Zt) with initial values

(X0, Y0, Z0 = 0).
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In this model each susceptible individual makes βy infectious contacts per unit of time

and the infectives leave that state at mean rate γy per unit of time. This last assumption

is the equivalent to supposing that the “cohort” of members who were all infective at one

time stay in that new state for a period that is distributed exponentially with mean 1/γ.

Looking to the expression R0 = β/γ it is clear that in the context of this stochastic

model the basic reproductive number is equal to the mean number of infectious contacts

during the mean time of being infective. As in the deterministic model, the quantity 1/ρ

coincides with the basic reproduction number R0 that is close to R when X0 ∼ N and Y0

is small.

The model can be regarded as a simple birth and death process in which being born is

equivalent to becoming infected. At the beginning of an epidemic, when the infective and

removed populations have very few members, then the probability that the epidemic ends

quickly (no epidemic) can be approximated by the simple birth and death process result:

Pr(no epidemic) =

{
1, R0 ≤ 1

(1/R0)Y0 , R0 > 1.
(2.3.6)

Kendall (1956) explained Bailey’s findings about the distribution of the total number of

secondary cases and the distribution of the final outbreak size. Bailey found two different

kinds of distributions that generalize the Kermack-McKendrick threshold theorem. If X0 ≤
ρ the probability distribution for the final size is decreasing (J-shaped) and if X0 > ρ the

distribution is bimodal with one peak at 0 and the other corresponding to a major outbreak

(U-shaped).

Unlike in the deterministic model, the threshold theorem of its stochastic version indi-

cates whether the probability of having an epidemic is zero or not, so it does not predict

an epidemic with certainty if R0 > 1.

2.4 Networks

In this section we introduce the basic definitions in random graphs theory and define the

small world and scale-free networks which have been fitted in diverse practical situations.
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2.4.1 Random graphs

A graph G consists of an ordered pair (V,E) of vertices (points or nodes) V = {v1, . . . , vn}
and edges (lines or links) that connect pairs of vertices, E ⊂ V 2. The number n is called

the order of G and the size of G refers to the number q of edges. We say that a graph G

is labeled if the vertices have fixed identities.

Since several structures can be represented as graphs (electric circuits, communication

paths, etc.), the properties of graphs have been extensively studied since the mid nineteen-

th century. The graphs can be classified as directed (or digraph), weighted, etc.

The mathematicians Paul Erdős and Alfréd Rényi (1959; 1960; 1961) took a particular

approach to the study of communication networks. Together they introduced the theory

of random graphs.

A random graph is the name given to a graph in which the network nodes are randomly

connected by edges.

In the original random graphs proposed by Erdős and Rényi, the n nodes are joined

by edges which are placed between pairs of vertices chosen uniformly at random, and they

provided a number of versions of their model. The most commonly studied graphs Gn,p

were those in which each possible edge between two vertices is present independently with

probability p, and absent with probability 1− p.
The degree of a node (dG(x), x ∈ V ) is the number of edges connected to that particular

vertex, and the graph is called regular if each of its vertices has the same degree.

Random graphs are not regular, but they can be characterized by a probabilistic dis-

tribution that describes their nodes’ degrees. This distribution gives the probability that

a randomly selected node has exactly k edges. That is

Pr (K = k) := Pr (dG(x) = k|x selected at random) .

In the random graphs Gn,p the majority of nodes have approximately the same degree,

close to the average degree E(K) = (n−1)p ≈ np and distributed approximately according

to the Poisson distribution with parameter E(K).
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Following the finding of Erdős and Rényi, random graphs were extended according to

their degree distribution. Then random graphs can be modeled and generated using degree

distributions in any family of probability distributions. There are several contributors to

the topic of degree distribution, including Erdős, Rényi, Ivčhenko, Bollobás (1985) and

Newman et al. (2001).

Random graphs have been employed as models of real-world networks of various types,

like social, manufacturing, telecommunication and computer networks. Two important

dynamics studied considering network characteristics are information access in the World-

Wide Web and the evolution of an epidemic.

An important characteristic of a graph that is closely related with the degree distribu-

tion is called a component . A component in a graph is a subset of vertices each of which is

reachable from the others by some path through the network. For small values of E(K),

when there are few edges in the graph, most of the vertices are disconnected from one other

and the components that can be built have small sizes. However, there is a critical value

of E(K) above which, in an asymptotic sense, the one largest component in the graph

contains a positive fraction S of the total number of vertices. This largest component is

called a giant component (Solomonoff and Rapoport, 1951; Erdős and Rényi, 1960). In

general there will be other components in addition to the giant component, but these are

still small and with fraction size S0 → 0 as n→∞.

Another important characteristic of graphs is the set of distances d(i, j) between pairs

of vertices i and j. The distance d(i, j) is defined as the minimum number of edges that

must be traversed in order to reach vertex j from vertex i. That is, the distance is the

shortest path length between i and j, (Watts, 1999).

The diameter of a graph G, diam(G), is the maximal distance between pairs of vertices

of G. A graph that is disconnected is defined to have a diameter equal to ∞.

The neighborhood of a vertex v0 is the set of first order neighbors or the set of nodes

that have an edge to the vertex v0.

Another graph characteristic is the cluster coefficient introduced in 1998 by Watts and
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Strogatz to quantify the clustering or transitivity. The clustering is a measure of the

probability that two vertices will be connected directly if they have a common neighbor.

First, the clustering coefficient for a vertex v0 is the proportion of links between the

vertices within its neighborhood divided by the number of links that could possibly exist

between them.

Then the clustering coefficient for the graph is defined as the average of the clustering

coefficient for each vertex in the graph. Newman et al. (2001) and Newman (2003) noticed

that the cluster coefficient defined this way does not correspond to the mean probability

that two nodes with a common neighbor are neighbors, but the correct average probability

is

C =
3× (number of triangles on a graph)

number of connected triples of vertices

=
6× (number of triangles on a graph)

number of paths of length 2
(2.4.7)

where a triangle means three vertices that are each connected to both of the others, con-

nected triple means a trio of vertices in which at least one is connected to both the others

and path of length 2 is any three distinct vertices v1, v2 and v3 for which there are edges

{(v1, v2), (v2, v3)} in the network.

The value of the clustering coefficient in a fully connected graph (i.e. where every pair

of nodes are neighbors) is C = 1. Since on random graphs, the probability that any two

vertices are connected is E(K)/(n − 1), where K is the degree distribution and n is the

order of the graph, then the cluster coefficient is also E(K)/(n− 1).

2.4.2 Social, small world, and scale-free networks

A social network is a representation of relevant relationships between individuals. This map

consists of a graph where the nodes represent the individual units (persons, institutions,

etc.) and an edge between two nodes stands for the existence of the relationship of interest.

According to Wasserman et al. (2005), the increasing interest in the study of social

networks and its methodology experienced after 1990 can be attributed to the realization
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of the impact of the “social context” in behavioral sciences.

The definitions previously given for random graphs then can be translated into the lan-

guage of social networks. For example, the distance between two individuals is the degree

of separation or number of acquaintances away from each other, and the expression (2.4.7)

for the clustering coefficient (also known as the fraction of transitive triples) measures the

extent to which two people are more likely to be acquainted with one other if they have

another common acquaintance.

Watts and Strogatz (1998) raised the possibility of constructing random graphs that

have some of the important properties of ‘real-world’ networks. The real-world networks

they studied included neural networks, the power grid of the western United States and

the collaboration graph of film actors.

Watts and Strogatz noticed that these networks had diameters considerably smaller

than those of regularly constructed graphs, such as lattices or grid graphs. More precisely,

Watts and Strogatz found that real-world networks tend to be highly clustered (C >>

CR.G. = E(K)/n), like regular lattices, but have small diameters, like random graphs.

That large social networks have rather small diameters had been noticed considerably

earlier, by psychologist Stanley Milgram (Milgram, 1967) and this phenomenon is called

the small-world effect.

Watts and Strogatz defined a network to be a small-world network if it shows both

properties: the diameter diam(G) is comparable with that of a random graph (that is

diam(G)/diamR.G.(G) ≈ 1), and the clustering coefficient C is much greater than that for

the random graph (C/CR.G. >> 1).

It is important to notice that the term small-world network has been used inconsistently

by other authors. Some authors use it to mean specifically networks taking the form of the

Watts-Strogatz model and some others use it to mean networks that show the small-world

effect (Newman et al., 2006).

Amaral et al. (2000) suggested a general classification for the small-world networks

(in the sense given by Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Using the empirical analysis of several
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networks, the authors classifed this kind of networks as single-scale, broad-scale or scale-free

(SF), depending on their degree distribution.

The single-scale networks are characterized by a connectivity distribution with a fast

decaying tail, such as exponential or Gaussian, while the broad-scale networks (or truncated

scale-free networks) are described by a connectivity distribution that has a power law

regime followed by a sharp cutoff, like an exponential or Gaussian decay of the tail.

Finally, the scale-free networks are characterized by a connectivity distribution with a

tail that decays as a power law. It is the last kind of network that has found more interest

since it describes several kind of interactions and they emerge in the context of a growing

network.

The work of Watts and Strogatz inspired the study of large-scale networks by random

graphs and for a large number of networks the degree distribution is well described with a

discrete power law distribution

Pr (K = k) ∝ k−δ; δ > 1, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}.

This distribution has been used to approximate several systems, including the World-

Wide Web (Albert et al., 1999), Internet (Faloutsos et al., 1999), metabolic and protein

networks (Jeong et al., 2000), language (Ferrer i Cancho and Solé, 2001) or sexual networks

(Liljeros et al., 2001).

Barabási and Albert (1999) named the networks with power-law degree distribution as

scale-free (SF) networks since their degree kernel distribution function pk := Pr (K = k)

remains unchanged when scaling k with any constant a. That is

pak ∝ a−δk−δ ∝ pk.

The identification of networks with power-law degree distribution has allowed the devel-

opment of new studies of the dynamics that are naturally associated to network structures.

Barabási and Albert (1999) also pointed out that this kind of network can potentially model

generic properties of many real networks, and they proposed that the properties of these
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networks can be explained using a model in which a network grows dynamically, rather

than being a static graph.

The network growing process that Barabási and Albert (1999) outlined gives as a result

a SF network with parameter 2.9 ± 0.1 and average connectivity 2m. Starting with a

small number (m0) of connected nodes, in each step a new node with degree m ≤ m0 is

introduced in the network and attached independently to m existing nodes. The new node

is connected to node i that has degree ki, with probability ki/
∑

j kj. This preferential

attachment means that the most connected nodes are more likely to increase, even more,

their degree at every step.

There are major topological differences between random graphs Gn,p and SF networks.

For the former most nodes have approximately the same number of links E(K) since the

exponential decay of the distribution pk guarantees the absence of nodes with appreciably

more links than E(K). In contrast, the power-law distribution implies the existence of

numerous nodes with only few links, and few nodes with a very large number of links.

Thus SF networks are extremely heterogenous.



Chapter 3

Final outbreak size and probability of
epidemic

On the basis of epidemic data, epidemiologists realized that epidemics do not evolve uni-

formly through populations, making evident that the law of mass action can be very

unsuitable to describe the dynamic of some infections.

Since some infections require very specific contact between individuals to propagate,

their epidemics are heavily affected by the population connectivity patterns that charac-

terize the type of contact that can result in infection transmission (Bailey, 1975; Diekmann

and Heesterbeek, 2000; Anderson and May, 1991).

Some epidemic models map this contact pattern in terms of random graphs or networks.

The nodes in the graph represent individuals or units susceptible to becoming infected and

transmitting the illness (such as wards, facility’s units, cities, etc.). The links between them

represent the kind of contacts that can lead to a transmission of the infection between two

individuals (Newman, 2002).

This chapter presents some definitions used in the context of random graphs and some

results that describe the infectious outbreak evolution in a population with a network

contact structure among individuals, such as the probability of an outbreak to develop

into a big outbreak (epidemic), and variance and mean for the size of the total affected

population.

26
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Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present the two network structures studied by Newman (2002).

The author obtained the mean number of infected individuals during an outbreak and the

probability that the outbreak evolves into an epidemic. This derivation is presented in

statistical notation, and we obtain the expression for the variance of the final outbreak

size.

Newman (2002) also showed that the degrees of individuals who are infected have a

larger mean than the mean degree distribution for the nodes in the graph. In Section 3.1

we present an alternative proof of this fact.

In Section 3.3 we extend the results for the simple and the bipartite network to a

hierarchical network with two populations.

3.1 Simple random graph

We call simple random graphs those graphs that are completely characterized by their

order and degree distribution. In these graphs a node can be connected to any other node

in the graph and the nodes’ degrees have the same distribution.

3.1.1 Homogeneous and independent transmission rates and in-
fectious periods

Consider a pair of individuals who are connected, one of whom i is infective and the other

j is susceptible. Suppose that the rate of infectious contacts between them is a random

variable Rij, and that the infective individual remains infective for a time Ii (infectious

period). Then the conditional probability that the individual i transmits the infection to

j during the entire period of infectiousness is

Pr (disease is transmitted from i to j|Rij = r, Ii = l) = 1− e−rl.

As a first case, assume that {Rij} and {Ii} are two independent series of i.i.d. random

variables with distributions FR and FI . Then the probability that an infective transmits
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the disease to a connected susceptible (transmissibility) is

π := P (disease is transmitted) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

(
1− e−rl

)
dFR(r)dFI(l) = E(R,I)

(
1− e−RI

)
.

Newman (2002) commented that π lies between 0 and 1, and showed this using some

simulations; however he omitted remarking that π is actually a probability.

An occupied edge is an edge of the network for which the disease is transmitted. Then

an edge is occupied with probability π and the size of the outbreak would be the size of

the cluster formed with occupied edges.

Let K be the degree for the nodes in the graph and {pk} the degree distribution of a

randomly chosen vertex. Its probability generating function (p.g.f.) is then

GK(s) :=
∞∑
k=0

pks
k.

If instead of choosing a vertex, we randomly choose an edge, we can derive the p.g.f of the

degree of one of the vertices at the end of the edge. Since the probability of thus selecting

a vertex of degree k is equal to kpk/E(K), then the p.g.f. of that distribution is equal to

GKe(s) =
∞∑
k=0

kpk
E(K)

sk =
s

E(K)

d

ds
GK(s) =

sG′K(s)

E(K)
. (3.1.1)

If we exclude the edge we arrived along, then the excess degree K1 has p.g.f.

GK1(s) :=
∞∑
k=1

kpk
E(K)

sk−1 =
G′K(s)

E(K)
. (3.1.2)

Similarly, we can define the p.g.f. of the nodes’ degree of occupied edges KT (occupied

degree) and excess degree of occupied edges KT1 (occupied excess degree) at the end of the

outbreak.

To illustrate these two concepts consider Figure 3.1. Here an outbreak started with

individual i1 (patient zero). Then this individual was able to transmit the infection using

all its edges, and at the end of its infectious period individual i1 had infected nodes i2, i4, i5

and i6.
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Figure 3.1: Transmission in network.

Since one of the edges of i6 and i2 were already used to infect them, then these nodes

were capable to transmit the illness through one of the edges of their excess degree. By

the end of their infectious period node i6 infected i13 and i15, and i2 infected i8.

Then the occupied degree of i1 is four and the occupied excess degrees of i6 and i2 are

two and one, respectively.

It is important to notice that all the random graphs we consider in this work are

undirected, but the next definitions and expressions are obtained considering the flow of

the infectious transmissions during an outbreak.

If Tj is the final status (1=infected, 0=not infected) of a single vertex connected to the

patient zero i then Tj|(R = r, I = l) ∼ Bernoulli(1 − e−rl) and hence the total number of

occupied edges connected to i given (R, I) is
∑K

1 Tj|(R = r, I = l) where K is the degree

of the occupied node i.

Since we consider that {T1, . . . , TK} are independent of K the p.g.f. of the occupied

excess degree KT , GKT (s) is

GKT (s) = E(R,I) (GK(GT (s))) = E(R,I)

(
GK

(
s+ (1− s)e−RI

))
. (3.1.3)
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For simplicity we have assumed that GKT (s) depends only on the degree distribution

and the transmission probability. This assumption holds if we have a contact network that

does not have any loop, so that any node can be reached by no more than one other node.

Since it is desirable that the component of occupied edges grows entirely treelike without

adding any restriction to the network other than being a random graph, in the results

obtained and showed in this section, it is assumed the networks have a large number of

nodes.

If we randomly select an occupied edge, then the occupied excess degree of the node

that was infected through that edge, KT1, has p.g.f. equal to

GKT1
(s) = E(R,I) (GK1(GT (s))) = E(R,I)

(
GK1(s+ (1− s)e−RI)

)
(3.1.4)

If R ≡ r0 and I ≡ l0 (r0, l0 ∈ R+) then (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) reduce to

GKT (s) = GK(s+ (1− s)e−r0l0) = GK

(
1 + (s− 1)(1− e−r0l0)

)
= GK (1 + (s− 1)π) , and

GKT1
(s) = GK1(s+ (1− s)e−r0l0) = GK1

(
1 + (s− 1)(1− e−r0l0)

)
= GK1 (1 + (s− 1)π) .

Final outbreak size distribution

Let Z be the final size of the outbreak with transmissibility π and let the p.g.f. of Z be

H0(s) :=
∞∑
z=0

Pr (Z = z) sz.

Similarly, we define the p.g.f. H1(s) for the cluster of occupied vertices we reach by

following a randomly chosen occupied edge in the same direction as the one induced by

the outbreak evolution.

Since the cluster size reached by following an occupied edge is equal to the sum of the

cluster sizes reached by following the other occupied edges of the vertex we first arrive at,

plus one, then

H1(s) = Gr.v.≡ 1(s) ·GKT1
(H1(s)) = sGKT1

(H1(s)), (3.1.5)
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where Gr.v.≡ 1(s) is the p.g.f. of the degenerated random variable at 1.

Under the same reasoning, the size of the occupied cluster reachable, following the

infection transmission direction, from a randomly chosen vertex can be expressed as

H0(s) = sGKT (H1(s)). (3.1.6)

Using (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) we can compute H1 and H0, and then recover the probability

density function of the final outbreak size using the consecutive derivatives of H0 evaluated

at zero. Since it is not always possible to find a result in closed form, we can turn to

numerical approximations (Newman, 2002).

Final outbreak size mean and variance

Using (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) and numeric approximations it is possible to obtain the final

outbreak size distribution, but based on these two equations it is also possible to derive a

closed form expression for the first two moments of the final outbreak size. These moments

are easier to obtain and they provide useful information about the distribution of the final

outbreak size.

Using (3.1.5) and the properties of the p.g.f. we have

H ′1(1) = 1 +G′KT1
(1)H ′1(1). (3.1.7)

Then

H ′1(1) =
1

1−G′KT1
(1)

. (3.1.8)

Now, based on (3.1.6) we have

E(Z) = H ′0(1) = 1 +G′KT (1)H ′1(1) (3.1.9)

and hence

E(Z) = 1 +
G′KT (1)

1−G′KT1
(1)

.
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Since from (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) we have that the expected number of occupied edges and

expected excess number of occupied edges are

G′KT (1) = πG′K(1) and G′KT1
(1) = πG′K1

(1), (3.1.10)

then the expected final size can be written as

E(Z) = 1 +
πG′K(1)

1− πG′K1
(1)

, (3.1.11)

which in terms of the first two moments of the degree distribution of the network, is

E(Z) = 1 +
πE(K)

1− πE(K1)
= 1 +

πE(K)

1− π
(
E(K2)
E(K)

− 1
) . (3.1.12)

The equation (3.1.11) diverges when πE(K1) approaches to 1. This quantity coincides

with the replacement numberR representing the expected excess number of occupied edges

of a typical infected node. Thus we have that the outbreak has a finite mean size when

R <∞.

From branching processes theory we have that if R = G′KT1
(1) < 1 then the probability

that the infectious agent becomes extinct is one, while if R = G′KT1
(1) > 1 the extinction

probability is less than one.

In the terminology of random graphs the event of an outbreak evolving into an epidemic

is the same as the cluster of occupied nodes forming a giant component.

The expression (3.1.12) can be derived as well considering a discrete outbreak evolution.

If there exists only one patient zero at time 0, then the p.g.f of the number of infected at

time 1 is GKT (s), at time 2 the p.g.f. is GKT ◦GKT1
(s), at time 3 is GKT ◦GKT1

◦GKT1
(s), etc.

Then the mean number of individuals infected at time 1, 2, 3 are E(KT ), E(KT )E(KT1)

and E(KT )[E(KT1)]2, respectively. Hence the mean of the total number of individuals that

have been infected up to time n is

1 +
n−1∑
m=0

E(KT )[E(KT1)]m
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and this converges to (3.1.12) as n→∞.

From (3.1.12) we have that the critical transmissibility threshold for the outbreak to

become an epidemic, given the degree distribution, is

πc :=
1

G′K1
(1)

=
E(K)

E(K2)− E(K)
.

Then if π < πc the outbreak remains small and E(K) <∞.

Like Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani (2001) (also Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2003),

we can see that the transmission threshold approaches to zero as E(K2) increases. Then,

in a network with a large degree variance, any infectious disease outbreak will have the

potential to turn into an epidemic.

Since the p.g.f. for degree of the nodes in the component of occupied nodes is (3.1.1) and

their p.g.f. for their occupied degree is E(R,I)

(
GKe(s+ (1− s)e−RI)

)
, then the clustering

coefficient for this component is equal to πE(K2)/(E(Z)E(K)) when πE(K1) < 1, and it

is always greater than πE(K2)/(nE(K)).

For some specific cases Newman (2002) and Ancel-Meyers et al. (2003) obtained the

mean final outbreak size based on the epidemic model and they compared their results using

the average final outbreak size observed in a large number of computational simulations.

However the authors did not explicitly describe the behavior of the deviations from the

mean. In order to complement their results, next we derive the variance of the final

outbreak size, in the cases R < 1.

The variance of the final outbreak size is

Var(Z) = Var(E(Z|KT )) + E(Var(Z|KT ))

= Var(KTE(Z1) + 1) + E(KTVar(Z1))

= E(Z1)2Var(KT ) + Var(Z1)E(KT ) (3.1.13)

where Z1 is the size of the component at the end of a randomly chosen occupied edge.
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Similarly

Var(Z1) = Var(E(Z1|KT1)) + E(Var(Z1|KT1))

= Var(KT1E(Z1) + 1) + E(KT1Var(Z1))

= E(Z1)2Var(KT1) + Var(Z1)E(KT1).

Then

Var(Z1) =
E(Z1)2Var(KT1)

1− E(KT1)
= E(Z1)3Var(KT1),

using

E(Z1) =
1

1− πE(K1)
,

from (3.1.8). Hence

Var(Z) = E(Z1)2 [Var(KT ) + E(Z1)Var(KT1)E(KT )]

= E(Z1)2 [Var(KT ) + E(Z1)Var(KT1)πE(K)] . (3.1.14)

Now

Var(KT ) = E(K)2Var(R,I)(1− e−RI) + π2[Var(K)− E(K)] + πE(K)

= E(K)2Var(R,I)(e
−RI) + π2[Var(K)− E(K)] + πE(K), (3.1.15)

Var(KT1) = E(K1)2Var(R,I)(1− e−RI) + π2[Var(K1)− E(K1)] + πE(K1)

= E(K1)2Var(R,I)(e
−RI) + π2[Var(K1)− E(K1)] + πE(K1). (3.1.16)

where

π2 = E(R,I)

(
(1− e−RI)2

)
E(K1) =

E(K2)

E(K)
− 1,

Var(K1) =
1

E(K)

(
E(K3)− E(K2)2

E(K)

)
.

Then the Var(Z) can be computed using the expressions (3.1.14), (3.1.15) and (3.1.16).
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From (3.1.14) we have that the variance for the final outbreak size depends on the mean

and variance of transmission 1−e−RI and the first three moments of the connectivity. Hence

fixing the distributions of R and I the final outbreak results can be completely different

the more heterogeneous the connectivity pattern is (skewness of the degree distribution).

Newman (2002) exemplifies its results using a network with Polylogarithmic (or Gutenber-

Richter law) degree distribution

pk =
k−δek/λ

Liδ(e−1/λ)
,

which tends to the power law distribution as δ → ∞, is skewed, and all its moments are

finite for any parametric values δ ∈ [1,∞) and λ ∈ (0,∞).

The author verifies the agreement between the theoretical results for the mean final

outbreak size and the probability of epidemic, with those obtained from computer simula-

tions.

3.1.2 Degree of infected individuals

From the properties of the p.g.f. and results derived for branching processes, we know that

if G′KT1
(1) > 1 the probability that an outbreak does not evolve into an epidemic is the

smallest root of

GKT1
(u) = u.

Then the probability that a vertex does not belong to a giant component of occupied

nodes via one of its edges, given that its degree is k, is

Pr (node is not in giant component | degree is k) =

=
k∑
i=0

(
k

i

)
qk−i

[
(1− q)E(R,I)

(
e−RI

)]i
=

[
q + (1− q)E(R,I)

(
e−RI

)]k
(3.1.17)

where q is the probability that a selected node by randomly choosing one edge (from which

our node can be reached) is not in a giant component.
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Now, since

Pr (selected node by randomly choosing one edge is not in g.c. | degree is ke) =

= u+ (1− u)
[
q + (1− q)E(R,I)

(
e−RI

)]ke
,

then q is the solution of

q = u+ (1− u)GKe (q + (1− q)(1− π)) (3.1.18)

where Ke has the p.f. kpk/E(K).

Similarly to (3.1.17) we have

Pr (node in giant component | degree is k) =
(

1−
[
q + (1− q)E(R,I)

(
e−RI

)]k)
.

Hence the degree distribution of a node given that it was not and was infected during

the epidemic are

Pr (degree is k| not in giant component) =
[q + (1− q)(1− π)]k pk
GK (q + (1− q)(1− π))

and

Pr (degree is k| in giant component) =

(
1− [q + (1− q)(1− π)]k

)
pk

1−GK (q + (1− q)(1− π))
.

Based on the conditional degree distributions we can easily calculate the respective

conditional degree means. They are

E(K|not in g.c.) =
[q + (1− q)(1− π)]G′K (q + (1− q)(1− π))

GK (q + (1− q)(1− π))

and

E(K|in g.c.) =
E(K)− [q + (1− q)(1− π)]G′K (q + (1− q)(1− π))

1−GK (q + (1− q)(1− π))
.
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Since the infection transmits through the network edges, it is natural to think that the

larger the degree of a node is, the more likely the node would be affected by the epidemic.

Next we will prove that the mean degree of affected nodes is larger than the mean degree

of the nodes that were unaffected.

To prove that E(K|in g.c.) > E(K|not in g.c.) we have to show

E(K)GK (q + (1− q)(1− π))− [q + (1− q)(1− π)]G′K (q + (1− q)(1− π)) > 0.

(3.1.19)

Now, since we are interested in the cases when E(K) = G′K(1) > 1 then there exist

w < 1 such that GK(w) = w.

Let z = q + (1− q)(1− π). If z < w then z < Gk(z) and G′K(z) < G′K(1) = E(Z), the

inequality (3.1.19) immediately follows.

If z > w but z < r, where r is such that rG′K(r) = GK(r) then zG′(z) < GK(z) and

hence we have (3.1.19).

For the cases z > r refer to Figure 3.2. In this case GK(z) < zG′K(z) but w < G(z)

and then zG′K(z) = wG′K(1) < G(z)G′K(1).

In corroboration, it may be noted that inequality (3.1.19) holds for values of z close to

1 due to the fact that at 1 the function G′K(1)GK(z) − zG′K(z) is equal to zero and the

derivative evaluated at 1 is negative, describing that the last expression was positive for

values at the left of 1.

3.1.3 Individual transmission rates

There are several infections in which is important to consider that transmissions are not

i.i.d. r.v.’s, that is, the probability of transmission from a given individual i to another j

could be drawn from different distributions for different individuals. In the most general

case if the infectious contact rate and infectious period {Rij} and {Ii} are two series

of independent random variables with distributions {FRij} and {FIi}, the probability of
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Figure 3.2: Probability generating function.

transmission is

πij := Pr (i transmit to j) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

(
1− e−rl

)
dFRij(r)dFIi(l).

In contrast to the model presented in Section 3.1.1 suppose that R varies with respect

to the infective individual. Assume that the transmission rates from an infective i to each

of the ki others to whom it is connected are drawn from a distribution FRi(r), which can

be different for each individual i. Then

πi := Pr (i transmit to j) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

(
1− e−rl

)
dFRi(r)dFI(l).

Similarly we can assume that the distribution of the infectious period Ii is different for

each individual i. In this case the set of individual transmission probabilities is still express

as {πi}.

Now, let N be the number of nodes in the graph, where N is large. Since for a randomly
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selected node we have that the occupied degree distribution is equal to

Pr (m occupied edges proceeding from node) =

=
N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
∞∑
k=m

Pr (m occupied edges |select node i, node has degree k,Ri, Ii)

)
×

Pr (degree k | select node i )× Pr (select node i)

= E(Ri,Ii)

(
N∑
i=1

∞∑
k=m

(
k

m

)
(1− e−RiIi)m(e−RiIi)k−mpk

1

N

)
,

then we have that the p.g.f. for the occupied degree distribution of patient zero is

GKT (s) =
∞∑
m=0

smE(Ri,Ii)

(
N∑
i=1

∞∑
k=m

(
k

m

)
(1− e−RiIi)m(e−RiIi)k−mpk

1

N

)

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
∞∑
k=0

pk
(
s(1− e−RiIi) + e−RiIi

)k)

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
GK

(
s+ (1− s)e−RiIi

))
. (3.1.20)

If we have a secondary case, then the distribution of the number of nodes this node

infects is

Pr (m excess occupied node | node was infected) =

= E(Ri,Ii)

(
N∑
i=1

∞∑
k=m+1

Pr (m exc. occ. degree | degree k, Ri, Ii) Pr (degree k | i ) Pr (i)

)

= E(Ri,Ii)

(
N∑
i=1

∞∑
k=m+1

(
k − 1

m

)
(1− eRiIi)m(e−RiIi)k−1−m kpk

E(K)

1

N

)
.
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Hence the p.g.f. for the occupied excess degree of a vertex that is a secondary case is

GKT1
(s) =

∞∑
m=1

smE(Ri,Ii)

(
N∑
i=1

∞∑
k=m+1

(
k − 1

m

)
(1− e−RiIi)m(e−RiIi)k−1−m kpk

E(K)

1

N

)

=
1

NE(K)

N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
∞∑
k=0

kpk

k−1∑
m=0

(
k − 1

m

)
(s(1− e−RiIi))m(e−RiIi)k−1−m

)

=
1

NE(K)

N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
∞∑
k=0

kpk(s(1− e−RiIi) + e−RiIi)k−1

)

=
1

NE(K)

N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
∞∑
k=0

kpk(s+ (1− s)e−RiIi)k−1

)

=
1

NE(K)

N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
G′k(s+ (1− s)e−RiIi)

)
=

1

N

N∑
i=1

E(Ri,Ii)

(
GK1(s+ (1− s)e−RiIi)

)
. (3.1.21)

Newman (2002) also derived the p.g.f. for the occupied degree and occupied excess

degree; however expressions obtained here (3.1.20 and 3.1.21) are different. These are the

weighted average of the individual p.g.f.’s for the occupied degrees and occupied excess

degrees, and it is easy to see that when {Ri} and {Ii} are both i.i.d. both results reduce

to (3.1.3) and (3.1.4).

Using (3.1.20) and (3.1.21) the results from Section 3.1.1 can be immediately used. For

example, the mean final outbreaks size is

E(Z) = 1 +
E(K)
N

∑
πi

1− E(K1)
N

∑
πi
.

3.2 Bipartite populations

In contrast with the simple random graphs, the bipartite networks or bipartite populations

consist of two different populations that are connected to each other with two possible

different degree distributions. No connection exists within either population.
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Suppose we have two different populations A and B of sizes N and M . Consider that

these two subpopulations have contacts between them but that no contact within either

subpopulation exists.

Let pk be the probability that one member in A has k edges that connect it to k different

members in B. Analogously we define qk for the degree of any member in B with respect

to connections to A.

Then the p.g.f. for the degree and excess degree distributions of each population are

GKA(s) :=
∑

pks
k, GKA1

(s) = G′KA(s)/G′KA(1),

GKB(s) :=
∑

qks
k, GKB1

(s) = G′KB(s)/G′KB(1).

Since each edge has an end in population A and and end in population B, then the

sum of the degrees in populations A and B must be equal. Assuming that N and M are

very large, Newman expressed this relation in term of the mean of the degrees, as

G′KA(1)

M
=
G′KB(1)

N
. (3.2.22)

If we consider two distributions for R and I to define two different transmissibilities

from infectives in A to susceptibles in B (RA, IA), and from infectives in B to susceptibles

in A (RB, IB), then we have similar results to (3.1.3) and (3.1.4). They are:

GKAT (s) = E(RA,IA)

(
GKA(s+ (1− s)e−RAIA)

)
,

GKAT1
(s) = E(RA,IA)

(
GKA1

(s+ (1− s)e−RAIA)
)
,

GKBT (s) = E(RB ,IB)

(
GKB(s+ (1− s)e−RBIB)

)
,

GKBT1
(s) = E(RB ,IB)

(
GKB1

(s+ (1− s)e−RBIB)
)
.

If an outbreak is started for a single individual, we can obtain the number of new cases

in population A. The number of new cases in this group, originated by an individual in

the same group, is the number of second neighbors and hence has p.g.f. equal to

GAT(s) = GKAT (GKBT1
(s)).
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Since every edge connects two individuals, one of each group, the p.g.f. of the excess

degree of a individual in population A is

GAT1(s) = GKAT1
(GKBT1

(s)).

In the same way GBT(s) and GBT1(s) are defined.

Using the p.g.f. just defined, we can calculate the p.g.f. H0 and H1 for each group. For

population A they are

HA0(s) = sGAT(HA1(s)) (3.2.23)

and

HA1(s) = sGAT1(HA1(s)). (3.2.24)

Then the expected number of affected members of population A is

E(ZA) = 1 +
G′AT(1)

1−G′AT1(1)

= 1 +
πAπBG

′
KA

(1)G′KB1
(1)

1− πAπBG′KA1
(1)G′KB1

(1)
(3.2.25)

= 1 +
πAπBE(KA)E(KB1)

1− πAπBE(KA1)E(KB1)
,

where πA = E(RA,IA)

(
1− e−RAIA

)
and πB = E(RB ,IB)

(
1− e−RBIB

)
.

Analogously, the expected final outbreak size for the second group E(ZB) can be ob-

tained. Even though the expected final sizes can be different, the transmission threshold

is the same:

πAπB =
1

E(KA1)E(KB1)
.

The variance of ZA can be obtained directly from (3.1.13) defining KA, KA1, KAT and

KAT1 as the degree, excess degree, occupied degree and occupied excess degree of a node

in A with respect to other nodes in A. See Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Bipartite graph.

Then the variance of the final outbreak size in population A is

Var(ZA) = E(ZA1)2Var(KAT) + Var(ZA1)E(KAT)

where

Var(ZA1) = E(ZA1)2Var(KAT1) + Var(ZA1)E(KAT1).

Then

Var(ZA) = E(ZA1)2 [Var(KAT) + E(ZA1)Var(KAT1)E(KAT)]

where

E(ZA1) =
1

1−G′AT1(1)
=

1

1− EKAT1(1)

=
1

1− πAπBE(KA1)E(KB1)

and

E(KAT) = πAπBE(KA)E(KB1).

Now

Var(KAT) = E(KA)2E(KB1)2Var(e−RAIA)Var(e−RBIB) +

π2Aπ2B (Var(KA)− E(KA)) + πAπBE(KA), and

Var(KAT1) = E(KA1)2E(KB1)2Var(e−RAIA)Var(e−RBIB) +

π2Aπ2B (Var(KA1)− E(KA1)) + πAπBE(KA1),
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where

π2A = E(RA,IA)

(
(1− e−RAIA)2

)
,

π2B = E(RB ,IB)

(
(1− e−RBIB)2

)
,

E(KA) = E(KA)E(KB1),

Var(KA) = (E(KB1))2 Var(KA) + E(KA)Var(KB1),

E(KA1) = E(KA1)E(KB1), and

Var(KA1) = (E(KB1))2 Var(KA1) + E(KA1)Var(KB1).

The expression for the variance of ZA more complex than the one obtained in Sec-

tion 3.1.1 however it still depends only on the transmissibilities and the first three moments

of the degree distributions.

When KB ≡ 2 then the mean and variance final outbreak size in population A reduce

to (3.1.11) and (3.1.13) with K = KA, K1 = KA1, π = πAπB and π2 = π2Aπ2B.

3.3 Hierarchical networks

The hierarchical networks are the natural extension of the simple and bipartite networks,

and consist of two different populations that can have connections between and within

them with possibly different degree distributions.

Ancel-Meyers et al. (2003) utilized a bipartite network to model the spread of the

Mycoplasma pneumoniae in psychiatric institutions. The authors included in their model

the interactions between the subpopulations of wards and caregivers.

In their work, Ancel-Meyers et al. considered that any interaction within the population

of wards and caregivers was not possible, so that the infection was spread only through

the contacts of type ward-caregiver. See Figure 3.4.

A ward was classified as infective if at least one of its residents was infective, and the

probability of transmission from a ward to a caregiver, and from a caregiver to a ward were
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WARDS

CAREGIVERS

Residents

Figure 3.4: Bipartite model used by Ancel-Meyers et al. (2003).

assumed constants, regardless of the number of residents in each ward.

As in the bipartite population model, the authors considered that a person or a place

(ward) only encounters the infection once. That is, the graph is sufficiently sparse to

prevent interconnections among clusters of infections.

Ancel-Meyers et al. compared the final outbreak sizes obtained from applying the

results of Newman (2002) and computational simulations for different values of mean degree

distribution for the connexions of caregivers to wards (µ(A,B)) given the values of πA = πB =

0.6 and µ(B,A) = 440/15µ(A,B) (that fulfils the relationship from (3.2.22)).

However the data consist of only 15 wards and 440 caregivers, and the low disease

transmissibilities compensate for the small number of nodes in the network. This results in

a very good agreement between the theoretical results and the simulations for the values

of πA = πB = 0.6. Assuming that this agreement would hold for any other parameter’s

values Ancel-Meyers et al. (2003) obtained a range of possible values for the parameter

µ(A,B), πA, and πB using the results given in Newman (2002).

In the same work Ancel-Meyers et al. estimated the disease transmission for residents
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WARDS

CAREGIVERS

Figure 3.5: Hierarchical network model.

in the same ward but they did not explicitly incorporate this information into the model

to obtain the mean final outbreak size.

One first generalization we think is important to make to the previous model is allowing

interaction within the wards and the set of caregivers. See Figure 3.5.

Then the populations of wards and caregivers become simple subgraphs or local net-

works that interact connecting their individuals with a specific degree distribution.

Let K(A,A) and K(A,B) be the network connections that a node in population A has with

elements in A and B, respectively, with p.g.f. GK(A,A)
(s) and GK(A,B)

(s). Similarly to the

last section, we define the p.g.f. for the occupied degree as GK(A,A)T
(s) and GK(A,B)T

(s),

and for the occupied excess degree GK(A,A)T1
(s) and GK(A,B)T1

(s).

Analogously we define the p.g.f.’s based on the degree distribution for elements in B.

Let KABAT be the number of new infections in A that are more than one degree apart.

That is, the number of elements in A that are not directly infected by a node i in A, but

infected by the the secondary cases of i, all in B. Then KABAT is the number of occupied

nodes that go from the initial case A0 to a case in B to a case in A (A0 → B → A) plus
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the number of occupied nodes A0 → B → B → A, plus the number of occupied nodes

A0 → B → B → A, and so on. Hence the p.g.f of KABAT is equal to

GABAT(s) = GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,A)T1

(s) ·

GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,B)T

◦GK(B,A)T
(s) ·

GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,B)T

◦GK(B,B)T1
◦GK(B,A)T

(s) ·

GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,B)T

◦G[2]
K(B,B)T1

◦GK(B,A)T
(s) ·

GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,B)T

◦G[2]
K(B,B)T1

◦GK(B,A)T
(s) · · · · , (3.3.26)

where GK(B,B)T
◦ G[m]

K(B,B)T1
(s) represents the p.g.f. for the number of elements, in the

occupied component, that are the (m + 1)-th neighbors in population B for a node in B,

and with all intermediate neighbors also in B.

Based on (3.1.11), if the distribution of K(B,B) or the distributions of R(B,B) and I(B,B)

make small values more probable (so π(B,B)E(K(B,B)) << 1) then GK(B,B)T
◦ G[m]

K(B,B)T1
(s)

can be approximated by 1 for values of m > m0. In this case

GABAT(s) ∼ GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,A)T1

(s) ·

GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,B)T

◦GK(B,A)T
(s) · · · ·

GK(A,B)T
◦GK(B,B)T

◦G[m0]
K(B,B)T1

◦GK(B,A)T
(s).

Similarly, if we select an occupied node in A that was infected by a node in B, the total

number of new infections in A that follow infections in B, KABAT1, has p.g.f equal to

GABAT1(s) = GK(A,B)T1
◦GK(B,A)T1

(s) ·

GK(A,B)T1
◦GK(B,B)T

◦GK(B,A)T
(s) ·

GK(A,B)T1
◦GK(B,B)T

◦GK(B,B)T1
◦GK(B,A)T

(s) ·

GK(A,B)T1
◦GK(B,B)T

◦G[2]
K(B,B)T1

◦GK(B,A)T
(s) · · · · . (3.3.27)

Under this new network structure the relations (3.2.23) and (3.2.24) are now

HA0(s) = s ·GK(A,A)T
(HA1|(A,A)(s)) ·GABAT(HA1|(B,A)(s)), (3.3.28)
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where HA1|(A,A)(s) and HA1|(B,A)(s) refer to the cluster sizes at the ends of occupied edges

that go from an element of A to A, and from B to A, respectively. Then

HA1|(A,A)(s) = s ·GK(A,A)T1
(HA1|(A,A)(s)) ·GABAT(HA1|(B,A)(s)) (3.3.29)

and similarly for an edge between a node in B and a node in A,

HA1|(B,A)(s) = s ·GK(A,A)T
(HA1|(A,A)(s)) ·GABAT1(HA1|(B,A)(s)). (3.3.30)

Solving (3.3.29) and (3.3.30) and using the first derivative of (3.3.28), the expected number

of elements in A that are affected by the outbreak is

E(ZA) = 1 +G′K(A,A)T
(1)H ′A1|(A,A)(1) +G′ABAT(1)H ′A1|(A,B)(1)

=
1 +N(A,A) +NABAT +N(A,A)NABAT

1−N(A,A)NABAT

, (3.3.31)

where

N(A,A) =
G′K(A,A)T

(1)

1−G′K(A,A)T1
(1)

=
π(A,A)G

′
K(A,A)

(1)

1− π(A,A)G′K(A,A)1
(1)

and

NABAT =
G′ABAT(1)

1−G′ABAT1(1)
.

If E(K(B,B)T1) < 1 it can be shown that

NABAT =
E(K(A,B)T )E(KBAT)

1− E(K(A,B)T1)E(KBAT)

where

E(KBAT) = E(K(B,A)T1) +
E(K(B,B)T )E(K(B,A)T )

1− E(K(B,B)T1)
. (3.3.32)

When we restrict the model to the simple random model in Section 3.1.1 there are no

connections to any node in population B, and (3.3.31) reduces to E(ZA) = 1 + N(A,A),

that is equal to (3.1.11).
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In the bipartite network model we have that E(ZA) = 1+NABAT and since all the new

elements for A are exclusively as second neighbors, then

NABAT =
E(K(A,B)T )E(K(B,A)T1)

1− E(K(A,B)T1)E(K(B,A)T1)
.

Hence E(ZA) = 1 +NABAT is equal to the expression in (3.2.25).

The random variable KBAT denotes the number of new nodes in A that an element

in B originates after the infection transit through elements in B. This is, the number of

cases: B → A, B → B → A, B → B → B → A, etc.

Given the last definition, then (3.3.26) and (3.3.27) can be expressed as

GABAT(s) = GK(A,B)T
(GKBAT

(s)) (3.3.33)

and

GABAT1(s) = GK(A,B)T1
(GKBAT

(s)). (3.3.34)

The variance of ZA has a complex expression but this can still be computed given the

three first moments of the degree, excess degree distribution and (1− exp(1−RI)), for the

distributions of R and I: FRA,A , FIA,A , FRA,B , FIA,B , FRB,A , FIB,A , FRB,B , and FIB,B .

The variance for the final outbreak size in population A is

Var(ZA) = E(ZA|(A,A))
2Var(K(A,A)T ) + E(ZA|(B,A))

2Var(KABAT) +

E(K(A,A)T )Var(ZA|(A,A)) + E(KABAT)Var(ZA|(B,A)), (3.3.35)

where ZA|(A,A) and ZA|(B,A) are the final sizes of the outbreak in population A that are at

the ends of occupied edges that connect two elements in A, and an element from B to A,

respectively.

The expression for the terms in (3.3.35) are:

1. E(ZA|(A,A)) and E(ZA|(B,A)):

E(ZA|(B,A)) =
1 + E(K(A,A)T )E(ZA|(A,A))

1− E(KABAT1)
,
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where

E(ZA|(A,A)) =
1 +NABAT

(1− E(K(A,A)T1))NABATN(A,A)

.

2. Var(K(A,A)T):

Var(K(A,A)T ) = E
(
K(A,A)

)2
Var(e

−R(A,A)IR(A,A) ) +

E

((
1− e

−R(A,A)IR(A,A)

)2
)

Var(K(A,A)) +

E
((

1− e
−R(A,A)IR(A,A)

)
e
−R(A,A)IR(A,A)

)
E(K(A,A)).

The variance for the occupied excess degree Var(K(A,A)T1) has a similar expression.

3. Var(KABAT):

Var(KABAT) = E(KBAT)2Var(K(A,B)T ) + E(K(A,B)T )Var(KBAT),

where

Var(KBAT) = Var(K(B,A)T1) + E(KBAT1)2Var(K(B,B)T ) + E(K(B,B)T )Var(KBAT1)

and

Var(KBAT1) =
E(KBAT1)2Var(K(B,B)T1)

1− E(K(B,B)T1)
.

On the other hand, E(KBAT) is given in (3.3.32) and

E(KBAT1) =
E(K(B,A)T )

1− E(K(B,B)T1)
.

4. Var(ZA|(A,A)) and Var(ZA|(B,A))

Var(ZA|(B,A)) = E(ZA|(A,A))
2Var(K(A,A)T ) + E(ZA|(B,A))

2Var(KABAT1) +

E(K(A,A)T )Var(ZA|(A,A)) + E(KABAT1)Var(ZA|(B,A)),
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where

Var(ZA|(A,A)) =
E(ZA|(A,A))

2Var(K(A,A)T1) + E(ZA|(B,A))
2Var(KABAT)

1− E(K(A,A)T1)
+

E(KABAT)Var(ZA|(B,A))

1− E(K(A,A)T1)
,

and from relations (3.3.33) and (3.3.34) we have

E(KABAT) = E(K(A,B)T )E(KBAT)

and

E(KABAT1) = E(K(A,B)T1)E(KBAT).

The expressions involved in the last four sections assume that the number of nodes in

the network is large in relation with the distribution of the transmission rate and infectious

period. However this supposition can be relaxed for SIS epidemic models since the node

degree distribution is less affected by the number of infected-removed and network loops,

as the infectious periods are small and the recovered individuals reenter the network of

susceptible individuals.

It is important to notice that for SIR and SEIR epidemic models, the last results

represent the worst case scenario. Since the degrees and excess degrees of susceptible

nodes will be smaller for smaller random graphs we can expect that the means for the final

outbreak sizes are smaller in observed data.



Chapter 4

Outbreak evolution in time

In contrast to Chapter 3, in this chapter we are interested in describing the outbreak size

at any time t.

Considering that the infection evolution can be approximated by the Reed-Frost model,

in Section 4.1 we obtain the general expression for the p.g.f of the size outbreak, the mean

and the variance at any time t ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. We obtain these results for infections that

happen in simple, bipartite and hierarchical networks.

Section 4.2 presents the p.g.f. for the outbreak evolution assuming that the infection is

a Markovian process transmitting through a simple network of contacts.

As in the previous chapter we assume that the graph is very large and then the infection

grows treelike.

4.1 Discrete time evolution

In this section we incorporate the Reed-Frost SEIR model in a network of contacts and we

obtain the mean affected population size at time t (t ∈ 1, 2, . . .) for the specific network

structures presented in the previous section.

As in the Reed-Frost model we consider the infection passes from one infective node i

to a connected susceptible node j in a short time interval (t− 1, t− 1 + ε), and the newly

infected individuals become infectious in (t, t+ε), while the current infectives are removed.

52
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Then the infectious cases occur in generations.

Similarly to the models in Chapter 3 we assume the number of nodes in the networks

is large with respect to the transmission probabilities. Then the number of loops in the

graph is negligible and the infections spread treelike.

4.1.1 Simple random graph

In this section we assume that the infective rate and infectious period are constant. Then

τ = 1 − exp(−rl) is the probability that a contact between any infectious and infective

individuals results in a transmission.

As in Subsection 3.1.1, let {pk} be the degree distribution of the graph. Now let Yt be

the number of infected individuals at time t that become infectious in (t, t+ ε). If we have

a single initial case (Y0 = 1) then the p.g.f. of Yt fulfills

GY1(s) = GY0(GKT (s)) = GK(1 + (s− 1)τ), (4.1.1)

since GY0(s) = s; and

GYt(s) = GYt−1(GKT1
(s)) = GYt−1(GK1(1 + (s− 1)τ)). (4.1.2)

for t ∈ {2, 3, . . .}.

Using (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), the p.g.f of the number of infectives at time t, GYt(s), can be

computed recursively for any t ∈ {2, 3, . . .}.

Mean of affected individuals at time t

An explicit expression for the mean number of infective individuals in (t, t + ε) can be

obtained utilizing the derivatives of (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), or directly as follows:

E(Yt) = E(E(Yt|Yt−1)) = E(Yt−1E(KT1)) = E(Yt−1)E(KT1) = τE(Yt−1)G′K1
(1)

for t > 1.
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Now, if Y0 = 1 then E(Y1) = E(KT ) = τE(K), and

E(Yt) = E(KT ) [E (KT1)]t−1 = τE(K) [τE(K1)]t−1 , (4.1.3)

for t ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . ..

Using (4.1.3) we have that the expected number of infected individuals in the long run

is

lim
t→∞

E(Yt) =


0, E(KT1) < 1
τE(K), E(KT1) = 1
∞, E(KT1) > 1

(4.1.4)

Hence the outbreak dies out if R = E(KT1) < 1, it becomes endemic in the population

if R = 1, and it transforms into an epidemic if R > 1. This information coincides with

Newman’s result presented in Section 3.1.1 and provides us with further information about

the endemicity of the disease when R = 1.

However, since any community is finite, we can consider that the endemicity can be

reached thanks to the arrival (births, immigration) of new susceptible individuals that

connect to individuals in the network with degrees that follow the graph degree distribution.

Variance of affected individuals at time t

In order to study the possible outcomes of an outbreak in a given social network, we obtain

the variance of the number of infective individuals in (t, t+ε). The variance can be derived

from (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), or as follows.

Var(Yt) = Var(E(Yt|Yt−1)) + E(Var(Yt|Yt−1))

= [E(KT1)]2 Var(Yt−1) + E(Yt−1)Var(KT1)

= [E(KT1)]2 Var(Yt−1) + E(Yt−1)
[
τ 2Var(K1) + τ(1− τ)E(K1)

]
.

(4.1.5)

If Y0 is known then Var(Y0) = 0, and

Var(Y1) = Var(KT ) = τ 2Var(K) + τ(1− τ)E(K). (4.1.6)
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Using the last expression then we have

Var(Yt) = E(KT1)2(t−1)Var(KT ) + E(KT )Var(KT1)

(t−1)∑
i=0

E(KT1)t−2+i

= E(KT1)(t−2)

[
E(KT1)tVar(KT ) + E(KT )Var(KT1)

1− E(KT1)t

1− E(KT1)

]
(4.1.7)

for t ∈ {3, 6, 7, . . .}, where Var(KT ) is given by (4.1.6) and

Var(KT1) = τ 2Var(K1) + τ(1− τ)E(K1),

as used in (4.1.5).

4.1.2 Bipartite graphs

As in Section 3.2, we consider a graph with two different populations A and B with degrees

KA, KB, excess degrees KA1 and KB1, occupied degrees and occupied excess degrees KAT ,

KBT , KAT1, and KBT1.

Let τA = 1−exp(−rAlA) and τB = 1−exp(−rBlB), and let Yt,A and Yt,B be the number

of infective individuals in (t, t+ ε). Then

GYt,A(s) = GYt−1,B
(GKBT1

(s)) = GYt−1,B
(GKB1

(1 + (s− 1)τB))

and

GYt,B(s) = GYt−1,A
(GKAT1

(s)) = GYt−1,A
(GKA1

(1 + (s− 1)τA)).

Then, if the first infectious case occurs within population A, the p.g.f. for the number of

infectives in A at time t is

GYt,A(s) =

{
GYt−2,A

(GKAT1
(GKBT1

(s))), if t is even
1, if t is odd

(4.1.8)

and an analogous expression is obtained for GYt,B(s).
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If a single first case is observed within population A at the beginning of the outbreak,

then GY0,A
(s) = s, GY0,B

(s) = 1,

GY1,B
(s) = GY0,A

(GKA(1 + (s− 1)τA)) = GKA(1 + (s− 1)τA),

and

GY2,A
(s) = GY0,A

(GKAT (GKBT1
(s))) = GKAT (GKBT1

(s)). (4.1.9)

Mean of affected individuals at time t

Based on either (4.1.8) and (4.1.9), or the expected value given the previous state of

population A, we obtain the mean number of affected individuals at time t as

E(Yt,A) = E(E(Yt,A|Yt−2,A))

= E(Yt−2,A)E(KAT1)E(KBT1)

= τAτBE(Yt−2,A)E(KA1)E(KB1),

where

E(Y2,A) = E(KAT )E(KBT1) = τAτBE(KA)E(KB1)

if Y0,A = 1 and Y0,B = 0.

In this case then

E(Yt,A) =

{
E(KBT1)t/2E(KAT1)(t/2)−1E(KAT ), if t is even
0, if t is odd

=

{
τAτBE(KA)E(KB1)[τAτBE(KA1)E(KB1)](t/2)−1, if t is even
0, if t is odd.

(4.1.10)

As in the simple network model we can observe that τAτBE(KA1)E(KB1) is the replace-

ment number for populations A and B (RA = RB). Then from (4.1.10) we have that in

the long run the mean number of affected individuals in population A diverges if RA > 1,

is endemic if RA = 1, and dies out if RA < 1.
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Variance of affected individuals at time t

The recursive expression for the expression for the variance is

Var(Yt,A) = Var(E(Yt,A|Yt−2,A)) + E(Var(Yt,A|Yt−2,A))

= [E(KAT1)E(KBT1)]2 Var(Yt−2,A) +

E (Yt−2,A)
[
E(KBT1)2Var(KAT1) + Var(KBT1)E(KAT1)

]
, (4.1.11)

for t > 3, where

Var(KAT1) = τ 2
AVar(KA1) + τA(1− τA)E(KA1)

and similarly for Var(KBT1).

From (4.1.11) we can observe that Var(Yt,A) reduces to the simpler case in (4.1.5) if

KBT1 ≡ 1, and it is larger than (4.1.5) if E(KBT1) > 1.

If we have that Y0,A = 1 and Y0,B = 0 then the recursive expression leads to

Var(Yt,A) =

{
(a2)t/2−1Var(Y2,A) + bE(Yt−2,A)

∑t/2−2
i=0 a2i, if t is even

0, if t is odd,

where

a = E(KAT1)E(KBT1),

b = E(KBT1)2Var(KAT1) + Var(KBT1)E(KAT1),

Var(KAT1) = τ 2
AVar(KA1) + τA(1− τA)E(KA1),

Var(KBT1) = τ 2
BVar(KB1) + τB(1− τB)E(KB1), and

Var(Y2,A) = E(KBT1)2Var(KAT ) + Var(KBT1)E(KAT ).

4.1.3 Hierarchical networks

As in Section 3.3, we consider a graph with two different populations A and B with degrees

K(A,A), K(B,B) and degrees that connect them K(A,B) and K(B,A); excess degrees K(A,A)1,
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K(B,B)1, K(A,B)1, K(B,A)1; and occupied degrees and occupied excess degrees K(A,A)T ,

K(B,B)T , K(A,B)T , K(B,A)T , K(A,A)T1, K(B,B)T1, K(A,B)T1 and K(B,A)T1.

In this model we have

GYt,A(s) = GYt−1,A
(GK(A,A)T1

(s)) ·GYt−1,B
(GK(B,A)T1

(s))

and

GYt,B(s) = GYt−1,B
(GK(B,B)T1

(s)) ·GYt−1,A
(GK(A,B)T1

(s))

for t > 1.

If GY0,A
(s) = s and GYt,B(s) = 1, then

GY1,A
(s) = GK(A,A)T

(s) and GY1,B
(s) = GK(A,B)T

(s).

Mean of affected individuals at time t

Based on the last expression for the p.g.f. of the number of infective individuals in each

population at time t, we have

E(Yt,A) = E(Yt−1,A)E(K(A,A)T1) + E(Yt−1,B)E(K(B,A)T1)

= τAAE(Yt−1,A)E(K(A,A)1) + τBAE(Yt−1,B)E(K(B,A)1),

and similarly,

E(Yt,B) = τBBE(Yt−1,B)E(K(B,B)1) + τABE(Yt−1,A)E(K(A,B)1)

for t > 1.

If the initial infectious case occurs in population A, then

E(Y1,A) = E(K(A,A)T ) = τAAE(K(A,A))

and

E(Y1,B) = E(K(A,B)T ) = τABE(K(A,B)).
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Now let EKT1
be the matrix of occupied expected excess degree among the populations.

This is

EKT1
=

(
E(K(A,A)T1) E(K(B,A)T1)
E(K(A,B)T1) E(K(B,B)T1)

)
. (4.1.12)

Let E(Yt) = (E(Yt,A), E(Yt,B))t; then the expected number of infectious individuals at

time t is

E(Yt) = EKT1
E(Yt−1) = (EKT1

)kE(Yt−k)

for k ≤ t− 1.

Since patient zero can transmit the infection using all of his/her connections, then

E(Y1) = (E(KτAA), E(KτAB))t

and hence E(Yt) can be expressed in terms of the populations initial conditions as

E(Yt) = (EKT1
)t−1E(Y1).

Provided that E(K(B,A)T1) > 0 and EKT1
has full rank, the last expression is easier to

compute using (EKT1
)t−1 equal to

E(K(B,A)T1)

e2 − e1

(
1 1

e1−E(K(A,A)T1)

E(K(B,A)T1)

e2−E(K(A,A)T1)

E(K(B,A)T1)

)(
et−1

1 0
0 et−1

2

) e2−E(K(A,A)T1)

E(K(B,A)T1)
−1

− e1−E(K(A,A)T1)

E(K(B,A)T1)
1

 ,

where e1 and e2 are the eigenvalues associated to EKT1
and such that e1 ≤ e2.

Variance of affected individuals at time t

Let E∗KT1
and VK be the matrices of the mean occupied degrees square and occupied

degree variances, respectively. That is,

E∗KT1
=

(
E(K(A,A)T1)2 E(K(B,A)T1)2

E(K(A,B)T1)2 E(K(B,B)T1)2

)
and

VK =

(
Var(K(A,A)T1) Var(K(B,A)T1)
Var(K(A,B)T1) Var(K(B,B)T1)

)
.
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Then VYt = diag(Var(Yt)) = (Var(Yt,A),Var(Yt,B))t fulfils

VYt = E∗KT1
VYt−1 + VKE(Yt−1)

for t > 1.

Hence the variance can be expressed as

VYt =
(
E∗KT1

)t−1
VY1 +

t−2∑
i=0

(
E∗KT1

)i
VKE(Yt−(i+1))

where

VY1 =
(
Var(K(A,A)T ),Var(Y(A,B)T )

)
.

On the other hand the covariance between the number of infectives in each population

at time t is

Cov(Yt,A, Yt,B) =

= E (Yt,AYt,B)− E(Yt,A)E(Yt,B)

= E (E (Yt,AYt,B|Yt−1,A, Yt−1,B))− E(Yt,A)E(Yt,B)

=
[
E(K(A,A)T1)E(K(B,B)T1) + E(K(B,A)T1)E(K(A,B)T1)

]
Cov(Yt−1,A, Yt−1,B) +

E(K(A,A)T1)E(K(A,B)T1)Var(Yt−1,A) + E(K(B,A)T1)E(K(B,B)T1Var(Yt−1,B).
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4.2 Continuous time evolution

Suppose we have a SIR process in a simple network. If Yt and Zt are the sizes of the infective

and removed populations at time t, then we can describe a bivariate Markovian process in

the network with the transitional probabilities conditioned on the number of susceptibles

connected to the cluster of infectives at time t (for short, referred as the cluster’s excess

degree and denoted by Kct).

As in the previous section we assume that the graph is very large. Then the infection

grows treelike, and the node degree distribution of the susceptible population is hardly

affected by the increments of the infective and removed population over time.

If we assume that the rate of infection is β and the infectious period has exponen-

tial distribution with parameter γ then the conditional transitional probabilities for the

infective and removed populations are

Pr {(Yt+∆, Zt+∆) = (y +m, z + n)|(Yt, Zt) = (y, z), Kct = kct} =

=


βkct∆ + o(∆), if m = 1, n = 0
γy∆ + o(∆), if m = −1, n = 1
1− βkct∆− γy∆ + o(∆), if m = 0, n = 0
o(∆), otherwise.

If we denote P(y,z)(t) = Pr {(Yt, Zt) = (y, z)}, then the transition probability satisfies

P(y,z)(t+ ∆) =

= Pr {(Yt+∆, Zt+∆) = (y, z)}

=
∑
kct

{βkct∆Pr (kct|(y − 1, z)) P(y−1,z)(t) + γ(y + 1)∆Pr (kct |(y + 1, z − 1)) P(y+1,z−1)(t) +

+(1− βkct∆− γy∆)Pr (kct |(y, z)) P(y,z)(t)}+ o(∆)

with boundary

P(0,z)(t+ ∆) =
∑
kc

{γ∆Pr (kct |(1, z − 1)) P(1,z−1)(t) + P(0,z)(t)}+ o(∆).
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From the last two expression we obtain the forward equations of the process:

d

dt
P(y,z)(t) = βP(y−1,z)(t)E(Kct |yt = y − 1, zt = z) + γ(y + 1)P(y+1,z−1)(t) +

+ [βE(Kct|y) + γy] P(y,z)(t),

and
d

dt
P(0,z)(t) = γP(1,z−1)(t).

If the process grows treelike then distribution of Kct depends only on the number of

infective individuals. In this case E(Kct|yt = y, zt = z) = E(Kc|y).

Now, multiplying d
dt

P(y,z)(t) by syrz and adding over the possible values of y and z we

obtain

∂

∂t
G(s, r; t) = β

∑
z≥0

∑
y≥1

E(Kc|y − 1)syrzP(y−1,z)(t) + γ
∑
z≥0

∑
y≥0

(y + 1)syrzP(y+1,z−1)(t)−

−β
∑
z≥0

∑
y≥1

E(Kc|y)syrzP(y,z)(t)− γ
∑
z≥0

∑
y≥0

ysyrzP(y,z)(t).

When t = 0, E(Kc|y) = yE(K) and once the patient zeros are removed, then

y(E(K1)− 1) ≤ E(Kc|y) ≤ yE(K1).

If the infectious period is small the new infected individuals are likely not to be infectives at

the same time that the individual that transmitted the infection to them. Then E(Kc|y) ∼
yE(K1) and

∂

∂t
G(s, r; t) = (βE(K1)s(s− 1)− γ(s− r))∂G(s, r; t)

∂s
(4.2.13)

with boundary condition

G(s, r, 0) = sY0 .

If we evaluate (4.2.13) at r = 1 then we obtain the differential equation for the p.g.f. of

a simple birth and death process with birth and death rates βE(K1) and γ, respectively.
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The solution to equation (4.2.13), found by the method of characteristics, is given by

G(s, r; t) =


(

1−(γt−1)(s−1)
1−γt(s−1)

)Y0

, if βE(K1) = γ and r = 1(
a(s−b)−b(s−a) exp{−βE(K1)t(b−a)}
(s−b)−(s−a) exp{−βE(K1)t(b−a)}

)Y0

, otherwise

where a and b are the functions of r:

a(r) =
βE(K1) + γ +

√
(βE(K1) + γ)2 − 4βE(K1)γr

2βE(K1)
, and

b(r) =
rγ

a(r)βE(K1)
.

The last result can easily be extended to bipartite networks substituting E(K1) by

G′A1(s) = G′KA1
(1)G′KB1

(1) = E(KA1)E(KB1).

The function G(s, r; t) can be numerically solved to find the terms in its series expansion

and hence the outbreak states distributions.

In this research work we do not further analyze this continuous model since it is able to

relax the law of mass action assumption but it is restricted to the SIR model and infectious

periods with exponential distribution.



Chapter 5

Control measures

In this section we study four outbreak control measures. The first two are vaccination

actions taken before the outbreak starts and the last two are implemented during the

outbreak and based on the infective individual’s identification.

The principal goal of the control measures is to minimize the final outbreak size. Since

information about the total number of infected individuals is in part determined by the

replacement number, then the control measures attempt to modify the replacement number

to reach its threshold value one, to assure (a.s.) that the outbreaks do not evolve into

epidemics.

One manner to evaluate the control measures then is comparing the necessary efforts in

each control strategy to reduce the replacement number to one. The efforts are measured

in terms of the control measures’ parameters.

A more practical approach to evaluate the control strategies is measuring the number of

resources needed to contain the outbreak. Here we examine the mean number of vaccines

and number of individuals to isolate, to reduce the replacement number to the value one.

5.1 Mass vaccination

Mass vaccination is the simplest immunization procedure. We assume that a fraction ν of

susceptibles is randomly selected and vaccinated prior to an outbreak.

64
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In this work we assume that the vaccination is always effective in providing immunity

against the agent. Then the proportion of susceptible individuals at the beginning of an

outbreak is 1− ν.

In the case that the probability that the vaccine is effective in any individual is p < 1

then the following results hold for a fraction of susceptibles that is 1− νp.
Since the susceptibility status after vaccination is independent of any node’s charac-

teristic such as the degree distribution, then the p.g.f. of the number of susceptible nodes

that are connected to a single susceptible vertex is

GJ(s) = GK(s+ (1− s)ν) = GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− ν)).

Similarly, the excess degree distribution becomes

GJ1(s) = GK1(s+ (1− s)ν) = GK1(1 + (s− 1)(1− ν))

and the p.g.f for the occupied degree and occupied excess degree are

GJT (s) = E(R,I)

(
GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− ν)(1− e−RI))

)
and

GJT1
(s) = E(R,I)

(
GK1(1 + (s− 1)(1− ν)(1− e−RI))

)
. (5.1.1)

Hence the mean final outbreaks size (3.1.11) transforms into

E(Z) = 1 +
(1− ν)πE(K)

1− (1− ν)πE(K1)
,

from which can be observed that the original basic reproductive number R0 and replace-

ment number R are multiplied by (1−ν), with the result that the epidemic threshold with

respect to the transmissibility π is increased to 1/[(1− ν)E(K1)].

When the probability of having an epidemic is greater than zero, the probability that

the outbreak does not evolve into an epidemic is the smallest root of

u = E(R,I)

(
GK1

(
1 + (u− 1)(1− ν)

(
1− e−RI

)))
.
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In the bipartite population the modification can consider two different vaccination

coverage proportions for populations A and B: νA and νB.

The transformation of the p.g.f for the degree, excess degree, occupied degree and

occupied excess degree are similar to those shown. For example, the p.g.f.s for the degrees

in population A and B are

GJA(s) = GKA(1 + (s− 1)(1− νB)) and GJB(s) = GKB(1 + (s− 1)(1− νA)),

resulting in a replacement number for population A:

RAν = (1− νA)(1− νB)πAπBE(KA)E(KB) = (1− νA)(1− νB)RA.

In the case of the hierarchical networks the transformation for the p.g.f’s is done accord-

ingly. The expressions for the mean and variance are more complex but still obtainable.

For example,

G′JABAT1(1) =

= (1− νB)(1− νA)G′K(A,B)T1
(1)G′K(B,A)T1

(1) +

+(1− νB)2(1− νA)G′K(A,B)T1
(1)G′K(B,B)T

(1)G′K(B,A)T
(1)

1

1− (1− νB)G′K(B,B)T1
(1)

.

and the basic reproductive number transforms into

R0,(νA,νB) = (1− νA)π(A,A)E(K(A,A)) +G′JABAT1(1).

5.2 Acquaintance vaccination

In the acquaintance vaccination strategy there are two step in the selection of the nodes

that are immunized. First, a fraction ω of susceptibles are randomly chosen. In contrast

with the mass vaccination the nodes are randomly selected with replacement and they are

not vaccinated but used to identify those to be vaccinated. In the second step a neighbor

(acquaintance) of each selected node is randomly chosen and vaccinated.
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It has been observed that for some diseases immunization of randomly selected individ-

uals requires treating a very large fraction of the population in order to arrest epidemics

(Zanette and Kuperman, 2002; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001; Cohen et al., 2000;

Callaway et al., 2000; Anderson and May, 1991). This is specially observed when the

random network is very heterogeneous.

Some heterogeneous random networks such as the Scale Free networks present notice-

able resilience to random connection failures (immunization, in our context); however this

kind of network is strongly affected by selective modification. Only a few removals of the

most highly connected nodes are enough to prevent any outbreak from developing into an

epidemic.

Although targeting the nodes with highest degree for vaccination is more efficient than

mass vaccination in any network, this strategy is impractical in most cases since it requires

global information about the network.

If the strategy is changed to randomly selecting with replacement a fraction ω of sus-

ceptible nodes and randomly choosing one of their acquaintances to immunize, then as

pointed out by Cohen et al. (2003) this vaccination design is local and only needs the

knowledge of the selected nodes’ neighborhoods.

Since the susceptibles nodes are sampled with replacement, the fraction ω may be larger

than 1, while the fraction of nodes that are immunized ρ is always less than or equal to 1.

If under this plan of action we select the acquaintance to vaccinate by randomly choosing

one of its edges (the edge where one end point is the randomly selected node), then the

nodes that are vaccinated have degree distribution kpk/E(K). Hence without having all

the structure information network, this selection process tends to include for vaccination

the nodes with higher degrees.

Cohen et al. (2003) studied the immunization threshold for this strategy and showed

that this is dramatically reduced in all the cases the authors studied.

Next we explicitly obtain the p.g.f. related to the susceptible nodes after the vaccination

process.
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First we compute the probability that a randomly selected node v is susceptible given

that it is connected to another node va with degree k .

ηk =
∞∑

kv=1

Pr (v is susceptible |kv, k, va) Pr (kv|k, va)

=
∞∑

kv=1

kvpkv
E(K)

1

EKe (e−ω/k)
e−ω/kve−ω/k

(
EKe

(
e−ω/k

))kv−1

= e−ω/k
∞∑

kv=1

kvpkv
E(K)

e−ω/kv
(
EKe

(
e−ω/k

))kv−2
.

As in Cohen et al. (2003) the term exp(−ω/k) is the approximation to the probabil-

ity (1 − 1/(Nk))Nω, that corresponds to the event that for a specific pair of connected

nodes (w1, w2) with w1 of degree k, w2 is not vaccinated after randomly selecting w1.

EKe(exp(−ω/k)) is the same but unconditional probability, and Ke is the degree distribu-

tion of a node selected by selecting one of its edges. Then Ke has p.f. equal to kpk/E(K).

Hence the probability that a randomly selected node is connected to ks susceptibles

given that its degree is k is (
k

ks

)
ηksk (1− ηk)k−ks .

Then the p.g.f. for the degree to remaining susceptible nodes for any randomly selected

node is

GJ(s) = GK(1 + (s− 1)ηK),

the mean number of susceptible neighbors is

G′J(1) = E(Ks) = EK(KηK),

and the basic reproductive number transforms into R0 = πE(KηK).

It is easy to observe when the vaccination rate is zero (ν = 0) we have ηK ≡ 1 and then

the p.g.f and basic reproductive number reduce to those presented in Section 3.1.1.

The p.g.f. for the excess degree to unvaccinated nodes is

GJT1
(s) = E(R,I)

(
GJ1(1 + (s− 1)(1− e−RI))

)
=

1

E(Ks)
E(R,I)

(
G′J(1 + (s− 1)(1− e−RI))

)
.
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Based on the stable distribution for the excess degree distribution Cohen et al. (2003)

derived the following expression for the replacement number

R = π
∞∑
k=2

k(k − 1)pk
E(K)

(
EKe

(
e−ω/k

))k−2
e−2ω/k. (5.2.2)

The fraction of immunized individuals is estimated from the probability that a randomly

sampled node was not vaccinated,

fω = 1−
∑
k

(
EKe

(
e−ω/k

))k
pk. (5.2.3)

5.3 Ring vaccination

The ring vaccination, like isolation, is a control measure that is implemented during an

outbreak. We assume that during the outbreak all infective individuals are identified but

their neighbors are vaccinated with probability q after m units of time since the node has

become infective.

Since the individuals are usually identified after they become symptomatic and this

occurs, for many infectious diseases, after they have been infectious, we introduce the

constant m to represent the time between start being infective and identification.

If some of the neighbor nodes are already infected or infectives when vaccinated, we

consider that the vaccine does not have any effect on their disease and transmissibility

evolution.

The case when m = 0 has been studied, in combination with the mass vaccination, by

Takeuchi and Yamamoto (2006).

When m = 0 the p.g.f’s for the degree and excess degree that connect a just infective

node to those who remain susceptible after ring vaccination is

GJ(s) = GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− q)) and GJ1(s) = GK1(1 + (s− 1)(1− q)).

Then the corresponding p.g.f. for the occupied degrees are

GJT (s) = E(R,I)

(
GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− q)(1− e−RI))

)
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and

GJT1
(s) = E(R,I)

(
GK1(1 + (s− 1)(1− q)(1− e−RI))

)
. (5.3.4)

When m > 0 then

GJT (s) =

∫ m

0

∫ ∞
0

GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− e−rl))dFR(r)dFI(l) +

+

∫ ∞
m

∫ ∞
0

GJm(1 + (s− 1)(1− e−rl))dFR(r)dFI(l)

where

GJm(s) =

∫ m

0

∫ ∞
0

GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− q)e−r0l0)dFR(r0)dFI(l0).

and

GJm(1 + (s− 1)(1− erl)) =

∫ m

0

∫ ∞
0

GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− q)(1− e−rl)e−r0l0)dFR(r0)dFI(l0).

If we define

πm =

∫ m

0

∫ ∞
0

(1− e−rl)dFR(r)dFI(l) and πm+ =

∫ ∞
m

∫ ∞
0

(1− e−rl)dFR(r)dFI(l),

then

R0 = (πm + (1− q)(1− πm)πm+)E(K) (5.3.5)

and

R = (πm + (1− q)(1− πm)πm+)E(K1), (5.3.6)

that is, the mean number of neighbors (excess neighbors) of an infective node that are

infected up to time m plus the mean number of individuals not vaccinated, not infected in

[0,m], and infected in (m,∞).
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5.4 Isolation

As in the case of the vaccination, there are a lot of different criteria to implement the isola-

tion of an individual during an outbreak. For example, quarantine isolates the individuals

that have been in contact with infective individuals for at least the infection’s incubation

period.

In this work we consider the isolation of individuals that become infective and as in the

case of the ring vaccination, we incorporate the fact that infected individuals are detected

after m units of time of becoming infectives. In contrast to the ring vaccination we assume

that the isolation is 100% effective and only a fraction γ of all the infective cases are

detected.

Then the isolation is equivalent to the ring vaccination when q = 1 and γ = 1.

An isolated individual is prevented from any contact with other individuals. In the

network setting this is equivalent to erasing the edges around the node. However, we can

incorporate this control measure into the model modifying the infectious period I.

When the infective individuals are detected immediately after becoming infective (m =

0) we have that the occupied degree and occupied excess degree’s p.g.f. are

GJT (s) = (1− γ)GKT (s) + γ

GJT1
(s) = (1− γ)GKT1

(s) + γ (5.4.7)

and the basic reproductive and replacement numbers then are

R0 = π(1− γ)E(K) and R = π(1− γ)E(K1). (5.4.8)

When m > 0 the expressions in (5.4.7) transform to

GJT (s) = (1− γ)GKT (s) + γ

∫ m

0

∫ ∞
0

GK(1 + (s− 1)(1− e−rl))dFR(r)dFI(l)

GJT1
(s) = (1− γ)GKT1

(s) + γ

∫ m

0

∫ ∞
0

GK1(1 + (s− 1)(1− e−rl))dFR(r)dFI(l).

Then the basic reproductive and replacement numbers are

R0 = (γπm + (1− γ)π)E(K) and R = (γπm + (1− γ)π)E(K1). (5.4.9)
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5.5 Discussion

To illustrate the effect of the individual control measures we use networks that describe

three different levels of contact’s heterogeneity:

1. Poisson(4)

2. Polylogarithmic(2.6762,100)

3. Constant(5)

The constant distribution is the degenerate random variable with all its mass at 5

and represents a regular graph. As shown in Figure 5.1 the p.f. for the polylogarithmic

produces the most heterogeneous network and its distribution is close to the power law

distribution with parameter 2.7 for small values of k.

In contrast with the power law, the polylogarithmic distribution has all moments for all

its parameter values since its tail falls faster as it becomes dominated by the exponential

term. See Table A-1 in Appendix A.

The parameters for the three distributions are selected such that the mean excess

degrees E(K1) are equal to 4, resulting in the same replacement number R = πE(K1)

given a fixed value of the transmissibility π.

If the distributions are selected such that the mean degrees E(K) are the same, the

basic reproductive number R0 will be the same but the replacement number R will vary

a lot, especially if we include for consideration highly skewed degree distributions such as

the polylogarithmic. See Figure 5.2.

The mean excess degree of a network with Poisson degree distribution is equal to the

mean degree, and in the case of the constant network (regular graph), the mean excess

degree is the mean degree minus 1.

The means of the degree distributions of the three considered networks are 4, 1.543686

and 5, respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Poisson(4) and polylogarithmic(2.6762,100) distributions.
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As can be observed from (5.1.1) and (5.3.4), the p.g.f. of the occupied excess degree

for the mass vaccination and the ring vaccination are the same when parameterized with

respect to ν and q. In view of this, the replacement number and the probability for an

outbreak becoming an epidemic are equally modified for the value variation of ν and q,

reducing the replacement number to (1− ν)R or (1− q)R.

Similarly, from (5.4.8) the isolation measure (for the case m = 0) reduces the replace-

ment number to (1− γ)R; and since the distributions have the same mean excess degree,

then the graph for the reciprocal of the threshold transmissibility π for all graphs, in the

cases of the mass vaccination, ring vaccination and isolation coincides with the line with

y-intercept 4 and slope -4.

Then, for the three considered networks, to increase the transmissibility threshold to

80%, it is necessary to mass vaccinate 50% of the population or vaccinate the exposed

individuals with probability 0.5 (ring vaccination) or identify and isolate the infective

cases with probability 0.5.

Figure 5.3 presents the threshold for the value 1/π when the network is treated with

the acquaintance vaccination model. In contrast with the isolation and mass and ring

vaccination, this threshold for the reciprocal of the transmissibility, parameterized with

respect to the percentage of vaccinated population (using 5.2.2 and 5.2.3), varies with the

network’s degree variance and skewness.

As can be observed in the figure, the plot corresponding to the constant degree distri-

bution agrees with the mass vaccination while for the polylogarithmic degree distribution

the figure shows that the transmissibility threshold rises a lot faster. This means that

for heterogeneous contact networks a considerably lower number of individuals have to be

vaccinated to reach the threshold under which the outbreaks almost surely do not evolve

into an epidemic.

This observation agrees with the results obtained by Cohen et al. (2003). The author

remarked that the acquaintance vaccination, when implemented in networks with hetero-

geneous degree, is able to achieve the same levels of containment as mass vaccination with
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Figure 5.3: Reciprocal for the transmissibility threshold for the fraction of immunized
individual under acquaintance vaccination.

lesser number of vaccinated nodes.

Although the vaccination control strategies can be evaluated in terms of the number

of vaccines that have to be applied, they offer different implementation difficulties. For

example, for some agents the definition of contact might be still uncertain, resulting in a

low or difficult detection of exposed cases to vaccinate; or the incubation period can be

much larger than the latent period, leading to inefficient cases identification and inefficient

ring vaccination or isolation.

Having mentioned that the evaluation of the control measures must consider the practi-

cal problems related with specific populations and agents, we can still compare the control

measures with respect to the expected number of vaccines to be utilized in order to have

R = 1.

Figure 5.4 presents the proportion of vaccines for different transmissibility values π to

reach the threshold value 1 of the replacement number.
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Figure 5.4: Expected number of individuals to vaccinate to reach R = 1 for different
transmissibility values π and under mass and acquaintance vaccination required .

The proportion of individuals to be mass vaccinated is the same regardless of the contact

network structure when the mean excess degree are the same. However in the case of the

acquaintance vaccination, as previously observed, the number of necessary vaccines to be

administrated is much less for the networks with polylogarithmic degree distribution than

for those with Poisson and the constant distributions.

For the ring vaccination (m = 0) the expected number of vaccines is ERing = qE(Z)E(K1).

If we consider the values of R below the threshold 1: R = 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90 and

0.95 then the needed number of vaccines (regardless of the population size) is presented

for the respective networks in Figure 5.5.

The curves in Figure 5.5 have similar shapes but their scale is different. Thus, for

example, to have a reproductive number of 0.95 such that the transmissibility is equal to

one, about 60, 25 and 70 individuals must be ring vaccinated in the respective network.

The standard deviation for the number of required vaccines can be obtained from the

variance of the final outbreak size given in (3.1.14), the fact that the new occupied degree
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Figure 5.5: Expected number of individuals to vaccinate for different transmissibility
values π and under ring vaccination for the networks with Poisson, polylogarithmic and
constant degree distribution.
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K∗T and occupied excess degree K∗T1 are equal to (1− q)KT and (1− q)KT1, and

Var(total number of vaccines) = q2E(K1)2Var(Z) + q2E(Z)Var(K1).

The only extra information needed to compute the standard deviations are the third

moment of the degree distribution, E(K3) and π2 = E(R,I) ((1− exp(−RI))2).

Owing to the fact that the expected number of isolated individuals, when m = 0, is

EIsolated = γE(Z) =
γ

qE(K1)
ERing,

the threshold curves, when the isolation is implemented, keep the same shape as the curves

as the curves in the previous figure, suggesting that isolation, like ring vaccination, is more

efficient when the contact network is heterogeneous. See Figure 5.6.

Since the smallest values qr and γr that make R = r are obtained from the same

expression

1− r

πE(K1)

then qr = γr.

Then, the isolation is more efficient than ring vaccination in any network that has mean

occupied excess degree (E(K1)) greater than 1.

In the cases when the incubation period does not end when the infectious period starts,

for the ring vaccination and isolation we obtain the values of the probability of transmission

and the probability of transmission in m unit of time (π and πm, respectively), and use

(5.3.5), (5.3.6) and (5.4.9) to compute q or γ such that R = 0.95 and the corresponding

E(Z) = 1 +R0/(1 −R) to finally find the expected number of vaccines or individuals to

isolate. Figure 5.7 depicts the expected number of vaccines to use when ring vaccination

is applied in a network with Poisson(4) degree distribution.

The graphic at the right is the contour representation of the plot at the left and we can

observe that for low values of π and πm no vaccine needs to be applied since the value of the

replacement number is already smaller than 0.95. On the other hand for large values of π
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π and in the networks with Poisson, polylogarithmic and constant degree distribution.
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Figure 5.7: Expected number of individuals to vaccinate for different transmissibilities
probabilities π and πm, and for the network with Poisson degree distribution.

and πm the replacement number cannot be reduced to the level r even if all the susceptible

individuals exposed to symptomatic infective were vaccinated (q = 1).

In the contour plot in Figure 5.7 it is easy to observe that the expected number of

vaccines is more sensitive to the variations in π than to the variations in πm; however,

the values of πm for which we can reach the level r = 0.95 are restricted to the interval

[0, 0.95/E(K1)).

As in the ring vaccination with m = 0, the curves that describe the expected number of

vaccines for each of the three different networks have similar shape but in different scale.

The contour plots for the networks with polylogarithmic and constant degree distributions

are presented in Figure 5.8.

The same plots can be obtained for the bipartite and hierarchical networks using their

corresponding mean final size outbreaks. The graphs are similar to those obtained but

modified by the extra heterogeneity that their network structure naturally confers.

As we have pointed out, the acquaintance vaccination is more efficient than the mass

vaccination, the more heterogeneous the network is. However in both cases the number of

required vaccines increases with the population size.
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Figure 5.8: Expected number of individuals to vaccinate for different transmissibilities
probabilities π and πm, and for the networks with polylogarithmic and constant degree dis-
tribution.

In contrast with the mass and acquaintance strategies, the ring vaccination and isolation

follow the infection path; thus the mean and variance of the number of required vaccines

and number of individuals to isolate, to have R = 1, is functionally independent of the

population size, making these two control measures more efficient in large susceptible

populations.

When πm > 0 we can have that the threshold R = 1 cannot be achieved even if q = 1 or

γ = 1. However, ring vaccination or isolation can be combined with mass or acquaintance

vaccination to reduce the reproductive number to lie under the threshold value.

If mass vaccination is applied prior to the outbreak to a fraction ν of the population,

then the susceptible population becomes (1− ν)N and the mean excess degree is reduced

to (1 − ν)E(K1). Then the ring vaccination with parameters q and m = 0, applied over

the remaining susceptible population, results in a replacement number R = (1 − ν)(1 −
q)πE(K1).
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Similarly the combination of mass vaccination-isolation, acquaintance-ring vaccination

and acquaintance-isolation leads to the reproductive numbers (1− ν)(1− γ)πE(K1), (1−
q)πE(KA1) and (1− q)πE(KA1), respectively, where πE(KA1) is the replacement number

resulting from the acquaintance vaccination (5.2.2).

When the parameter m > 0 in the ring vaccination and isolation then the reproductive

numbers for the combinations are:

mass-ring vaccination: R = (πm + (1− q)(1− πm)πm+)(1− ν)E(K1),

mass vaccination-isolation: R = (γπm + (1− γ)π)(1− ν)E(K1),

acquaintance-ring vaccination: R = (πm + (1− q)(1− πm)πm+)E(KA1),

acquaintance-isolation: R = (γπm + (1− γ)π)E(KA1).



Chapter 6

Analysis of data

In this chapter we analyze two different infectious agents using information from several

outbreaks.

Section 6.1 studies the measles infection from the data given in Bailey (1950) and

corresponding to outbreaks in households with two, three and four susceptibles.

In Section 6.1.2 we obtain the point estimates for the parameters that describe the

rate of transmission, the latent and infectious period. The estimation is based on the

Monte Carlo Maximum-likelihood Estimation as described in McLeish (2005) and the local

prediction for the likelihood function.

Based on the measles estimated parameter then we study the effectiveness of control

measures in a population with a contact network structure.

In Section 6.2 we study the infections related to the influenza infectious disease. The

utilized data corresponds to outbreaks in long term care in the Region of Waterloo. Based

on some of the outbreaks we do the statistical inference for the influenza infection and

cross-evaluate the obtained parameters with some other outbreaks registered in the data.

6.1 Measles data

In this section we study the measles household data presented in Bailey (1950). In Sec-

tion 6.1.1 we briefly describe the epidemiology of measles, and in Section 6.1.2 we estimate

83
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the measles parameters using the Monte Carlo-likelihood obtained from the outbreak sim-

ulations.

In Section 6.1.3 we explore the Reed-Frost model for the measles data and the estimated

transmissibility, and finally in Section 6.1.4 we evaluate the effect of the control measures

considered in Chapter 5 and some of their parametric values.

6.1.1 Measles

Measles (also known as rubeola) is a highly contagious and acute infectious disease caused

by a virus of the genus Morbillivirus in the family Paramyxoviridae.

This disease is one of the best known and deadliest of all childhood rash and febrile

illnesses. In severe cases, complications such as pneumonia, diarrhoea, middle ear infection

and encephalitis (a dangerous infection of the brain) may occur (PHAC). Measles mainly

affects young children, but can strike older children and adults as well.

Reports of measles go at least as far back as 600 B.C. However, in the 9th-century, the

Persian physician Ibn Razi was the first scientist who described in details the symptoms

and signs of smallpox and measles based on clinical examination (in his book The Book on

Smallpox and Measles), and he was the first who distinguished between these two diseases.

There is no cure for measles, but it can be prevented with vaccination. Licensed vaccines

became available in 1963, and in developed countries, most children are immunized against

measles at the age of 18 months, generally as part of a three-part MMR vaccine (measles,

mumps, and rubella). The vaccination is generally not given earlier than this because

children younger than 18 months usually retain anti-measles immunoglobulins (antibodies)

transmitted from the mother during pregnancy. The first vaccine is strengthened with a

second dose given between the ages of four and five.

In 1952 the World Health Organization observed for measles that “... its almost in-

variable direct transmission, the relatively fixed duration of infectivity, and the lasting

immunity which it generally confers, have made it possible to lay the foundations of a

statistical theory of epidemics” (WHO, 1952). These transmission-illness characteristics
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made the measles have one of simplest epidemiological behaviors of all the major human

viral diseases (Black, 1984).

The measles is a highly contagious airborne pathogen which spreads by airborne droplets.

Contagion results from close personal contact with infected persons that expose the sus-

ceptible individual to nasal or throat secretions, such as those produced by a coughing

patient. The virus is less commonly spread through contact with contaminated articles,

such as tissue paper that has been freshly soiled with nose or throat secretions (PHAC).

Measles symptoms generally appear in two stages. The first signs are the onset of fever,

red eyes (i.e., conjunctivitis), runny nose, cough and white spots on the inside lining of the

mouth. In the second stage, a characteristic red blotchy rash appears beginning on the

face and becoming generalized. Generally, the disease is more severe in infants and adults

than in children.

One attack of measles usually gives lifetime immunity, but a measles attack does not

extend immunity to the similar illness named German measles (also called rubella).

Once an individual has acquired the measles virus, only isolation, bed and rest are

recommended since there is no specific treatment against the agent.

According to PHAC, the incubation period for measles is approximately 10 days, vary-

ing from 8 to 13 days from exposure to onset of fever, and about 14 days from exposure

until the appearance of a rash.

An individual is contagious usually from four days before to four days after the appear-

ance of a rash (PHAC).

6.1.2 Parameter inference

Wilson et al. (1939) developed an extensive investigation into measles epidemics that oc-

curred in Providence, Rhode Island during the years 1929-1934. Bailey (1975, Chap. 14)

reported and utilized the final epidemic size in households of four (Table 6.1) and three

(Table 6.3) susceptible individuals. All the susceptible individuals were between the ages of

7 months and 10 years, and in each of the houses there was one who was initially infected.
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Bailey (1975) also analyzed the collected data by Hope Simpson (in the Cirencester

area of England, between 1946-1952) that consist in the times between measles cases for

264 households, each with two susceptible individuals (Table 6.2). In each household both

susceptibles were under the age of 15 and one of them was initially infected.

If we simulate the measles evolution for different transmission rates for outbreaks in

households with 4 susceptibles we can easily explore which transmission rates are likely

under the observed data in Table 6.1.

Total Number
Frequency

of cases
1 4
2 3
3 9
4 84

Total 100

Table 6.1: Total number of cases in households with four susceptibles.

If we consider that

• the transmission rate is a constant r,

• all the individuals within the household have contact with each member of the family,

• the latent period is Gaussian distributed with parameters µL and σL, and

• the infectious period is Log normal distributed with parameters µI and σI ,

then for example if µL = 10, σL = 1, µI = 1.7, σI = 0.25, for different transmission rates

r Figure 6.1 presents the box plots for the frequencies for each number (1, 2, 3, 4) of

affected individuals in sets of 100 houses (1000 simulations for each set). The red asterisks

represent the observed data given in Table 6.1 and the black diamonds are the mean of

the simulations for each final epidemic size.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of final O.B. size in 100 4-susceptible household with infectious
period ∼ LN(1.7, 0.25) and latent period ∼ N(10, 1).
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Observing the plots in Figure 6.1 we can see that among the parameter values utilized

to simulate the outbreaks, the one that best describes the final outbreak size distribution

for households of size 4 is r = 0.2 when µI = 1.7 and σI = 0.25.

Bailey (1950) studied this same data under two chain-binomial models: the Greenwood

and the Reed-Frost model. He obtained point estimates for the transmission probability

equal to 0.709 and 0.653, respectively. These estimates made the models fit very well and

they are close to our probability of transmission

π = E(I)

(
1− e0.2l

)
=

∫ ∞
0

(
1− e0.2l

)
dFI(l) ∼ 0.6642.

Since the final outbreak size does not contain any information about the time scale of

the outbreak, none of the latent parameters can be estimated from this data. In order to

estimate µL and σL we have to use the data corresponding to the days between infections

(See Table 6.2).

Time(days) Frequency Time (days) Frequency
No transmission 45 11 38

0 0 12 26
1 0 13 12
2 0 14 15
3 0 15 6
4 1 16 3
5 2 17 1
6 4 18 3
7 11 19 0
8 5 20 0
9 25 21 1
10 37 Total 235

Table 6.2: Times between measles cases in households with two susceptibles.

Figure 6.2 explores some of the simulated distribution of days between infections for

µI = 1.7, σI = 0.25 and r = 0.2 and different values of µL and σL. The red line represents
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Figure 6.2: Distribution for the number of days between infections for 2-susceptible house-
holds.

the data values from Table 6.2 and each histograms is calculated from 10,000 simulated

outbreaks in households with 2 susceptibles.

For simple observation, the data latent parameters that are close to describing the data

are µL = 9 and σL = 0.8. For these values once again we simulate the final outbreak size

in households of size 4 and 3. See Figure 6.3.

Since the parameter values do not describe the data from the houses with 3 susceptibles

(Table 6.3) as well as the data from the hoses with 4 susceptibles, this can suggest the

hypothesis the households have different infection rates.
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of final O.B. size for 100 4-susceptible and 334 3-susceptible
household for r = 0.2, infectious period ∼ LN(1.7, 0.25) and latent period ∼ N(9, 1).

Total Num
Frequency

of cases
1 34
2 25
3 275

Total 334

Table 6.3: Total number of cases in households with three susceptibles.

Bailey (1950) modeled the rate variation assigning a Beta distribution for the proba-

bility of transmission in the chain-binomial models; however this variation can be directly

related to the ages distribution of the susceptible individuals in household of different sizes

and the immunity that children younger than 18 month usually retain from the mother.

Using the information from the 1930 U. S. Census for Providence, Wilson et al. (1939)

studied some of the incidence rates of measles and scarlet fever by family (household) size

(number of individuals 21 year or younger). However since they also wanted to consider in

their study the measles incidence up to household size they also obtained an approximation

to the age distribution of the susceptible individuals in households of different sizes.

Information about the age distribution by family size was not contained in the 1930
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U. S. Census. However, Wilson et al. obtained a sample of 8% from a census taken in

Boston on January 13 of 1934 (carried out by the Civil Works Administration and Federal

Emergency Relief Administration). The authors noticed that the distribution of the family

sizes between their sample and the U.S. Census were “remarkably similar”. Encouraged

by this similarity they obtained the age distribution of children in families by size. The

data corresponding to households of between 2 and 5 susceptibles are shown in Table 6.4

and Figure 6.4.

Age (years) 2 susc 3 susc 4-5 susc
0 3.5 2.9 2.3
1 4.3 3.4 2.6
2 5.1 4.4 3.4
3 5.1 5.2 3.5
4 4.3 4.8 4.0
5 4.5 4.4 4.6
6 4.3 4.9 4.8
7 3.9 4.6 5.1
8 3.7 4.9 5.3
9 4.0 4.3 5.5
10 4.8 4.2 5.5
11 4.1 4.6 5.7
12 4.3 5.2 5.9
13 4.3 4.5 5.6
14 4.1 4.9 5.7
15 4.1 4.7 5.1
16 4.9 4.9 5.0
17 4.8 5.1 4.7
18 4.8 4.6 4.1
19 6.0 4.7 4.5
20 5.5 4.6 3.3
21 5.5 4.1 3.6

Total 100 100 100

Table 6.4: Distribution (in %) by age of children in families of different size (Wilson
et al., 1939).
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Figure 6.4: Distribution by age of children in families of different size (Wilson et al.,
1939).
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Using the information from Table 6.4 we simulated the distribution for the two groups of

ages: “less one year old” and “1 year old and more” for houses with 3, 4 and 2 susceptibles,

where all susceptibles are 10 years or younger (in case of the first two household sizes) and

14 years or younger (in the case of households with 2 susceptibles).

In simulating the ages in the households we considered the children to be at least one

year apart. For example using the distribution for the ages in families of size 4 to 5 we

sampled 4 ages without replacement and we used them if all of them were 10 years or

lower. Otherwise, we obtained another set of 4 ages.

In order to estimate the parameters we obtain the Monte Carlo maximum-likelihood

estimates. First we simulate the epidemic dynamic in each household 100,000 times for

each parameter value. Then we estimate the probability density functions for the final

outbreak size in households of size 3 and 4, and the number of days between infections.

These Monte Carlo distributions can then be used to approximate the likelihood based

on the data presented in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.

The likelihood function of θ = (r1, r2, µI , σI , µL, σL) is

L(θ; {xij}i∈1,2,3,j∈1,...,ni}) ∝
334∏
1

Pr (x1j; θ)
100∏
1

Pr (x2j; θ)
235∏
1

f(x3j; θ)

where r1 and r = r1 × r2 are the rates of infection for individuals that are less than 1 year

old and 1 year or older, respectively.

The data xij correspond to the j-th observation from the i-th house size. The index i

is 1, 2 or 3 when the data corresponds to the final outbreak size in households of size 3; or

in households of size 4; or the days between infections in households of size 2.

Since the final outbreak sizes for households of size 3 and 4 are discrete random vari-

ables, the probabilities Pr (x1j; θ) and Pr (x2j; θ) are unbiasedly estimated with the average

number of time the values are observed.

The distribution for the days between infections is expressible through

f(x; θ) =

{
Pr (not transmission) , if x =∞
g(x; θ), if x <∞ (6.1.1)
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where g(x; θ) is the sub-probability density function of a continuous random variable.

This function can be estimated using simulated observations and smoothing the resulting

empirical density function. In this study we use a Gaussian kernel with optimal smoothing

parameter given by Bowman and Azzalini (1997, Section 2.4).

Regardless of the simulation size, the estimated likelihood function L̂ is affected by the

noise originated from the probability density estimation. To approximate to the real likeli-

hood function, the obtained L̂ are regressed on its 6 parameters, and since we are interested

in the local values for the regressed function we apply a simple regression procedure.

We use the nonparametric regression implemented in the R package np (Hayfield and

Racine, 2008) with the the Naradaya-Watson estimate:

µh(θ) := E
(
L̂|θ
)

=

∑
Kh(θ − θi)L̂∑
Kh(θ − θi)

where Kh is based on the uniform kernel estimator

K(z) =

{
1/2 if |z| < 1
0 otherwise,

as Kh(z) = K(z/h).

The bandwidth value h is obtained with the least-square cross-validation method.

Then the Nelder and Mead method is used on the smoother regressed L̂ to obtain the

Monte Carlo likelihood estimates. The obtained estimates are shown in Table 6.5 and their

fit is illustrated using 100,000 simulations in Figure 6.5.

Parameters Estimate
r1 0.1062
r 0.2860
µL 9.2138
σL 1.3709
µI 1.6902
σI 0.6243

Table 6.5: Estimated parameters for measles outbreaks.
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As we can observe, the estimates are in agreement with the observed fact that infants

are less susceptible to measles when they are less than one year old; and according to our

estimates they are almost half as likely to acquire the illness as those individuals that are

1 year or older.

As we have mentioned before, Bailey estimated the probability of transmission as 0.709

(Greenwood model) and 0.653 (Reed-Frost). Both estimates are between 0.458 and 0.758,

that correspond to the probability of transmission in a population of individuals less than

one year old and 1 year and older, respectively.

Based on the estimated parameters then we have that 80% of infected individuals have

a latent period between 7.5 and 11 days and 80% of the cases have infectious periods that

last between 2.4 and 12.1 days.

The latent period originating from our estimation is very close to the one considered

by Cliff et al. (8 to 12 days), and the interval for the infectious period includes the typical

infectious period contemplated by PHAC (typically 8 days long).

In spite of the fact that the PHAC does not provide any information about any range

for the infectious period it is important to notice that in our case the large variance of the

infectious period (20.68) implies possible infectious periods that vary a great deal from the

mean (6.587) and from the value 8.

The point estimates are computed by locally identifying the region C where the maxi-

mum likelihood estimate lies, obtaining L̂(θi) for several parametric points θi ∈ C, locally

regressing L̂, and finding the parametric values that maximize the regressed hypercurve.

The estimation methodology used here can be regarded as maximum smoothed likeli-

hood estimation (Iionides, 2005) and is related to methodology used in computer experi-

ments (Sacks et al., 1989; Welch et al., 1992; Butler, 2001). In extension, the hypercurve

that approximates to the likelihood function can be obtained for a wider range of para-

metric values. Some of the models and methods used for this task are linear regression,

kriging and Bayesian spatial prediction (Sacks et al., 1989).

The broader hypercurve that approximates to the likelihood function can be used to
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obtain an information matrix for assessing uncertainty of the parameter estimates. It

can also be used to evaluate possible control strategies, varying the value for the model

parameter within likelihood areas at level δ (δ ∈ (0, 1)).

6.1.3 Reed-Frost model

Since the measles has a long latent period compared with its infectious period the Reed-

Frost model can be used to approximately describe the number of infected individuals at

time t.

As an example of this approximation we consider the estimated transmissibility of

measles in a population of 1 year or older (τ = 0.758) and an interconnection described by

a network with degree distribution Poisson(2).

In the results presented in Section 4.1 we assume that the population is very large. Then

the expressions (4.1.3) and (4.1.5) describe the evolution of the outbreak while the reduction

of the susceptible population is almost negligible with respect to the total population.

Figure 6.6 presents 20 simulations of outbreaks that start with a single infected, in a

network with degree distribution Poisson(2) and order of 100,000 nodes.

The blue line represents the mean (4.1.3) and the red dotted lines are 2 standard

deviations (using (4.1.5)) from the mean.

Since the network model for the Reed-Frost assumes that the number of nodes in the

networks is large, it describes the evolution of the outbreak during its first stages, when the

number of infected and removed is negligible with respect to the number of susceptibles.

6.1.4 Control measures

As mentioned in Chapter 5, one way of evaluating the control strategies is comparing the

threshold values for similar control efforts.

For contact networks that are more complex than those studied here the analysis of

control effects can be evaluated using simulation of the outbreaks.
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Figure 6.6: Reed-Frost model in a network with 100,000 nodes and degree distribution
Poisson(2).
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Figure 6.7: Measles simulation in school.

For example, we consider a school setting in which the only susceptible population

members are 180 children who are divided in 6 classes. We assume that an individual

has degree distribution Poisson(6) that connects him/her with individuals within the same

class and that he/she also has degree Poisson(0.5) that connects him/her with each other

class.

If we simulate the measles outbreak that starts with a single individual, then we can

plot the number of infected and infective individuals at time t. This is the blue line of

Figure 6.7. After repeating the simulation n times then the average number of infected

and infectives at time t can be obtained. This average results in a smoothed line that in

Figure 6.7 is represented by the black line and obtained from 2,000 simulations.

As indicated by Yan (2007) there are some public health objectives that are directly

related with the curve of the number of infected and/or infectives at time t:
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• reducing the initial growth of the curve (delaying the peak),

• reducing the peak burden and

• reducing the final outbreak size.

Then the control measures can be evaluated not only considering the final outbreak

size but also considering the first two goals.

If we assume that the measles latent period is such that the first symptom appears after

4 days of being infective, then we can compare the outbreak evolution of the four control

methods described in Section 5, comparing the average number of infected and infectives

at time t.

Figure 6.8 presents the average for 2,000 simulations of the four control measures with

parameters:

1. mass vaccination: ν = 0.2,

2. acquaintance vaccination: ω = 0.2,

3. ring vaccination: q = 0.8, m = 4,

4. isolation: γ = 0.8, m = 4.

As we can observe from Figure 6.8 the mass and the acquaintance vaccination have a

similar effect over the outbreak. They decrement the initial growth of the curve and the

total number of cases is lower than with the other two control strategies.

The ring vaccination and the isolation have hardly any effect on the outbreak but this

is principally due to the facts that measles’s incubation period is shorter than its latent

period and the measles has a short infectious period. Thus the infective individuals freely

transmit the agent to their neighbors for almost the entirely infectious period, before being

detected and the neighbors vaccinated or the infectives isolated.

As pointed out in Section 5 it has been observed that the acquaintance vaccination

performs better when reducing the probability of epidemics, over the mass vaccination,
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Figure 6.8: Measles control simulations in school model.
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when the contact network is heterogeneous (Cohen et al., 2003; Takeuchi and Yamamoto,

2006).

The school model that we have described has a higher level of heterogeneity than

a simple network with Poisson degree distribution; however this heterogeneity does not

result in a important improvement of the acquaintance over the mass vaccination. This

similarity prevails when considering different vaccination and selection fractions (ν and ω).

Figure 6.9 shows the average final outbreak size for 5 different fractions for vaccination

(mass vaccination) and acquaintance selection (acquaintance vaccination).

Figure 6.10 presents the distribution for the proportion of vaccinated individuals fω for

different levels of selection fractions ω when the acquaintance strategy is implemented in

the school model. The distribution is obtained from 2,000 simulation for each level of ω.

Since the values of the vaccination fractions fω are very close to the values ω (par-

ticularly for ω < 0.65), then the similarities for the average final O.B. size for the mass

vaccination and acquaintance vaccination still exist when the average final O.B size is

compare with both vaccination fractions ν and fω.
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fraction for acquaintance vaccination in
the school model.

Although the estimated mean final outbreak sizes are very similar for the mass and
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acquaintance vaccination for the same parameter values, there can be some other outbreak

characteristics that are differently affected by these strategies. For example, Figure 6.11

that examines the final outbreak distributions for the 5 different selection fractions, shows

that the distributions are very different for the values ν > 0, and ω > 0.

From Figure 6.11 we can observe that the acquaintance vaccination has lighter tails

for most fractions and therefore the acquaintance vaccination is preferable over the mass

vaccination with these parameter settings.
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Figure 6.11: Final O.B. size for mass and acquaintance vaccination.

The final outbreaks size for the ring vaccination and isolation for the values of q =

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, γ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and m = 0, 2, 4 are simulated 2,000 times and their

average is shown in Figure 6.12. Table 6.6 shows the plot values and Figure 6.13 presents

the boxplot for the outbreak size in each value of the parameters. From this last figure it

can be observed that the variance of the final outbreak size is larger, the smaller the value

of m. The ring vaccination and isolation have similar effects over the distribution of the

final outbreaks size. However, the isolation is less effective when the delay to identify and

isolate the infectives is larger.
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Figure 6.12: Average final O.B. size for ring vaccination and isolation.

Probability Ring vaccination Isolation
q, γ m = 0 m = 2 m = 4 m = 0 m = 2 m = 4
0.2 124.4005 154.251 168.75 123.767 153.1725 168.9145
0.4 81.1125 133.1615 162.137 81.7835 132.7065 161.837
0.6 41.7625 113.4115 155.2175 40.8195 113.224 155.0005
0.8 5.9105 96.2295 148.42 5.702 96.7795 176.3715

Table 6.6: Average final O.B. size for ring vaccination and isolation.
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Figure 6.13: Final O.B. size for ring vaccination and isolation.
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6.2 Analysis of influenza data

This section describes the influenza illness, the influenza data corresponding to outbreaks

in long term care in the Region of Waterloo and presents the influenza estimates obtained

based on four influenza outbreaks.

Sections 6.2.1 describes the influenza virus, its types and subtypes, their transmission

dynamic among humans, the evolutionary stages in an infected individual and the effec-

tiveness of seasonal vaccines.

Section 6.2.2 discusses some of the data characteristics and in Section 6.2.3 we obtain

the model point estimates based on the Monte Carlo maximum-likelihood function and the

information from four different outbreaks.

In order to do some cross-evaluations of the obtained parameters, utilizing the infor-

mation from some other outbreaks in the database, in Section 6.2.4 we obtain the clinical

diagnosis based on the reported individual symptoms and in Section 6.2.5 we predict the

influenza status of the symptomatic individuals.

6.2.1 Influenza

Influenza is the clinical illness caused by viruses of the group of myxoviruses. These

viruses can be classified into three types: A, B and C (discovered in 1932, 1940 and 1949,

respectively). Type C influenza has been identified widely but infrequently and is not

always associated with influenza epidemics (Cliff et al., 1986). This virus appears to be

endemic and has not been associated with the regular influenza epidemics. The influenza C

virus is morphologically and genetically different from the other two viruses and is generally

non-symptomatic, so it is of little medical concern and it will not be considered in this

study.

Due to the similarity between viruses A and B, they have been well characterized.

Influenza A is the most important virus epidemiologically, and has the widest range of

hosts (Stuart-Harris et al., 1985) since it has the ability to infect animals as well as humans
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(Guo et al., 1983). Most cases of epidemic or pandemic flu are caused by the influenza A

virus, but the B virus, which normally is only found in humans, is responsible for many

localized outbreaks (Smith and Palase, 1989).

The influenza virus has a kind of reproduction that makes it able to replicate rapidly

and likely produce mutant descendants. Some of the mutations affect the agent’s surface

that is closely associated with attachment functions of the virus to a host cell, providing

the new viruses the ability to bypass any immunity acquired by the individual who was

previously exposed to the same virus type with different surface structure. In the case of

the A virus, the antigens can present frequent minor changes, named drifts, or infrequent

major changes, named shifts. These modifications can be detected in serological tests and

can affect either or both of the surface antigens (Cliff et al., 1986).

The influenza virus type B is more stable than the virus type A since it only presents

drifts, so that individuals previously exposed to the B influenza virus will possess some

degree of immunity against its next drift. Because of this we might expect the frequency

of epidemic caused by the B virus to be related mainly to a buildup though births of a

stock of susceptibles in the population who have never had influenza caused by the B virus

(Cliff et al., 1986).

Mutations in the surface of the influenza A virus have resulted in a number of different

influenza subtypes and strains. Specific varieties of the virus are generally named according

to the particular antigenic determinants of the attachment and reproduction: the haemag-

glutinin (denoted as H and with 13 major types) and the neuraminidase (denoted as N

and with 9 major types), respectively.

The A virus first isolated in the 1930’s, with its particular H and N surface antigens,

was classified by WHO in 1980 as H1N1. On each occasion that a shift has occurred in

one of the surfaces antigens to a new subtype, the digit relating to the changing antigen

has been incremented by one.
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Epidemiology

Influenza viruses pass from person to person as droplets of respiratory secretion exhaled

by an infected that are inhaled by susceptible individuals. The big droplets travel only a

few feet before falling to the ground and smaller particles (2-4 micrometers) can remain

suspended in the air for up to an hour.

Coughing or sneezing will increase droplet emission and some external conditions can

enhance the virus survival and infectivity. According to Cliff et al. (1986), the transmission

will vary with three factors:

1. Individual factor. Infected individuals may differ in the amount of virus that they

shed into the environment.

2. Proximity. The proximity and degree of crowding of the susceptibles in the population

will affect the transmission rate.

3. Ambient conditions in the environment outside the host. Clinical observations sug-

gest that both low humidity and temperatures predispose the virus to survive and

transfer, but laboratory experiments suggest additional and undefined factors related

to the winter season.

The last two factors are often confounded because the winter period may bring together

both crowding and low temperature and humidity.

According to Bean et al. (1982) influenza A and B have been shown to survive on hard

surfaces such as stainless steel and plastic for 24-48 hours, and on soft surfaces such as

cloth, paper and tissue for up to 12 hours.

In contrast to human influenza spread, in many animals species such as ducks, influenza

is transmitted by the faecal route rather than by air (Shortridge, 1997).

The transmission of influenza has been long considered as direct, but the outbreaks

can be mixed with some other mechanisms as suggested by Hope-Simpson (1979, 1992).

He proposes a latent virus hypothesis to explain the long interval between epidemics, the
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virtual disappearance of the virus between outbreaks, the relatively rare documentation

of secondary cases within households, and the sudden appearance of influenza in isolated

locations (Cliff et al., 1986). Hope-Simpson suggests the influenza virus, like the Herpes

simplex virus, invades the individuals and leaves a lifelong residue of latent virus that is

periodically reactivated.

According to Cliff et al. (1986), the infection with influenza virus may or may not

lead to clinically manifest disease but may impart immunity in either case. Even with

no symptoms the virus may be responsible for some transmission of virus (Fine, 1981).

Furthermore, Fine mentions that several authors (Care et al., 1958 and Davis et al., 1970,

among some others) have estimated the percentage of asymptomatic infections between

20 and 75%. The proportion probably varies with virus strain, but it is unclear to what

extent this occurs.

Symptomatic influenza differs considerably in severity from individual to individual

depending on age and existing state of health as well as on the virus strain.

The general evolution of the disease in a host, without considering type or strain vari-

ations can be summarized as follows:

1. The incubation period is estimated between 18 and 72 hours. Cliff et al. (1986) as-

sumes a range of one to three days and a time distribution that is typically lognormal.

2. The symptomatic stage (clinical illness) ranges from two to seven days and conven-

tionally is assumed to be normal (Cliff et al., 1986). The total course of an attack

from initial receipt to recovery may occur within ten days.

3. The latent period and the infectious period are not synchronous with that of disease.

The latent period ends approximately 24 hours before the end of the incubation

period and the infectious period is probably of the order of 3 to 6 days (Fine, 1981).

See Figure 6.14.

Some of the symptoms the influenza may include are chills, fever (38◦ to 40◦ C), fatigue
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Infectious contact

Incubation period Symptomatic period (disease)

Latent period Infectious period

18 - 72 hrs 48 - 168 hrs

72 - 144 hrs.

12 - 24 hrs

Figure 6.14: Individual influenza evolution.

(malaise), muscle aches (myalgia), headache, sore throat, dry cough, sneezing, irritated

watering eyes, nasal congestion, redness in the eyes or skin, and nausea.

Due to the fact that several of the influenza symptoms are shared with the common-

cold, influenza is difficult to distinguish. However the flu symptoms are more severe than

those produced by the common-cold equivalents.

Call et al. (2005) did a meta analysis on signs and symptoms of influenza including

6 studies and 7,105 patients. They computed the positive and negative likelihood ratios

(LR+ and LR-, respectively) and the diagnostic odds ratio (DOR). The LR+ is a measure

to “rule-in” influenza given that the specific symptom is present. It is the ratio of the

probabilities of an individual having and not having the disease given that the symptom

is present. Similarly the LR- is a measure to “rule-out” influenza given that the specific

symptom is not present.

Call et al. (2005) found that among the symptoms: fever, feverishness, cough, myalgia,

malaise, headache, sore throat, sneezing, nasal congestion, chills, vaccine history, fever-
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cough, and fever-cough-acute onset “no single clinical symptom consistently had a LR+

high enough to clinically rule-in influenza, nor did any single finding have a LR- low enough

to clinically rule-out influenza. The best symptoms for excluding the diagnosis of influenza

from common-cold were fever, cough and nasal congestion”.

However, for decreasing the likelihood of influenza, the absence of fever, cough and

nasal congestion were the only symptoms with LR- less than 0.5. See Table 6.7.

Symptom \ LR+ (95% CI) LR- (95% CI) DOR (95% CI)
Fever 1.8 (1.1-2.9) 0.40 (0.25-0.66) 4.5 (1.8-11.0)

Cough 1.1 (1.1-1.2) 0.42 (0.31-0.57) 2.8 (2.1-3.7)
Nasal congestion 1.1 (1.1-1.2) 0.49 (0.42-0.59) 2.3 (1.9-2.8)

Table 6.7: Best individual symptoms for excluding influenza, Call et al. (2005).

Vaccines

In the case of influenza A, the shifts are the result of recombination of the influenza

genome. This event can occur when a cell is simultaneously infected by two different

strains of type A influenza (Wharton et al., 1989). Since influenza A can infect several

animal species, the virus shift likelihood increases. This virus characteristic hinders the

vaccine’s efficiency against new subtypes. Nevertheless the shift events can be decreased by

avoiding individual multi-infection through the vaccination of susceptible animal species

against known influenza A strains.

Even though the drifts involve small changes in the virus antigenic structure, the accu-

mulative changes can result in the failure of the immune system to detect the new strain

of the virus. However, the yearly influenza vaccine reformulation often enables scientists

to take into account any new strains that have emerged so as to increase the probability

of the individual to be immune to existing and new strains.

According to the manual published by the Public Health Division (PHD) and Long-

Term Care Homes (2004), the protection from the vaccine develops by two weeks after the
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shot, and may last up to one year. The vaccine is about 70 to 90% effective in preventing

influenza infection in healthy adults. In children, it is about 77 to 91% effective and

in elderly people, it is just about 30 to 40% effective. However the vaccine among elderly

people can prevent pneumonia and hospitalization in about 50 to 60% or cases, and prevent

death in about 80% of cases (PHD, 2004; NACI, 2000).

6.2.2 Data description

The data consist of two databases. One contains the laboratory-confirmed cases of influenza

presented in the Region of Waterloo and the other, the respiratory cases in long term care

facilities (LTC) in the same region.

The first database (GCCD) was provided by the Public Health Unit of the Region of

Waterloo (general confirmed cases) and it contains information for the influenza cases with

onsets between January 1995 and December of 2004. For the purpose of this work we

consider only the information for the two seasons: Sep 1st, 2003-August 30th, 2004 (153

cases) and Sept 1st, 2004-August 30th, 2005 (3 cases).

The second database (LTCID) was captured from the investigation of respiratory out-

breaks in long term care facilities (LTC), compiled by the the Public Health Unit of the

Region of Waterloo. It has 2,582 cases registered in the three seasons: 2003-2004 (1,215),

2004-2005 (1,300) and 2005-2006 (67 cases).

A total of 44 cases were repeated in the two databases resulting in a total of 2,694 cases

registered in the merged data.

The LTCID has the respiratory cases (influenza confirmed or not) that occurred among

the resident and staff in each of the LTC’s. Each registered case has variables such as

the sex, age, unit, resident (yes, no=staff), day of onset of the symptoms (integer), prior

influenza vaccine (yes, no), symptoms, clinical diagnosis and influenza laboratory-confirmed

cases (yes, no).

The clinical diagnosis of the respiratory cases is the individual evaluation based on the

new respiratory symptoms. The clinical diagnosis can be upper respiratory tract illness
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(URTI) and influenza-like illness (ILI).

In the LTCID there are two influenza periods (2003-2004 and 2004-2005) for which the

information includes the not confirmed cases with respiratory symptoms associated to ILI

and URTI. That is, the merged information from September 1st, 2003 to August 30th,

2005 contains the confirmed cases of influenza in the Region of Waterloo (mainly LTC’s)

and the not confirmed cases in LTC’s that were associated to ILI or URTI.

The age distribution in the GCC data contains some newborns and the LTCID mostly

contains information for elderly people. Figure 6.15 shows the age histogram in the com-

bined database for all the seasons and Table 6.8 shows the number of cases by age groups

and seasons.
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Figure 6.15: Age distribution in in-
fluenza cases.

Age \ Season 03-04 04-05 05-06 Total

[0,1) 14 1 0 15

[1,6) 13 0 0 13

[6,14) 5 1 0 6

[14,65) 136 64 2 202

[65,75) 77 50 2 129

[75,85) 275 263 11 549

[85,95) 259 247 11 517

[95,100) 38 46 2 86

Missing 507 631 39 1,177

Total 1,324 1,303 67 2,694

Table 6.8: Age distribution by influenza
season.

Most of the respiratory activity is registered in LTCID but from the GCC database we

recover some information of the activity outside LTC’s.

In the database there is a total of 46 facilities (LTC and hospital) registered with

respiratory activity during the three flu seasons. For each outbreak the information related

to the number of residents and staff in each affected facility was captured.
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The facilities can be classified into two types according to the isolation measures that

are typically taken during an infectious outbreak. This classification is then in close relation

with the facilities’ size. During the outbreak small facilities tend to isolate the residents

from any exterior contact, and in larger facilities the isolation is by units or floors and the

staff is divided accordingly into cohorts .

6.2.3 Parameter inference

The clinical diagnosis is the assessment based on a study of the signs and symptoms of

a disease. This diagnosis is elaborated by the medical personnel in the facilities consid-

ering only the new individual symptoms, since some existing ones can be due to chronic

conditions.

For the respiratory cases there exist two possible clinical diagnoses: influenza-like illness

(ILI) and upper respiratory infection (URTI). The first diagnosis is associated with the

presence of the influenza virus and the second one is related with the common-cold.

In order to study the evolution of the influenza cases during the outbreaks in the

long term care facilities, we propose to analyze the transmission of the cases with clinical

diagnosis ILI.

The epidemic model parameters were estimated using the information of four influenza

A outbreaks in four different facilities with number of residents and staff presented in

Table 6.9.

Facilities F1 F2 F3 F4
Residents 68 79 40 52

Staff 45 58 21 40

Table 6.9: Resident and staff population during the outbreaks.

Since the considered facilities have similar isolation policies and type of rooms (single,

semi-private and wards), they are assumed to have similar contact structure.
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For the four outbreaks we assume that resident and staff individuals have an average

of 3 contacts within their respective populations and the staff members have an average of

4 contacts with residents.

The mean inter-population connection between the resident and staff population is

adjusted by the population size and presented in Table 6.10.

Facilities F1 F2 F3 F4
Staff-residents 4 4 4 4
Residents-staff 2.65 2.94 2.1 3.08

Table 6.10: Mean contact between the resident and staff population.

If the degree distribution between populations follows the Poisson distribution, the

probability of a staff member not having any contact with any resident is greater than

zero. However this is not far from reality since some staff personnel included in the reports

work in the administration or maintenance and do not have any interaction with residents.

The inference for the model parameters is based on the times between symptom onset

for the residents and staff members. For example, suppose the onset times of the resident

population are i+ 2, i+ 2, i+ 5, i+ 6 and the onset times of staff members are i, i+ 3, i+ 4;

then the inter-event times configurations for the resident and staff population are {2, 0, 3,

1} and {3, 1}, respectively.

As we have mentioned above, although the outbreaks contain at least one confirmed

case with influenza A, not all the symptomatic cases were tested. In the data utilized to

estimate the parameter we include the ILI cases that were not tested, or were tested and

resulted positives for influenza.

In Table 6.11 we present the inter-events for the four outbreaks. The third and fourth

outbreak report initial onsets that are too close to consider that we have actually observed

the first outbreak case. We assume that only the initial case is missing and hence that we

fail to observe only the first time between onsets.

Given that the almost all individuals in the facilities are vaccinated, but the vaccine
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Facilities Inter event times (days)

F1
Resident {3, 1, 1}

Staff {3, 4}

F2
Resident {4, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0}

Staff {4}

F3
Resident {Miss, 0, 1, 1, 0}

Staff {Miss}

F4
Resident {Miss, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0}

Staff {Miss, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2}

Table 6.11: Inter-event times for influenza outbreaks.

has two different effectiveness levels for the residents and staff individuals, we introduce

the variable s that describes the staff susceptibility to the agent.

In order to describe the outbreak evolution in the hierarchical network we assume that:

• the transmission rate is a constant r,

• the susceptibility to the agent is 1 for the residents and s for the staff members,

• the degree distributions in the networks are Poisson,

• the latent period is Gaussian distributed with parameters µL and σL, and

• the infectious period is Gaussian distributed with parameters µI and σI .

The variable that is used to make inference on the parameters is the time between

starts of infectious periods. This variable is reported by program as a continuous variable

(in hours) and the difference between consecutive events is rounded into days.

The difference between the starting of the infectious and symptomatic periods has

been estimated to be between 12 and 24 hours (See Figure 6.14). If the waiting time for

becoming symptomatic after becoming infective is a random variable that has one mode,

the times between starts of infectious periods and the times between symptoms onsets are

close to being equal.
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As in the measles’ parameter inference we obtained the model parameter using the

Monte Carlo maximum-likelihood estimate. In order to do this for several parametric

points we simulated the outbreaks in each facility several times.

Using the population sizes given in Table 6.9 and the model assumptions listed above,

we simulate the outbreak 1,000 times for each facility and set of parameter values to obtain

the approximation to the likelihood

L
(
θ; {trkj}(k,j), {tskj}(k,j)

)
=

4∏
k=1

(
nk∏
j=1

Pr(Trkj = trkj)

mk∏
j=1

Pr(Tskj = tskj)

)

where θ = (r, s, µI , σI , µL, σL), nk and mk are the number of observed inter-event times in

facility k, and Trkj and Tskj are the j− th resident and j− th staff observed times between

events, respectively.

Each term Pr(Tukj = tukj), u = r, s, k = 1, 2, . . . is approximated with the frequency

estimator, and the resulting L̂ is regressed on the parametric values using 195 different

parametric points and the R package written by Hayfield and Racine (2008). As in the

estimation of the measles parameters we use the Naradaya-Watson estimate.

The fitted regression that describes the likelihood function is then maximized using the

Nelder and Mead method. The obtained parameter estimates are shown in Table 6.12.

Parameters Estimate
r 0.00799
s 0.84085
µL 62.62974
σL 4.33776
µI 127.58110
σI 15.73186

Table 6.12: Estimated parameters for influenza outbreaks.

We observe that the fitted parameters describe the influenza as an infectious agent

with transmissibilities within the resident and staff populations of π(B,B) = 0.6368 and
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π(A,A) = 0.5737, respectively. This transmissibilities in the within-populations basic

reproductive numbers R0,resident = G′K(B,B)T
(s) = π(B,B)E(K(B,B)) = 1.9104 and R0,staff =

G′K(A,A)T
(s) = 1.7211, and both values are consistent with some studies that estimate

1 < R0 < 2, described next.

The basic reproductive number R0 has been estimated in diverse populations and pop-

ulation settings (households, schools, day-care centers) and has been shown to be highly

variable. For some strains, like the 1918 influenza, R0 was estimated to have a value

between 2 and 3 (Mills et al., 2004), while some other authors have estimated R0 to be

between 1 and 2 (for example Vynnycky et al. 2007).

The Public Health Agency of Canada considers that the influenza virus has a replace-

ment number R between 1.4 and 1.8. In the cases of networks with Poisson degree distri-

bution R = R0 and R > R0 in more heterogeneous contact structures.

Based on the fitted parameters in Table 6.12 we have that 95% of the cases have a

latent period of between 53.95 and 71.30 hours while that same proportion of cases have

an infectious period between 96.12 and 159.04 hours.

Comparing these intervals with the range of values obtained in previous studies (see

Figure 6.14), we see that our parameter estimates imply larger values for latent and in-

fectious periods, with less variation between individuals. The high values and smaller

variances can be directly related to the fact that most of the observed cases correspond to

people in the group of age of sixty or more.

Mean final outbreak size and epidemic probability

The mean for the final outbreak size is given by the (3.3.31) in terms of the functions

N(A,A) and NABAT. Since all the degrees in the hierarchical network used to model the

contacts in the facilities have a Poisson distribution, it is easy to find a expression for them.

Next we use the fact that the mean degree and the mean excess degree distribution are

the same when the degrees distributions are Poisson.
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N(A,A) =
λ(A,A)π(A,A)

1− λ(A,A)π(A,A)

,

now

G′ABAT(1) = λ(A,B)π(A,B)λ(B,A)π(B,A)

∞∑
i=0

(
λ(B,B)π(B,B)

)i
= λ(A,B)π(A,B)λ(B,A)π(B,A)

1

1− λ(B,B)π(B,B)

= G′ABAT1(1),

if λ(B,B)π(B,B) < 1. Hence

NABAT =
λ(A,B)π(A,B)λ(B,A)π(B,A)

1− λ(B,B)π(B,B) − λ(A,B)π(A,B)λ(B,A)π(B,A)

.

From the last expression we observe that we can obtain the mean final outbreak size if:

1. λ(A,A)π(A,A) < 1, λ(B,B)π(B,B) < 1, and

λ(A,A)π(A,A)λ(A,A)π(A,A) < 1− λ(B,B)π(B,B), or

2. λ(A,A)π(A,A) < 1 and π(A,B) = 0 or π(B,A) = 0

The parameter estimates for the influenza data in facilities indicate that the influenza

has a probability larger than zero, since the mean excess degrees are all greater than one

and we estimate

π(A,A) = π(B,A) = 0.5737

π(A,B) = π(B,B) = 0.6368.

On the other hand, the basic reproductive numbers for the infections that occur only

within the same populations, are

R0,staff = G′K(A,A)T
(1) = λ(A,A)π(A,A) = 1.7211

R0,resident = G′K(B,B)T
(1) = λ(B,B)π(B,B) = 1.9104
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but since λ(B,B)π(B,B) > 1 and λ(A,A)π(A,A) > 1 then the basic reproductive numbers

R0,staff = G′K(A,A)T
(1) +G′ABAT(1)

and

R0,resident = G′K(B,B)T
(1) +G′BABT(1)

diverge.

If a control measure like isolation and cohort staffing are implemented to reduce the

transmissibilities to half their values, then the probability of epidemic is reduced to zero

and the expected final outbreak size can be obtained.

6.2.4 Cross analysis based on the clinical diagnosis

In order to evaluate the fitted parameter we use the evolution information of other out-

breaks and compare it with the simulated evolution with the estimated parameters. In

this subsection we use the onset information of resident and staff cases clinical diagnosed

as ILI.

In the handwritten reports of the Public Health Unit the clinical diagnosis was obtained

together by the health care workers at the LTC facilities and the Public Health Unit

personnel. Unfortunately, such a classification is not always present in the reports.

However, since for some cases the most important symptoms were captured, a general

classification or diagnosis can be retrieved for the study of ILI transmission.

According to the Public Health Unit of the Region of Waterloo, a general classification

or diagnostic evaluation is the following:

• The disease is URTI if we have at least two of the following symptoms: Abnor-

mal temperature (high or low), cough, sore throat, chest congestion, nasal conges-

tion, laryngitis, hoarse voice, runny nose, wheezing, head congestion, sinus pain, and

sneezing.

• The disease is ILI if
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1. we have at least two of the following symptoms: headache, general aches, or

abnormal temperature, and

2. we also have at least two of the following symptoms: general aches, cough, sore

throat, chest congestion and nasal congestion.

Notice that a case which is classified as ILI is not necessarily URTI.

In the database there is a total of 650 cases in which no symptoms is recorded (“Miss

Symp”), but 299 were classified as ILI and 220 as URTI.

The agreement between the original diagnosis and the diagnosis obtained from these

definitions is shown with bold font in Table 6.13.

Original \ Obtained Not a case URTI ILI Miss Symp Total
Missing 149 647 122 131 1,049
ILI 18 174 98 299 589
URTI 110 694 32 220 1,056
Total 277 1,515 252 650 2,694

Table 6.13: Comparison between clinical diagnosis and diagnostic evaluation.

Given that in the elderly population with influenza, fever can be absent (PHD, 2004), a

second illness definition or diagnosis can require only two of any of the three most important

symptoms considered by Call et al. (2005) (fever, cough and nasal congestion). Then we

consider the following second diagnostic evaluation based on the respiratory symptoms:

• The disease is URTI if at least two of the following symptoms are present: headache,

general aches, cough, sore throat, chest congestion, nasal congestion, tiredness, laryn-

gitis, hoarse voice, runny nose, wheezing, chills, head congestion, sinus, sneezing.

• The disease is ILI if it is URTI and at least two of the following symptoms are present:

abnormal temperature, cough, and nasal congestion.

The agreement between the clinical diagnosis and the last diagnostic evaluation is shown

in Table 6.14. As we can see, more cases are diagnosed as ILI and fewer as not respiratory
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cases, but there are a large number of cases originally classified as URTI that are now

assigned to ILI.

Original \ Obtained Not a case URTI ILI Miss Symp Total
Missing 109 247 454 239 1,049
ILI 19 41 226 303 589
URTI 84 287 465 220 1,056
Total 212 575 1,145 762 2,694

Table 6.14: Comparison between clinical diagnosis and second diagnostic evaluation.

Based on the 334 tested cases for which we have the original diagnosis (See Table 6.15)

we have that 48.03% and 51.97 % of the residents and staff diagnosed as ILI were positive

and negative for influenza, respectively. It is evident that when clinical diagnosis is ILI,

it poorly describes the probability that a case is positive for influenza; nevertheless the

probability for negative and positive influenza given that the clinical diagnosis is URTI are

86.67% and 13.33%. Hence the URTI category contains substantial information about the

probability of cases being negative for influenza.

Neg Pos Total
ILI 119 110 229
URTI 91 14 105

Table 6.15: Original clinical diagnosis and test result.

Now we use the inter-event times of ILI cases and compare them with the simulation

outputs that use the Monte Carlo estimates of the influenza parameters (Table 6.12).

First we consider an outbreak that occurred in a facility with 101 residents and 70 staff

members. The resident inter-onset times for the cases diagnosed as ILI are {Miss, 2, 1, 1, 2}
and only one secondary staff case was registered.

We simulated the outbreak 1,000 times and obtained the mean and variance of the

first, second, third, fourth and fifth inter event-times. In Figure 6.16 we show the mean
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Figure 6.16: Distribution of residents’ inter-event times from simulated outbreaks.

inter-event times, the points that are two standard deviations around the mean, and the

data.

From the figure we have that the second, third and fourth observed times are very close

to the estimated mean and the fifth time is further from the estimated mean but less than

two standard deviations from it. Hence the observed data do not contradict the estimates

obtained for the influenza parameters.

Now we consider another facility with 79 residents and 58 staff members. For this

facility three different respiratory outbreaks were reported. They were not reported as

flu-outbreaks since the residents tested resulted in negatives.

In Figure 6.17, as in Figure 6.16, we show the mean inter-event times and deviation

simulated from 1,000 simulations. Since not all outbreaks evolve into epidemics, the mean

and standard deviations of the i-th inter-event is obtained from those outbreaks that at

least had i+ 1 cases.

The connected points in Figure 6.17 are the inter-event times observed in each outbreak

for the cases which are classified as ILI according to the second diagnostic evaluation
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Figure 6.17: Residents and Staff inter-event times from simulated outbreaks.

described above.

For the three outbreaks the resident inter-onset times (in days) are {5, 5, 0, 0, 4}, {3,

3, 2, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1} and {Miss, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 1, 0, 1,

1, 3, 0, 0, 3, 1}. The staff inter-onset times are {8}, {4, 8, 0} and {ø}.

As can be observed in Figure 6.17 the information from the third outbreak is the most

different from the simulated results. The waiting times between the onset of assigned ILI

cases (using the second diagnostic) tend to be longer than the simulated waiting times for

the resident population.

For the second outbreak the clinical diagnosis for all cases are missing and almost all

of them were classified as ILI using the information about their symptoms. In the first

and second outbreaks the cases had missing clinical diagnosis or they were URTI (only one

case was ILI). Several of the cases in these two outbreaks (but not most of them) were

re-classified as ILI.

Since most cases for the second outbreak were re-classified as ILI, the inter-event times

describe the waiting times of a respiratory infection.
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The longer waiting times, together with the few cases re-classified as ILI in the third

outbreak, can indicate that the second diagnostic may classifies as ILI some respiratory

cases that actually are not ILI in outbreaks that are not flu-related, or the influenza

outbreak occurs simultaneously with another respiratory outbreak and there are some

cases that are not classified as ILI when they actually are.

6.2.5 Predicted influenza cases

In order to study the spread of influenza it is crucial to distinguish the influenza and the

non-influenza cases in an outbreak. In this section we predict the probability that an

individual has influenza based on a logistic regression model with variables corresponding

to the clinical diagnosis and the main symptoms presented.

The model utilized to obtain the predicted probabilities of influenza is a logistic re-

gression based on the categorical variables listed in Table 6.16. The variables consist of

respiratory symptoms, age group and clinical diagnosis.

It is important to emphasize that for all the variables the missing value “not registered”

is considered to be a category value, and that the logistic regression model was selected

using the clinically classified data (with a total of 587 registers from January 1st, 2003 to

August 30th, 2006) from all sub-models that include the variables listed in Table 6.16.

Two models were obtained with backward elimination and forward selection based on

the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and bayesian information criterion (BIC). The

fist model has AIC and BIC values equal to 457.43 and 514.306, respectively, but it has

divergent estimates for three values in the for final variables.

Since in most of the cases the symptoms were all registered or all missing together,

the inclusion of several variables related with the symptoms lead to the collinearity and

infinite estimates for some of the model parameters.

The final logistic regression model based on the BIC has AIC=463.28, BIC=507.027 and

parameters shown in Table 6.17. We can observe that the standard deviations for the value

“not reg” corresponding to the variables “abnormal temperature” and “nasal congestion”
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Variables Values
headache

yes, no, not registered

general aches (myalgia)
cough
sore throat
chest congestion
nasal congestion
lethargic (malaise)
laryngitis
runny nose
wheezing
chills
head congestion
sinus
sneezing
abnormal temperature
prior influenza vaccine
group of age [0,6), [6,18), [18,65), [65,), not reg
clinical diagnosis ILI, URTI, not case, not reg

Table 6.16: Principal respiratory symptoms, age and medical assessment.

are very large; however the information contained in the other categories for the variables

is significant, resulting in a c index equal to 89.72%, with number of concordant pairs of

observations equal to 1.540260×105, and Somer’s Dxy rank correlation 0.7944.

According to Call et al. (2005) the symptoms: fever, cough and nasal congestion are the

most important indicators for patients in studies that evaluate the entire age spectrum.

However among studies of patients limited to those aged 60 years and older the most

relevant indicators were fever, malaise and chill.

As we can observe, in the model results presented in Table 6.17, the category “nasal

congestion” decreases the probability for having influenza. This can be due to the fact

that the majority of the population included in the data is over 60 years old.

The box plot of the predicted probabilities by the actual influenza status (according to
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Coefficient Estimate Std. Error
intercept -2.1878 0.48

abnormal temperature (AT)
yes 0.5408 0.37

not reg -16.9189 558.12

nasal congestion (NC)
yes -0.6261 0.32

not reg 19.0549 558.12

clinical diagnosis (CD)
not reg -0.0396 0.32

not case -0.9179 1.27
URTI -1.6871 0.36

prior vaccine (PV)
no 1.6549 0.49

yes 1.0335 0.34

Table 6.17: Estimated parameters for the logistic regression.

laboratory results) for the complete data is presented in Figure 6.18. As pointed out by

the c index, the predicted probabilities tend to be larger for the cases that were influenza

positives.

To graphically analyze the fit of the obtained model we present the histograms for the

residuals (Figure 6.19). If the model is appropriate to describe the data, it is expected that

the deviance residuals are approximately Gaussian distributed.

Based on the model the predicted probabilities for influenza can be obtained for all the

cases in the database and by selecting a threshold the cases can be classified as influenza

or not influenza. The Table 6.18 shows the misclassification tables for the probability

thresholds of 40% and 50%.

Threshold 40% 50%
Lab result / Predicted result negative positive negative positive

negative 269 42 276 35
positive 69 207 79 197

Table 6.18: Misclassification tables.

The total number of predicted influenza cases (out of 2778) considering the thresholds
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Figure 6.18: Predicted influenza probabilities. Model with AT, NC,CD and PV.
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Figure 6.19: Residuals. Model with AT, NC, CD and PV.
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of 40% and 50% are 596 and 459 respectively.

It is important to notice that most of the respiratory cases registered in the database

correspond to individuals that are 60 years and older, and according to Call et al. (2005) the

proportion of true positives (sensitivity) and the proportion of true negatives (specificity)

for nasal congestion in patients over 60 years old is just 47% and 50%.

Also the likelihood associated to nasal congestion for individuals that are over 60 years

are all close to one (LR+=.95(0.57-1.6), LR-=1.0 (0.67-1.7) and DOR=0.9 (0.3-2.4), Call

et al. 2005). Since all these parameters indicate that nasal congestion does not contain

any information to “rule-in” or “rule-out” influenza in this population, next we evaluate

the model that excludes this variable.

Predicted probabilities based on model without nasal congestion

Since the variable “clinical diagnosis” includes the individual information gathered by

the facility and Health Unit about new respiratory symptoms additional to existing ones,

we consider it is important to include this variable whenever it is present.

Due to the fact that the clinical diagnosis is not always present it is also important to

include some symptoms, but not so many that the collinearity in their category “not reg”

makes it impossible to find finite parameter estimates.

As suggested in the last subsection we exclude the variable “nasal congestion”. The

estimated parameters for this sub model are presented in Table 6.19.

Coefficient Estimate Std. Error
intercept -2.6859 0.3933

abnormal temperature (AT)
yes 0.8674 0.3007

not reg 2.6296 0.3603

clinical diagnosis (CD)
not reg 1.0636 0.2552

Not case -0.8550 1.2781
URTI -1.7840 0.3625

prior vaccine (PV)
no 2.9898 0.3622

yes 1.0227 0.2775

Table 6.19: Estimated parameters for the logistic regression.
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Figure 6.20: Predicted influenza probabilities. Model with AT, CD and PV.

It is remarkable that the estimates’ standard errors for this model were dramatically

reduced and in spite of AIC=600.06 and BIC=635.064, the c index was hardly affected,

decreasing its value to 82.1% (Dxy =0.6420 and number of concordant pairs of observations

= 1.409410 ×105).

The importance of the remaining variables can be explained from the facts that, As

pointed out in the previous section, fever can be absent in the influenza cases for people

over 60 years old (sensitivity 34%) but according to Call et al. (2005) fever has a high

specificity (91%) among this population.

On the other hand, in the last section we noticed that the clinical diagnosis has a high

sensitivity (88.7%) and low specificity (43.33%).

The predicted probability of this sub-model presents a slight improvement (Figure 6.20)

but the deviance residuals seem to be less symmetrical (Figure 6.21).

Under this model both misclassification tables, for the training data and the thresholds

of 40% and 50% (Table 6.20), show that the sub-model tends to classify more individuals

as flu positives, increasing the false positives, and of course decreases the false negatives.
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Figure 6.21: Residuals. Model with AT, CD and PV.

Threshold 40% 50%
Lab result / Predicted result negative positive negative positive

negative 236 75 241 70
positive 63 213 70 206

Table 6.20: Misclassification tables.

The total number of predicted influenza cases in the database, considering the thresh-

olds of 40% and 50%, are 734 and 685 respectively.

Considering the same facility as the one use for Figure 6.17, Figure 6.22 shows the

inter-onset times for the cases predicted as influenza (with a level of 40%). Since no staff

case was predicted to be positive for influenza and the times between the first and second

cases are at least of 4 days then we assume that the first case was a resident member and

then the 1,000 outbreak simulations are obtained having a resident as patient zero.

The inter-event times in Figure 6.22 are {5, 0} and {4, 1} days.

When the symptoms are not reported, the prediction of flu cases heavily depends on

the clinical diagnosis, but when some data of the symptoms is available, the predicted
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Figure 6.22: Residents inter-event times from simulated outbreaks.

influenza cases are reduced with respect to the ILI clinical cases and even more reduced

with respect to the ILI cases obtained using the second diagnostic from last section.

However Figure 6.22 does not show any evidence against the fitted model, there exists

an important difference between the number of cases obtained based on the prediction

of flu cases and the number of ILI cases obtained, either with clinical diagnosis or the

diagnostic evaluations presented in the last section.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.3, several studies have reported diverse estimates for the

basic reproductive number. The observed variation for the model’s point estimates can

have two main sources: the difference in the population’s connectivity patterns from which

the data is obtained, and the sensitivity to the flu cases definition (test positives, cases

clinically diagnosed as ILI, etc.).



Chapter 7

Future Research

In this chapter we describe some future analysis that can be done and the research directions

that can be taken to improve and expand the epidemic models we have studied.

7.1 Analysis based on the discrete time model from

Chapter 4

Given the p.g.f. recursive expression for the number of infected at time t such as (4.1.2) it

is feasible to analytically study the evolution for outbreaks with variable transmissibility

probabilities τt.

The change of the probability of transmission between individuals could be due to

the implementation of control measures such as droplet precautions, hand washing, use of

antiviral, etc.

From the recursive form of the p.g.f.’s it is also possible to obtain the joint p.g.f. at

any two time points and the use of the conditional distributions (or moments) to do the

parameter inference for the probabilities of transmission.
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7.2 Further use of time-continuous simulation pro-

gram

Since the simulation program reports the sizes of the susceptible, infected, infective and

removed population at every time there is a new event, the program can be used not only

to study the final outbreak size or to obtain the estimates for the model’s parameters, but

also to estimate the transmission incidence over time or other parameters of interest such

as the outbreak duration distribution.

Using some few modifications to the simulation program, the effect of some variation

of the control measures can be studied. For example, we could simulate conditions where:

• the ring vaccination or isolation strategies are started s units of time after the first

case (proposed during a talk by Dr. Yan)

• ring vaccination is implemented not only for the first but also for the second neighbors

around infective cases

• not all the infective cases in the ring vaccination strategy are identified

• isolation is not 100% effective.

The implementation of control measures in the simulations do not only allows to evalu-

ate their effect on the outbreaks, but they potentially increase the amount of data that can

be use in the inference of the agent’s parameters. When the simulated control strategies

depend on few parameters (or their parameters are approximated by some other proce-

dures), they can be use to mimic the real control strategies, allowing the inference to use

data originated in controlled outbreaks.

The simulation program can run outbreaks with individual values for transmissibility

and susceptibility to the agent. In the measles and influenza data we have use different

values of susceptibility for two different populations. In the first case the two populations

(susceptibles at most one year old, and one year and older) are connected with a simple
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graph and in the second case the two populations (residents and staff) have a different

connectivity pattern described by a hierarchical network.

The use of different transmissibility and susceptibility constant rates can naturally be

generalized to transmissibility and susceptibility random variables with individual proba-

bility distributions. The individual distribution can be defined obeying not only individual

characteristics but environmental heterogeneities. The environmental effect on the graph

can be modeled superimposing a map on the network structure.

It is natural to think that for many infectious agents, the individuals in a local network

will be more likely to be under similar environmental situations. However, the map can

describe a more global dissimilarity measure among local networks.

One modification that can also be done to the program is allowing the external or en-

vironmental variables not only modifying the agent’s transmissibility between individuals,

but also its latent and infectious distribution in the host.

7.3 Modeling the network structure

As it has been pointed out, the network structure allows us to introduce a non-homogeneous

contact structure into the epidemic model. For some agents the contact associated and its

the network structure can be naturally defined by the population setting such as in a hos-

pital, school, work units, etc. However, for more complex contact definitions and/or more

general settings, the problem of selecting the network structure and its degree distributions

is added to the analysis of the outbreaks evolution or the statistical inference problem.

Although the problem of defining a social structure or network of relations has been

studied in the area of social network analysis (See Wasserman and Faust (1994); Scott

(2000); de Nooy et al. (2005)) more formal statistical techniques can be used to plan and

interpret the data collected by sampling some individuals in the population.

It is interesting to point out that in the field of social network analysis the diffusion of

ideas in a population has also attracted the attention of several researchers. The “diffusion”
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phenomenon is equivalent to a SI epidemic model.

Once the network structure is selected as simple, bipartite or hierarchical (with two

or more local networks) and the degree(s) family distribution(s) is chosen, then the pa-

rameters of the network could be added to the estimation process that uses the Monte

Carlo-likelihood function. Of course, adding more parameters, will very likely lead to the

problem of non-unique model estimates.

The suggestion of simultaneously doing the estimation of the network and transmission

process is more viable if the network is a simple graph with distribution defined by a single

parameter and the data contains substantial information of the infectious dynamic over

time.

Including a sensitivity analysis of the outbreaks based on the most likely network struc-

tures may be desirable. The results can indicate if further data (related to the network

structure or outbreaks) have to be collected.

7.4 Incorporating the demographic dynamics

In this work we consider that the disease evolves very rapidly and the demographical

changes are not important. However, this is not true for several infectious diseases such as

tuberculosis and HIV.

The connectivity changes that we consider occurring in the graph are due to the change

of the nodes to the “removed” status, and they do not include the migration of individuals

by births, territorial migration, deaths for reasons other that being infected, etc.

The epidemic models for closed populations are the most simple, and those that assume

the mass action can include the immigration and emigration dynamics, without having to

modify the standard analysis. In the compartmental deterministic model the inclusion of

migration is usually translated into more ordinary differential equations and parameters

that are analyzed using the Euler algorithm or other numerical methods.

As studied by Barabási and Albert (1999), a network with power law distribution (with
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parameter 2.9 ± 0.1) can be regarded as a growing graph with preferential attachment.

However, the nodes’ status of the growing network do not change over time.

As the epidemic spreads, it preferentially hits the highly connected nodes, then the in-

coming individuals would be included in a network that has a modified degree distribution.

The effect of changing the network is magnified when the illness spreads as fast or faster

than the arrival of new nodes.

As described in Appendix A the simulation program incorporates the immigration of

susceptible, infected and infective individuals. The algorithm assigns a degree (with the

same degree distribution a that of the host local network) and uniformly connects it with

the local susceptible, infected and infective nodes.

However the simulation program’s algorithm does not obey any observed or studied

social behavior and it can be looked upon as an exercise to include nodes immigration. It

is one of the first attempts to incorporate the immigration into populations with a network

structure and during an outbreak.

A different evolution in the network that does not involve the migration of individuals,

and that has attracted the attention of researchers in social networks is the connectivity

change of close populations. Wasserman and Faust (1994, section 2.4.3) describe several

studies that involve the recollection of longitudinal social network data.

7.5 Modeling missing and misclassified data

The problem of missing data is very common in the epidemic data, and as in the case

of the influenza this problem also combines with the misclassification of cases that were

clinically diagnosed and not tested, or tested but yielded false positives or false negatives.

For some infectious diseases missing data and misclassification can lead to severely

biased estimates since they can be correlated with some population characteristics such as

age and sex.

It is also important to distinguish the different sources of missing data. Some of them
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can have particular importance such as those that arise because of individuals that are

infected or infectives and do not become symptomatic (silent cases).

As in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 several case definitions can be explored. As observed, the

inference can not only be affected by the number of cases that disagree in each classification,

but mostly by their distribution in time within each outbreak.

7.6 Further applications of distribution theory

In this work we obtained the point estimates for measles and influenza. However this in-

formation should be complemented with the estimates properties or asymptotic properties

such as bias, consistency or efficiency.
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Appendix A: Description of
simulation program

In this chapter we describe the main algorithms utilized to simulate outbreaks in popu-

lations with a predetermined contact structure defined by their degree distribution, like

those in Chapter 3 and Section 4.1.

The simulation program developed is written in the R language (R Development Core

Team, 2007) and it is fully presented in the Appendix B.

An earlier version of the code in Appendix B was available as the R package “InfNet”

V.0.1, and the updated version V.1.0 will be uploaded to the R site in the next weeks after

testing it in the Unix and Mac platforms.

Section A.1 describes the main subroutine or function to generate simple networks. The

function local.network generates a simple undirected graph of order n with a given degree

(fixed) or with one of several degree distributions.

In Section A.2 the principal characteristics of the function called epidemic.sim are

described. The algorithm implemented in epidemic.sim runs the evolution in time of the

infectious process given a contact network, and allows us to simulate epidemic processes in

which the infectious agent can have latent and infectious periods that follow a distribution

other than exponential.

Section A.3 presents a brief description of the complete simulation algorithm.
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A.1 Network construction

Constructing a simple graph from a given degree sequence is a classical problem in graph

theory and computer science. However, generating a graph that meets the given degree,

uniformly at random from all the possible graphs with that degree sequence, is still an

open problem (Aiello et al., 2001; Gkantsidis et al., 2003; Mihail and Vishnoi, 2002).

A.1.1 Local network

The function local.network builds simple random graphs with order n and degrees that can

follow any of the distributions shown in Table A-1.

Tail Name Probability Density Function

Light

Poisson = λx exp(−λ)
x!

, x = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Zero truncated Poisson = λx exp(−λ)
x!(1−exp(−λ))

, x = 1, 2, . . .

Exponential

Geometric =
(

1− 1
p+1

)x
1
p+1

, x = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Zero truncated Geometric =
(

1− 1
p+1

)x−1
1
p+1

, x = 1, 2, . . .

Negative Binomial =
(
x+r−1
x

)
prqx, x = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Power
Law

Polylogarithmic ∝ x−α exp(−x/β), x = 1, 2, . . .
(Gutenberg-Richter Law )

Logarithmic = − exp(−x/p)
x ln(1−exp(−1/p))

, x = 1, 2, . . .

Power Law ∝ x−α, x = 1, 2, . . .
(Zeta distribution)

Table A-1: Degree probability distributions.
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The routine local.networks obtains a sample of size n from the specified distribution to

be the network’s degree sequence and constructs the graph trying to meet this sequence.

This function also includes three deterministic degree sequences. The first one, called

“full”, assigns a degree of m − 1 to all the nodes in a graph with m nodes. The second

one, invoked as “none”, assigns degree 0 to each node in the network, and the third option,

called “fixed” allows the user to directly state the degree distribution to be use.

In order to construct the network with the designated degree sequence, the function

local.network considers the following four algorithms:

1. Havel-Hakimi algorithm (HH) The Havel-Hakimi Theorem (Havel, 1955; Hakimi,

1962) is a existence-constructive result for graphs given a degree sequence. It involves

a recursive algorithm that decreasingly orders the degrees that have not been used

yet to build the graph (residual degrees) (d(1) ≥ d(2) ≥ · · · ≥ d(n)) in each step and

selects the two nodes with highest residual degree to set an edge between them if this

does not already exist. After this step the residual degrees are updated, or another

pair of nodes is selected.

The theorem states that if the algorithm fails to obtain a graph with the specified

degree set, then no graph exists with the original degree sequence.

The Havel-Hakimi result is an important existence-constructive theorem, but the

topologies of the obtained graphs using this algorithm have very dense cores, failing in

creating uniformly random graphs among those which meet the degree specifications.

If the algorithm is changed to connect the two nodes, one with the highest and the

other with the lowest residual degree, then the topologies of the obtained graphs tend

to have very sparse cores (Gkantsidis et al., 2003).

2. Modified Havel-Hakimi algorithm (MHH) In order to achieve more uniformly

random graphs, the condition of meeting a given degree sequence must be relaxed to

obtain graphs whose nodes have degrees close to those specified.
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This modification to the Havel-Hakimi algorithm consists in assigning an edge be-

tween the node with highest residual degree and a randomly selected node with

positive residual degree.

3. Weighted selection algorithm (MR) This algorithm was suggested by Molloy and

Reed in 1995. In each step the edge (i, j) is selected with probability proportional to

the product of the residual degrees d(i) and d(j).

4. Random selection algorithm In each step this algorithm connects any two nodes

with positive residual degree that are not yet connected. As we will see, this algorithm

is the one that allocates the degree sequence worst in the resulting graph, but is given

to be compared with the previous three algorithms.

A.1.2 Evaluation of the algorithms

With the aim to evaluate the MHH and the MR algorithms, the HH and the random

algorithms were implemented. It is desirable to use an algorithm that meets the degree

distribution as closely as possible (as in HH) while at the same time approximately gener-

ates uniformly random graphs.

In order to compare the performance of the algorithms, 1,000 graphs were obtained

with each of the four algorithms and

1. two different sizes: 50 and 500 nodes;

2. two different distributions with the same expected value: Poisson(2) and Power

law(2.46).

For each variable combination, three plots were obtained. The first evaluates the allo-

cation of the degree distribution, and the second and third plots display measures of the

randomness of the obtained networks.
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The first plot corresponds to the histogram for the proportion of not allocated degrees

(PNAD). That is, the total of degrees that were not used in the final created graph over

the total of degrees that should have been used in each random graph.

The second and third plots are the frequencies for the degree distribution of one ran-

domly chosen node that is connected to the node with largest (DDCL) and smallest (DDCS)

(but positive) degree, respectively.

These plots are respectively labeled as (a), (b) and (c) in Figures A-1, A-2, A-3 and

A-4; and (b) and (c)’s graphs show the theoretical degree distribution of a node that is

selected by randomly choosing one of its edges (black dotted line).

In the case of the graphs with power law degree distribution, the DDCL and DDCS are

presented as log-log plots.

It can be observed that in any case the HH and the MHH algorithm are the most

efficient in allocating the degree (histograms (a) in Figures A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4) whilst

the random algorithm is the least efficient by far.

As observed by previous works (Gkantsidis et al., 2003) the HH algorithm creates

clusters of nodes with higher degree. This characteristic is shown by plots labeled as (b)

and (c). Comparing with the degree distribution of a node selected by choosing one of

its edges (black line) the observed degree in graphs created with the HH algorithm gives

evidence that if we select a node connected to a node with high degree, this will have higher

probability of having a large degree compared to the degree of a node that is selected by

randomly choosing one of its edges.

After obtaining the network under any algorithm, some authors suggest to apply a

rewiring algorithm to randomize the network while conserving the degree of the nodes.

This algorithm changes the contact pattern with probability p, in each step randomly

choosing a couple of edges that have not any common endpoints (i1, i2) and (i3, i4). If the

edges (i1, i3) and (i2, i4) do not already exist in the graph, then the first couple of edges

is removed and the second couple of edges included with probability p. The new network

has the same degree sequence as the original and after many steps it converges to a graph
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Figure A-1: PNAD, DDCL and DDCS for 50-nodes-graphs with degree distribution Pois-
son(2). Theoretical values for DDCL and DDCS are presented in black.
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Figure A-2: PNAD, DDCL and DDCS for 500-nodes-graphs with degree distribution
Poisson(2). Theoretical values for DDCL and DDCS are presented in black.
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Figure A-3: PNAD, DDCL and DDCS for 50-nodes-graphs with degree distribution power
law(2.46). Theoretical values for DDCL and DDCS are presented in black.
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Figure A-4: PNAD, DDCL and DDCS for 500-nodes-graphs with degree distribution
power law(2.46). Theoretical values for DDCL and DDCS are presented in black.
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that is random among those with the initial degree sequence (Kannan et al., 1999; Maslov

and Sneppen, 2002; Gkantsidis et al., 2003).

Since the HH algorithm is the one that better allocates any degree sequence, it could

be recommended to obtain the initial graph with this procedure and then rewire it as

described. However the less random the initial graph is, the more steps (and resources)

would be needed in the second process.

The random algorithm has an important lack of efficiency in allocating the degree

sequences as observed in histograms (a). This can be corrected by a similar algorithm to

the rewiring process described above. In each step an edge (i1, i2) and a couple of nodes

with positive residual degrees i3, i4 are randomly chosen. If the edges (i1, i3) and (i2, i4) do

not exist in the graph, then the edge (i1, i2) is removed and the formers are added to the

network.

Although the random graph obtained using the random algorithm can be improved by

the described process, this is not only time demanding but for more complex networks, as

bipartite and hierarchical, it becomes more complicated to implement.

It is important to note that in spite of the fact that the random algorithm performs

the worst among above algorithms described, some authors (Newman et al., 2001) have

directly used it (without any rewiring) to generate and study the properties of random

graphs.

The MHH tends to allocate the degree better than the MR algorithm, especially for

heavy tailed degree distributions, but the MR algorithm creates graphs with DDCL and

DDCS that almost perfectly agrees with the theoretical distribution kPk/E(K). The only

exception is the DDCL for the 50-nodes-graphs that have power law degree distribution.

Hence the MR looks to create fewer clusters than the MHH, however the MR is more

time-consuming to run for large networks. Since the MHH generates acceptable random

graphs and it is more machine-efficient than the MR algorithm, we use it in preference to

the MR to create networks with a large number of nodes.

No rewiring procedure is implemented on the obtained networks.
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A.1.3 Global network

Based on the local network generation function, a two level (or hierarchical) network can

be built. In this random graph an individual i is associated to n local networks.

If w is the local network node i belongs to, then i has n degrees dw(i), d(w,j1)(i),

d(w,j2)(i), . . ., d(w,jn−1)(i), where w 6= jk, for k ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.

The degree dw(i) is sampled from the degree distribution of the local network w, and

the degrees d(w,jk)(i) are sampled from the distributions that connect the local networks w

and jk.

The degree dw(i) is used to build the n sub networks with the function local.network

and the degrees {d(w,jk)(i)}i∈w ∪ {d(jk,w)(l)}l∈jk are incorporated in a function similar to

local.network that connects the two sub networks w and jk.

Part (a) of Figure A-5 shows a network built with 3 local networks of 30, 60 and 70

nodes (clockwise). For this example local networks 2 and 3 are not connected and the rest

of the utilized degree distributions are given in part (b) of the same figure.

The parameter of the degree distribution among the local networks pairwise fulfills the

condition (3.2.22). When this is not the case, only the degree distribution that generates

a smaller total of edges can be considered as simulated; the other degree distribution is

upper truncated to build the graph.

Using this algorithm we can construct the networks with the structures studied in

Chapter 3 and 4.2:

• simple random graphs, setting n = 1,

• bipartite networks, selecting n=2, 2 degree distribution between the sub networks

and ”none” for the degrees within them, and

• hierarchical networks with 2 populations, setting n = 2.
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(a)

.

(b)

Power Law(3)

Zero trunc.
Poisson(1)

Poisson(3)

Power Law(2)

Power Law(2.595)

Poisson(1)

Poisson(2)

None

Figure A-5: Example of a hierarchical network. Visualized with SoNIA (Bender-deMoll
and McFarland, 2003).
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A.2 Epidemic evolution

The simulation program runs an SIR or SEIR epidemic process in continuous time, consid-

ering independent transmission processes among individuals, latent and infectious periods,

and immigration rates associated to each local network. These are further described next.

Transmission rate The time to transmission between any two pair of vertices that are

connected (one infective and the other one susceptible) is exponentially distributed

with mean equal to the reciprocal of the transmission rate. The rate can vary from

each pair of individuals and it is computed as the product of two individual-specific

rates that enter the program as vectors. The first vector contains the individual

transmissibility rates and the second contains the individual susceptibility rates.

Latent and infectious periods The latent (SEIR model) and infectious periods are in-

dependent and with a distribution which may be exponential, normal or log normal.

Immigration rates The times between immigration of susceptibles and infectives into

each local network can also be simulated as random variables exponentially dis-

tributed. The immigration rates for susceptible and infectives can be different, and

they can also vary according to the local network the individuals are arriving to. The

degree for a new individual is drawn from the degree distribution of its local network

and the nodes at the end of each edge are randomly selected from the susceptibles

and infectives in the local network at the moment of the arrival.

The program does not include the connection of the new individuals with nodes in

other local networks other than the one they arrive to.

Since the distribution of the event times that are not the latent and infectious periods,

are exponentially distributed, the simulated dynamic is Markovian if the latent (if SEIR

model) and infectious periods also follow the exponential distribution.
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A.3 Algorithm general description

1. [global.network] This function builds the graph and the user must specify:

(a) number of local networks (n).

(b) size of susceptible population in each network (p1, . . . , pn).

(c) distributions and parameters for the connections within the local networks.

(d) distribution and parameter for the connections among local networks. These

distributions are entered following the order for the pairs of local networks:

(1, 2), (1, 3), . . . , (m,m− 1), (m,m+ 1), . . . , (n, n− 1). If only one distribution

is specified, this is copied for each pair of local networks.

(e) algorithm to build the network (MHH or MR).

Example: network3<-global.network(n=3, p=c(30,70,140), distrib=c(“pois”,

“poly.log”, “poly.log”), param=list(3,c(1.7,2),c(1.7,3)), distrib.among=“pois”,

param.among=2, method=“MR”)

2. [epidemic.sim] Runs the simulation program on the resulting network. The required

parameters are:

(a) contact network.

(b) SEIR=T (false if epidemic model is SIR).

(c) number of initial infected individuals in each local network (if SEIR).

(d) number of initial infectives in each local network.

(e) the length of the observation time.

(f) the rate for the transmissibility of the infectious agent. Can be different for each

node in the graph.

(g) the rate for the susceptibility to the agent. Can be different for each node in

the graph.
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(h) the distribution and parameters for the length of the latent period.

(i) the distribution and parameters for the length of the infectious period.

(j) the immigration rate of susceptibles (default value is NULL).

(k) the immigration rate of infectives (default value is NULL).

The main steps of that the routine follows are:

(a) Random (and without replacement) selection of the initial infected and infective

individuals from each local network. If n > 1 and the number of initial infected

or infectives is entered as a scalar, the same number is assigned to each local

network.

(b) Simulation of the latent periods and assignation to each infected node.

(c) Simulation of the infectious periods and assignation to each infective individual.

(d) While the observation time is not exceeded:

i. The time of infection is obtained for every pair of connected nodes in which

one is infective and the other is susceptible. The time of infection is expo-

nentially distributed with rate of transmission equal to the product of the

transmissibility rate (of the infective individual) and the susceptibility rate

(of the susceptible individual).

ii. The time for immigration is simulated for each of the n local networks

as realizations of exponential distributions with the indicated immigration

rates.

iii. If the smallest time of infection is less than all the immigration times and

the infected and infectious periods left (latent period + time of infection

- present time, and infectious period + starting time of infectious period -

present time, respectively), then infection takes place for the pair of nodes

corresponding to the minimum time of infection.
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The status of the infected node is changed to “infected” (“infective”, if SIR)

and its length of the latent period (infectious period) is obtained from the

indicated distribution.

iv. If the latent period left (the infectious period left) is less than the minimum

time of infection, immigration events and infectious period left (latent pe-

riod left), the node’s status is changed to “infectious” (“removed”) and a

infectious period is obtained from the specified distribution and assigned to

the node.

v. If the smallest of the times for the immigration of infected (infective) is

smaller than any other event time then a new node is introduced to the

associated network and the degree for the new node is obtained from the

degree distribution indicated for the host network. The neighbors nodes

are sampled without replacement and a latent period (infectious period) is

assigned to the new node.

vi. The information of the network is recorded in a couple of variables (*.hist)

and updated to run the cycle that started in i. The loop is repeated until

the sum of the inter-event times is greater or equal than the observation

time. If the immigration is not included in the simulation then the loop con-

tinues until the observation time or until new events (infections, initiation

of infectious periods or removals) can take place.

Example: hierarchical3<-epidemic.sim(network=network3, seir=T, ini.infected=

c(1,1,0), ini.infective=0, obs.time=10000, BETA1=0.008, BETA2=1, distrib.lat=

“norm”, LAMBDA= list(c(62.63,4.33)), distrib.inf=“norm”,GAMMA=list(c(127,15)))

3. [sonia.format] If the user wants to visualize the resulting simulation with the soft-

ware SoNIA (Bender-deMoll and McFarland, 2003), then the routine sonia.format is

called, indicating the name for the output file.

Example: temp<-sonia.format(hierarchical3,F, filename.son=“C:\\sonia.son”)
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The function epidemic.control.sim is a variation of epidemic.sim that does not

include the immigration nor the option to visualize with SoNIA. However, it is capable to

simulate the outbreak evolution including the four control measures studied in Chapter 5.

The function epidemic.reedfrost.sim is also a variation of epidemic.sim that sim-

ulates the outbreak in discrete time.



Appendix B: Simulation program
code

1

2 library(gsl)

3 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

4 li<-function(delta,b){ #b can be a vector

5 lim<-10000

6 res<-rep(0,length(b))

7 if(length(delta)!=1) stop("delta debe ser escalar")

8 else res[b==1]<-zeta(delta)

9 #else if(length(delta)==length(b))res[b==1]<-zeta(delta[b==1])

10 a<-which(b!=1)

11 if(length(a)) for (j in a) res[j]<- sum(b[j]^(1:lim)/(1:lim)^delta)

12 res}

13 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

14 #Suggested function to improve the sample function in R

15 resample <- function(x, size, rep=FALSE,prob=NULL){

16 if(length(x) <= 1) {

17 if(!missing(size) && size == 0) x[FALSE] else x

18 }

19 else sample(x, size, replace=rep,prob=prob)}

20 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

21 #I created NDIM,to use with either matrices or vectors

22 #takes a vector as column matrix if as.row=F and row matrix if as.row=T

23 NDIM<-function(a,as.row=FALSE){

24 if((is.vector(a) | is.list(a)) & as.row) n.dim<-c(1,length(a))

25 else n.dim<-c(NROW(a),NCOL(a))

26 n.dim}

27 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

28 #function that returns a vector of zeros and ones. The ones are in positions given

29 by q

30 #when q==numeric(0) r is a vector of zeros

31 vector.one<-function(n,q){

32 r<-rep(0,n)

33 r[q]<-1

34 r}

35 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

36 #"matrix" can be a matrix or a vector representation of a matrix with

37 rows=rows.mat.

38 #If cols=TRUE This function returns: a) The (row,column) position of the

39 elements in "matrix" with value "esc", or

40 # b)transform the element "case"-th in the vector "matrix" into (row, column)

41 for "matrix" as a matrix

42 #if cols=FALSE only returns the rows

158
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43 #When "matrix" is a vector, it can be considered column (as.row=F) or row

44 (as.row=T)

45 #cases is the position in the matrix of the elements equal to esc (by columns)

46 elements.matrix<-function(matrix,esc,cases=0,rows.mat=0,as.row=FALSE,cols=FALSE){

47 if(cases==0) cases<-which(matrix==esc)

48 if(rows.mat==0) rows.mat<-NDIM(matrix,as.row)[1]

49 rows<-(cases-1)%% rows.mat +1

50 result<-rows

51 if(cols){

52 columns<-(cases-1)%/% rows.mat +1

53 result<-list(rows=rows,cols=columns)

54 }

55 result}

56 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

57 #Function that deals with special cases for the function rexp (exponential

58 distributed random numbers)

59 newrexp<-function(n,p){

60 if(is.null(p)| n==0) a<-Inf

61 else{

62 if(n!=length(p)) stop("dimensions do not match in newrexp")

63 a<-rep(0,n)

64 a[p>0]<-rexp(length(p[p>0]),p[p>0])

65 a[p==0]<-Inf

66 }

67 a}

68 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

69 #Function that add new edges to an immigrant individual (id)

70 #distib.ln is the distribution of the local network

71 #param.ln is the parameter of the distribution

72 #act.indexesID.ln are the id active nodes in the local network (it is a vector or

73 numeric(0))

74 new.edges<-function(id, distrib.ln, param.ln, act.indexesID.ln){ #param.ln

75 is a list

76 new.degree<-local.network(1,distrib.ln,unlist(param.ln))$degree

77 active.p<-length(act.indexesID.ln)

78 true.degree<-min(new.degree,(active.p-1))

79 index.conn<-resample(act.indexesID.ln[act.indexesID.ln!=id],true.degree) #!=

80 to exclude itself -samp without repl

81 if (true.degree>0) {

82 new.conn<-cbind(id,index.conn)

83 new.conn<-order.edges(new.conn,T)

84 }

85 else new.conn<-NULL #important to be kept NULL for the use con concatenate

86 new.conn } #the output is vector or matrix

87 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

88 #this function is to order the network matrix (or vector). Output is always a

89 matrix

90 #order the network.edges so the rows are increasing

91 #ord.col=T if we want the program to order columns as well, so in the first

92 column appears the smaller ID’s

93 order.edges<-function(edges,ord.col=TRUE){

94 if(is.matrix(edges)){

95 if(ord.col){

96 keep<-edges[,1]<edges[,2]

97 edges[keep==0,]<-cbind(edges[keep==0,2],edges[keep==0,1])

98 }

99 edges<-edges[order(edges[,1],edges[,2]),]

100 }

101 else edges<-t(as.matrix(sort(edges)))
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102 dimnames(edges)<-NULL

103 edges}

104 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

105 #I define this function us use it with "sapply"

106 compare.vectors<-function(y, x){

107 a<-sum(y==x)

108 a}

109 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

110 #Function to paste vec.mat (a matrix or vector) as new rows (or row) to a matrix

111 edges.hist

112 #constant is a vector of constants (usually: time,arc.width,color)

113 #edges.hist is data.frame

114 concatenate<-function(edges.hist, vec.mat, constant=NULL){

115 if(sum(NDIM(vec.mat)>0)==2){ #vec.mat is not empty (is.null is not

116 good)

117 if (is.vector(vec.mat)) vec.mat<-t(as.matrix(vec.mat)) #vector (scalars are

118 vectors) is now a matrix with one row

119 vec.mat<-

120 cbind(vec.mat,matrix(rep(constant,nrow(vec.mat)),nrow(vec.mat),length(consta

121 nt),byrow=TRUE))

122 vec.mat<-as.data.frame(vec.mat)

123 names(vec.mat)<-names(edges.hist) #to be able to use rbind next

124 edges.hist<-rbind(edges.hist, vec.mat)

125 }

126 edges.hist}

127 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

128 #Function that creates a column of numbers telling to which group each element

129 (row) belongs to

130 #vec.mat is a matrix and groups is a vector (numeric or character) with length

131 =dim(vec.mat)[1] used to form the groups

132 grouping<-function(vec.mat, groups){

133 cbind(vec.mat,match(groups,groups))}

134 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

135 #I define this function to use within "sapply" in the function "coordinates"

136 angles<-function(X){

137 (0:(X-1))*(2*pi/X)}

138 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

139 #I define this function us use it with "sapply" #Number of elements in column

140 col that are equal to the value x.

141 number.elements<-function(mat,col, x){

142 length(mat[mat[,col]==x,col])}

143 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

144 #Function so simulate random numbers from:

145 #Zero-truncated Poisson distribution P(N=k)=(lambda^k*exp^{-lambda

146 })/(k!*(1-e^{-lambda})), for k=1,2,3,..

147 rztpois <- function(n,lambda){

148 cdf <- (cumsum(dpois(0:50,lambda))-exp(-lambda))/(1-exp(-lambda))

149 cut(runif(n),unique(c(0,cdf)),labels=FALSE,right=FALSE)}

150 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

151 #Function to generate random numbers from the Logarithmic distribution (poly-

152 logarithmic when alpha=1) where param is a positive real number.

153 rlog<-function(n,param){

154 if(length(param)!=1 | param<0) stop("the Logarithmic parameter must be a

155 positive real number")

156 else{

157 pdf.s<-(1:500)^(-1)*exp(-(1:500)/param)/(-log(1-exp(-1/param)))

158 sim<-cut(runif(n),unique(c(0,cumsum(pdf.s))),labels=FALSE,right=FALSE)

159 }

160 sim}
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161 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

162 #Function to generate random numbers from the power law k^{-param} where

163 param a real number >1

164 rpower.law<-function(n,param){

165 if(length(param)!=1 | param<=1) stop("the power law parameter must be a real

166 number grater than one")

167 else{

168 pdf.s<-(1:1000)^(-param)*(zeta(param))^(-1)

169 sim<-cut(runif(n),unique(c(0,cumsum(pdf.s))),labels=FALSE,right=FALSE)

170 }

171 sim}

172 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

173 #Function to generate the distribution for the power law k^{-param}, where

174 param is real number

175 dpower.law<-function(x,param){

176 if(length(param)!=1) stop("the power law parameter dimension is wrong (it

177 must be of length 1)or the parameter value is incorrect")

178 else pdf.s<-x^(-param)*(zeta(param))^(-1)

179 pdf.s}

180 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

181 #Function to generate random numbers with the distribution Gutenberg-Richter

182 law ck^{-delta}e^{-k/lambda}

183 #c=(li_lambda(e^{-1/lambda}))

184 #param=c(delta,lambda)

185 rpoly.log<-function(n,param){

186 if(length(param)!=2) stop("the Gutenber-Richter law parameter is wrong")

187 else sim<-cut(runif(n),unique(c(0,cumsum(dpoly.log(1:1000,param)))),labels=FALSE,rig

188 ht=FALSE)

189 sim}

190 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

191 #Function to generate the distribution for the Gutenberg-Richter law ck^{-

192 delta}e^{-k/lambda}

193 #c=(li_lambda(e^{-1/lambda}))

194 #param=c(delta,lambda)

195 dpoly.log<-function(x,param){

196 if(length(param)!=2) stop("the Gutenber-Richter law parameter is wrong")

197 else pdf.s<-x^(-param[1])*exp(-x/param[2])/li(param[1],exp(-1/param[2]))

198 pdf.s}

199 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

200 #rutine to generate the degrees based on the specified distribution

201 #n is the number of indivudual to connect

202 #distrib is the name of the distribution

203 #param is the unlist distribution parameter

204 sdegree<-function(n, distrib,param=0){

205 degree<-3

206 while(sum(degree)%%2==1){ #first step to realizable graph (Newman,

207 Stogatz and Watts, 2001)

208 if(distrib=="fixed"){

209 if(length(param)!=n | sum(param)%%2==1) stop("the length of the degrees

210 must be equal to the number of nodes and the sum of degree must to be even")

211 degree<-param

212 }

213 else if(distrib=="pois") degree<-rpois(n,param)

214 else if(distrib=="ztpois") degree<- rztpois(n,param)

215 else if(distrib=="geom") degree<- rgeom(n,1/(param+1)) #sometimes

216 called exponential graph. param is then the expected value

217 else if(distrib=="ztgeom") degree<- rgeom(n,1/(param+1))+1

218 else if(distrib=="nbinom" && length(param)==2) degree<-

219 rnbinom(size=param[1], prob=param[2])
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220 else if(distrib=="poly.log") degree<-rpoly.log(n,param)

221 else if(distrib=="logarithmic") degree<- rlog(n,param)

222 else if(distrib=="power.law") degree<- rpower.law(n,param)

223 else if(distrib=="full") degree<-rep(n-1,n)

224 else if(distrib=="none") degree<-rep(0,n)

225 else stop("incorrect distribution specification")

226 }

227 degree}

228 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

229 #rutine to generate the degrees based on the specified distribution

230 # n is the number of indivudual to connect

231 #distrib is the name of the distribution

232 #param is the unlist distribution parameter

233 ccheck<-function(nodes,edges,degree.left){

234 other<-0

235 flag<-1

236 nodes.degree.left<-nodes[degree.left>0]

237 position<- lapply(nodes.degree.left,elements.matrix,matrix=edges) #position

238 (row) in edges for each node

239 m<-NDIM(nodes.degree.left)[1]

240 indexes<-cbind(unlist(mapply(rep,1:(m-1),(m-1):1)),

241 unlist(mapply(seq,2:m,m)),-1)

242 for(i in 1:(m*(m-1)/2)) indexes[i,3]<-

243 sum(unlist(sapply(position[[indexes[i,1]]],compare.vectors,position[[indexes[i,2

244 ]]])))

245 paired.inf<-indexes[indexes[,3]==0,1:2] #index of the nodes.degree.left that

246 are not already connected

247 paired.inf<-matrix(nodes.degree.left[paired.inf],NDIM(paired.inf,as.row=TRUE)[1],2)

248 if(NDIM(paired.inf,TRUE)[1]>1){ #at leat one pair can be connected

249 new.edge<-sort(paired.inf[resample(1:dim(paired.inf)[1],1),])

250 other<-1

251 }

252 else {

253 new.edge<-NULL

254 flag<-0 #no more nodes can be connected

255 }

256 list(new.edge=new.edge,other=other,flag=flag)}

257 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

258 edge.check<-function(edges,new.edge){

259 new.edge<-sort(new.edge)

260 a<-which(edges==new.edge[1])

261 b<-elements.matrix(edges,new.edge[2])

262 if(length(a)==0|length(b)==0)comp<-0

263 else comp<-sapply(a,compare.vectors,b)

264 comp}

265

266 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -local.network-#

267 #network creates the network based in the edge distribution and the number of

268 nodes

269 #n number of individuals (susceptible and infective)

270 #distrib is the degree distribution

271 #param is the distribution parameter (if the function is "fixed" it is a vector of

272 degrees)

273 #distrib can be "fixed" or "pois" or "ztpois" or "geom" or "nbinom","ztgeom" or

274 "poly.log" or "logarithmic"

275 #or "power.law" or "full" (fully connected) or "none" (no element connected)

276 #one.connection is TRUE when only one connection is allowed between two nodes.

277 #method specifies the algorithm to build the network: Havel-Hakim ("HH") or

278 Modified Havel-Hakim ("MHH"), Molloy-Reed ("MR") or Random
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279 ("Random")

280 local.network<-function(n,distrib, param=NULL, one.connection=TRUE,

281 method="MHH"){ #param is not a list

282 degree<-sdegree(n,distrib,param)

283 flag<-1

284 nodes<-1:n

285 edges<-NULL

286 other<-0

287 degree.left<-degree

288 count<-counthh<-0

289 while(length(degree.left[degree.left>0])>1 & flag==1){ #at lest two ind to

290 connect with new edge

291 if (other==0){

292 if(method=="HH"){ #---Havel-Hakimi algorithm---###

293 count<-6

294 if(counthh==0){

295 newnodes<-cbind(nodes[degree.left>0],degree.left[degree.left>0])

296 newnodes<-newnodes[order(runif(n=dim(newnodes)[1],0,1)),]#so

297 next ord doen’t depend on index name

298 newnodes<-newnodes[order(newnodes[,2],decreasing=T),] #order

299 by degree.left(cols:node & degree.left)

300 m<-NDIM(newnodes)[1]

301 new.edge <- sort(c(newnodes[1,1],newnodes[2,1])) #2 nodes

302 with highest degree.left

303 count<-0

304 }

305 else if(counthh>0 && m>2){

306 if(counthh==1) indexes2<-cumsum(c(0,seq(2,m-1))) #1-3 2-3 1-4 2-

307 4 3-4 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5..

308 if(counthh<=max(indexes2)){

309 b<-cut(counthh,indexes2,label=F)

310 new.edge<-sort(c(newnodes[counthh-indexes2[b],1],newnodes[b+2,1]))

311 count<-0

312 }

313 }

314 }

315 else if(method=="MHH"){ #---Modified Havel-Hakimi algorithm-###

316 new.edge<-nodes[which(degree.left==max(degree.left))]

317 if(length(new.edge)>1) new.edge<-resample(new.edge,1) #the node

318 (or one of them) with max degree.left

319 new.edge1<-resample(nodes[degree.left>0 & nodes!=new.edge],1)

320 new.edge<-sort(c(new.edge,new.edge1))

321 }

322 else if(method=="MR"){ #---Molloy and Reed---###

323 newnodes<-cbind(nodes[degree.left>0],degree.left[degree.left>0])

324 m<-dim(newnodes)[1]

325 indexes<-cbind(unlist(mapply(rep,1:(m-1),(m-1):1)),

326 unlist(mapply(seq,2:m,m)))

327 products<-newnodes[indexes[,1],2]*newnodes[indexes[,2],2]

328 new.edge<-resample(1:(m*(m-1)/2),1,prob=products) #randomly selec

329 a pair of nodes with positive degree.left and weighted according to their degree

330 product

331 new.edge<-sort(c(newnodes[indexes[new.edge,1]],newnodes[indexes[new.edge,2]]))

332 }

333 else if(method=="Random"){ #---Random selection of any to

334 vertices---###

335 new.edge<-sort(resample(nodes[degree.left>0],2)) #randomly select a

336 pair of nodes with positive degree.left

337 }
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338 if(!is.null(edges) && NROW(t(edges))>1 && one.connection==T){

339 #avoid to repeat new edges when whe have more to compare and one.connection==TRUE

340 a<- which(edges==new.edge[1]) #since new.edges sorted, a is

341 always in the first column

342 b<- elements.matrix(edges, new.edge[2])

343 if(length(a)==0 | length(b)==0) comp<-0

344 else comp<- sapply(a,compare.vectors,b)

345 }

346 else comp<-0

347 }

348 else{

349 other<-0

350 comp<-0

351 }

352

353 if(sum(comp)==0){ #new.edges are not repeated (or it doesn’t matter

354 if they are repeated)

355 count<-0

356 counthh<-0

357 edges<-rbind(edges, new.edge)

358 degree.left[new.edge]<-degree.left[new.edge]-1

359 }

360 else{

361 if(method!="HH") count<-count+1 #Number of times we select

362 two conncected nodes

363 else if(method=="HH") counthh<-counthh+1

364 if(count>=6){ #check if the all possible connections are already

365 made but after count>=6

366 evl<-ccheck(nodes,edges,degree.left)

367 new.edge<-evl$new.edge

368 other<-evl$other

369 flag<-evl$flag

370 counthh<-0

371 }

372 }

373 } #end while

374 if(!is.null(edges)) edges<-order.edges(edges)

375 list(edges=edges,degree=degree,degree.left=degree.left)}

376 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

377 # Connects two populations (local networks) with the specified degrees using

378 the "MHH" algorithm

379 # p is the number of individuals in each local network

380 # degree is in the format of list

381 connect.two.ln<-function(p,degree){

382 flag<-1

383 nodes<-rbind(cbind(1:p[1],0),cbind((p[1]+1):sum(p),1)) #second colum point

384 the local network they belong to

385 edges<-NULL

386 degree.left<-unlist(degree)

387 count<-0

388 while((length(nodes[degree.left>0 & nodes[,2]==0,1])>=1) &&

389 (length(nodes[degree.left>0 & nodes[,2]==1,1])>=1) && flag==1){

390 new.edge<-nodes[which(degree.left==max(degree.left)),1]

391 if(length(new.edge)>1) new.edge<-resample(new.edge,1) #the node (or

392 one of them) with max degree.left

393 if(nodes[new.edge,2]==0) new.edge1<-resample(nodes[degree.left>0 &

394 nodes[,2]==1,1],1) #randomly select a node with degree.left>0

395 else new.edge1<-resample(nodes[degree.left>0 & nodes[,2]==0,1],1)

396 new.edge<-sort(c(new.edge,new.edge1))
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397 if(!is.null(edges) && NROW(t(edges))>1){ #avoid to repeat new edges

398 when whe have more to compare

399 a<- which(edges==new.edge[1]) #since new.edges sorted, a is

400 always in the first column

401 b<- elements.matrix(edges, new.edge[2])

402 if(length(a)==0 | length(b)==0) comp<-0

403 else comp<- sapply(a,compare.vectors,b)

404 }

405 else comp<-0

406

407 if(sum(comp)==0){ #new.edges are not repeated (or it doesn’t matter if

408 they are repeated)

409 count<-0

410 edges<-rbind(edges, new.edge)

411 degree.left[new.edge]<-degree.left[new.edge]-1

412 }

413 else{

414 count<-count+1 #Number of times we select two connected nodes

415 if(count>=10) flag<-0

416 }

417 } #end while

418 if(!is.null(edges)) edges<-order.edges(edges)

419 list(edges=edges,degree=degree,degree.left=degree.left)}

420

421 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - global.network-#

422 # Constructs the global networks as in Newman

423 # n: number of local networks

424 # p: number of individuals in each local network

425 # distrib: different distribution for each of the local networks

426 # param: parameter distributions for each of the local networks (format of list)

427 # distrib.among: distribution for the connection among local networks (it is not

428 in format of list)

429 # param.among: parameter distribution for the connection among local networks

430 (list)

431

432 global.network<-function(n,p,distrib,param=0,distrib.among="none",param.among=0,

433 method="MHH"){

434 if(n==1){ #when we have only one local network

435 result<-local.network(p,distrib,param=unlist(param),method=method)

436 global.edges<-result$edges #at most one connection among two indiv.

437 within a local net.

438 localnet.degree=result$degree

439 localnet.degree.left=result$degree.left

440 among.degree<-NULL

441 among.degree.left<-NULL

442 }

443 else{

444 if (length(p)==1) p<-rep(p,n)

445 if (length(distrib)==1) distrib<-rep(distrib,n) #Copy the same

446 distribution for all

447 if (length(param)==1)param<-rep(param,n)

448 if (length(distrib)!=n | length(param)!=n ) {

449 stop("Any, the length of the vectors distrib or the parameters are

450 incorrect")

451 }

452 csum.p<-cumsum(c(0,p)) #the cumulative sum of p

453 global.edges<-c(0,0) #A matrix that will contain the effective

454 connections

455 localnet.degree<-localnet.degree.left<-as.list(matrix(0,1,n))
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456 #---The contact within local networks---

457 for (i in 1:n){

458 result<-local.network(n=p[i],distrib=distrib[i], param=unlist(param[i]),

459 one.connection=TRUE,method=method)

460 local.net<-result$edges

461 global.edges<-rbind(global.edges, local.net+csum.p[i])

462 localnet.degree[[i]]<-result$degree

463 localnet.degree.left[[i]]<-result$degree.left

464 }

465 #---The contacts between local networks---distrib.among 1-2,1-3,...,1-n,2-1,2-

466 3,2-4,...,2-n,...,n-1,...,n-(n-1)

467 cutn<-n*(n-1)

468 edges<-among.degree.left<-as.list(matrix(0,cutn/2,1))

469 among.degree<-as.list(matrix(0,cutn,1))

470 if(sum(distrib.among!="none")){ #at least a pair of local networks to connect

471 if (length(distrib.among)==1) distrib.among<-rep(distrib.among,cutn)

472 if (length(param.among)==1) param.among<-rep(param.among, cutn)

473 if (length(distrib.among)!=cutn | length(param.among)!=cutn )

474 stop("Incorrect length of the vectors distrib or its parameters (between local networks)")

475 pairsln.all<-cbind(rep(1:n,each=n),rep(1:n,n))

476 pairsln.all<-pairsln.all[pairsln.all[,1]!=pairsln.all[,2],] #dimension n(n-1),2:

477 1-2, 1-3,...1-n,2-1,2-3,...2-n,3-1,3-2,3-4,...3-n

478 pairsln<-cbind(unlist(mapply(rep,1:(n-1),(n-

479 1):1)),unlist(mapply(seq,2:n,n))) #matrix with the pairs of local networks (n(n-

480 1))/2,2

481 for(i in 1:cutn){

482 if(distrib.among[i]!="full") among.degree[[i]]<-

483 sdegree(p[pairsln.all[i,1]],distrib.among[i],unlist(param.among[i]))

484 else among.degree[[i]]<-rep(p[pairsln.all[i,2]],p[pairsln.all[i,1]])

485 #cbind(rep(1:p[pairs[j,1]],each=p[pairs[j,2]]),rep(1:p[pairs[j,2]],p[pairs[j,1]]))

486 }

487 indexes<-t(matrix(rep(0:n,n)+rep((0:(n-1))*n,each=(n+1)),n,n)) #indexes

488 de pairsln.all

489 diag(indexes)<-0

490 for(j in 1:NDIM(pairsln)[1]){

491 resj<-connect.two.ln(p=c(p[pairsln[j,1]],p[pairsln[j,2]]),degree=list(among.degree[[in

492 dexes[pairsln[j,1],pairsln[j,2]]]],among.degree[[indexes[pairsln[j,2],pairsln[j,1]]

493 ]]))

494 if(!is.null(resj$edges)){

495 edges[[j]]<-resj$edges

496 if(is.vector(edges[[j]]))edges[[j]]<-t(as.matrix(edgnoes[[j]]))

497 #############

498 edges[[j]]<-cbind(edges[[j]][,1]+csum.p[pairsln[j,1]],edges[[j]][,2]-

499 p[pairsln[j,1]]+csum.p[pairsln[j,2]])

500 global.edges<-rbind(global.edges,edges[[j]])

501 }

502 among.degree.left[[j]]<-resj$degree.left

503 }

504 } #if(distrib.among!="none")

505 global.edges<-global.edges[-1,]

506 dimnames(global.edges)<-NULL

507 global.edges<-order.edges(global.edges,ord.col=TRUE)

508 }

509 list(global.edges=global.edges,localnet.degree=localnet.degree,

510 localnet.degree.left=localnet.degree.left, among.degree=among.degree,

511 among.degree.left=among.degree.left, n=n, p=p, distrib=distrib, param=param)}

512 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

513 # This function returns the time to have a infective event and the effective

514 connections for transmission.
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515 # Those connections are the one that are between and infective and a susceptible

516 stime.infection<-function(network.edges, indexes, infectives,

517 BETA1,BETA2,infected,seir){

518 infection<-Inf

519 eff.connections<-NULL

520 if(NDIM(network.edges)[1]>0 & length(infectives)>0){ #at least one connection

521 no.erase<-rowSums(matrix(sapply(network.edges,compare.vectors,infectives),NDIM(net

522 work.edges)))

523 if(seir && length(infected)>0)erase<-

524 rowSums(matrix(sapply(network.edges,compare.vectors,infected),NDIM(netwo

525 rk.edges)))

526 else erase<-0

527 no.erase<-(1-erase)*no.erase

528 eff.connections<-network.edges[no.erase==1,]

529 if(NDIM(eff.connections)[1]>0){

530 if(is.vector(eff.connections)) eff.connections<-

531 t(as.matrix(eff.connections))

532 con.infectives<-

533 matrix(sapply(eff.connections,is.element,infectives),NROW(eff.connections),2)

534 con.infectives<-con.infectives[,1]*1+con.infectives[,2]*2

535 con.susceptibles<-sapply(con.infectives,switch,2,1)

536 con.infectives<-

537 eff.connections[cbind(1:NROW(eff.connections),con.infectives)] #the index of

538 infectives

539 eff.Beta1<-BETA1[con.infectives] #who transmits

540 con.susceptibles<-

541 eff.connections[cbind(1:NROW(eff.connections),con.susceptibles)]#the index

542 of susceptibles

543 eff.Beta2<-BETA2[con.susceptibles] #who adquires

544 infection<-newrexp(NDIM(eff.connections,TRUE)[1],eff.Beta1*eff.Beta2)

545 }

546 }

547 list(infection=infection,eff.connections=eff.connections)}

548 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

549 #to use with sapply

550 rp.norm<-function(param){

551 rnorm(1,param[1],param[2])}

552 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

553 #to use with sapply

554 rp.lnorm<-function(param){

555 rlnorm(1,param[1],param[2])}

556 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

557 # This function returns the latent period for the new infective(s). Only positive

558 numbers allowed

559 latent.period<-function(distrib.lat, indexes, new.infected, LAMBDA){

560 lat.time<--1

561 while(sum(lat.time<0)>0){

562 if(distrib.lat=="exp") lat.time<-

563 newrexp(length(new.infected),unlist(LAMBDA[indexes[new.infected,1]]))

564 else if(distrib.lat=="norm") lat.time<-

565 sapply(LAMBDA[indexes[new.infected,1]],rp.norm)

566 else if(distrib.lat=="lnorm") lat.time<-

567 sapply(LAMBDA[indexes[new.infected,1]],rp.lnorm)

568 else lat.time<-0

569 }

570 lat.time}

571 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

572 # This function returns the infectious period for the new infective(s). Only

573 positive number allowed
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574 infective.period<-function(distrib.inf, indexes, new.infectives, GAMMA){

575 inf.time<--1

576 while(sum(inf.time<0)>0){

577 if(distrib.inf=="exp") inf.time<-

578 newrexp(length(new.infectives),unlist(GAMMA[indexes[new.infectives,1]]))

579 else if(distrib.inf=="norm") inf.time<-

580 sapply(GAMMA[indexes[new.infectives,1]],rp.norm)

581 else if(distrib.inf=="lnorm") inf.time<-

582 sapply(GAMMA[indexes[new.infectives,1]],rp.lnorm)

583 else inf.time<-0

584 }

585 inf.time}

586 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

587 # This function removes the edges of the specified node

588 # sub.id subset of id’s

589 remove.edges<-function(network.edges,sub.id){

590 edges.removed<-NULL

591 if(sum(dim(network.edges)>0)==2){ #network.edges is a non

592 empty matrix

593 to.remove<-rowSums(matrix(is.element(network.edges,sub.id),dim(network.edges)[1],2))

594 edges.removed<-network.edges[to.remove>0,]

595 network.edges <-network.edges[to.remove==0,]

596 }

597 list(network.edges=network.edges,edges.removed=edges.removed)}

598

599 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - epidemic.sim -#

600 # network: network structure (output of global.network) tambien debe darme

601 informacion de sus parametros para inmigracion!!!!!!

602 # ini.infected: number or inicially infected in each newtork

603 # seir: it is False if model is sir

604 # ini.infective: number of initially infectives in each network

605 # obs.time: observation period

606 # BETA1: parameter of transmission to susceptible

607 # BETA2: parameter of transmission from an infective

608 # distrib.lat: distribution of the latent period. The default is poisson resulting in

609 an overal Markov process

610 # LAMBDA: parameter for the latent period

611 # distrib.inf: distribution of the infectious period. The default is poisson resulting

612 in an overal Markov process

613 # other options are Nomal "norm" and lognormal "lnorm".

614 # GAMMA: parameter of distrib.inf. When distrib.inf is Poisson, it is the

615 reciprocal of the removal rate of infectives

616 # gamma is a scalar or vector of length n (Poisson), or a vector of length 2

617 (normal, lognormal list(c(1,2)) ) or a matrix of nX2

618 # imm.s rate of immigration of susceptibles

619 # imm.e exposed (infected not infective)

620 # imm.i infectives

621 # emm: Emmigration rate that is equal to the sum of the three immigration rates

622

623 epidemic.sim<-

624 function(network=NULL,seir=F,ini.infected=0,ini.infective=0,obs.time=0,BET

625 A1,BETA2=1,distrib.lat="norm",LAMBDA=NULL,distrib.inf="exp",GAMMA

626 ,imm.s=NULL,imm.e=NULL,

627 imm.i=NULL,vac.par=NULL,eff.exp=0,eff.inf=0){

628 if(is.null(network)) stop("A network structure is needed")

629 if(distrib.inf!="exp" & distrib.inf!="norm" & distrib.inf!="lnorm")

630 stop("Infectious period is incorrect")

631 if (obs.time<=0) stop("You must select the period to observe")

632 #else cat("Period to observe: form 0 to ",obs.time,"\n")
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633 n<-network$n

634 if(sum(network$p)>1){

635 if(length(BETA1)==1) BETA1<-rep(BETA1,sum(network$p))

636 if(length(BETA2)==1) BETA2<-rep(BETA2,sum(network$p))

637 if(length(LAMBDA)==1) LAMBDA<-rep(LAMBDA,sum(network$p))

638 }

639 if(n>1){

640 if(length(ini.infected)==1) ini.infected<-rep(ini.infected,n)

641 if(length(ini.infective)==1) ini.infective<-rep(ini.infective,n)

642 if(length(GAMMA)==2 & distrib.inf!="exp") GAMMA<-list(GAMMA)

643 if(length(GAMMA)==1) GAMMA<-rep(GAMMA,n)

644 if(length(imm.s)==1) imm.s<-rep(imm.s,n)

645 if(length(imm.e)==1) imm.e<-rep(imm.e,n)

646 if(length(imm.i)==1) imm.i<-rep(imm.i,n)

647 if(length(vac.par)==1) vac.par<-rep(vac.par,n)

648 }

649 if(length(ini.infective)!=n |length(BETA1)!= sum(network$p)|length(BETA2)!=

650 sum(network$p)) stop("parameter dimension is wrong")

651 if(seir && is.null(LAMBDA)) stop("Set the initial number of infected

652 individuals")

653 #******************Initial and constant values***********************

654 p.hist<-p<-network$p

655 susp.hist<-susp<-p-ini.infective-ini.infected

656 infectedp.hist<-infectedp<-ini.infected

657 infectivep.hist<-infectivep<-ini.infective

658 remp.hist<-remp<-vacp.hist<-vacp<-isolp.hist<-isolp<-rep(0,n)

659 popp<-rbind(p,susp,infectedp,infectivep,remp,vacp,isolp)

660 time.hist<-event.time<-0

661

662 #INDEXES*****************

663 #local network, status(0-removed 1-susceptible 2-infected(not infective) 3-

664 infective 4-vaccinated and removed),ID,infected time, latent period,infectious

665 period, number of infected*****

666 indexes<-as.data.frame(cbind(LocalNetwork=rep(1:n,p),Status=rep(1,

667 sum(p)),NodeId=1:sum(p),InfectedTime=0,LatentPeriod=0,InfectivePeriod=0,L

668 abel=0, Control=0, TimeVac=0))

669 infected<-0

670 if(seir){

671 for (j in 1:n) if (ini.infected[j]>0) infected<-

672 c(infected,resample(indexes[indexes[,1]==j, \3], ini.infected[j]))

673 infected<-sort(infected)[-1]

674 }

675 infectives<-0

676 for (j in 1:n){

677 if(ini.infective[j]>0) infectives<-

678 c(infectives,resample(indexes[setdiff(which(indexes[,1]==j),infected),3],ini.infe

679 ctive[j])) #very importat to include "which"

680 }

681 infectives<- sort(infectives)[-1]

682 if (length(infected)>0)indexes[infected,2]<-2

683 if (length(infectives)>0)indexes[infectives,2]<-3

684 if(seir && length(infected)>0) indexes[infected,5]<-latent.period(distrib.lat,

685 indexes, new.infected=infected, LAMBDA)

686 if(length(infectives)>0) indexes[infectives,6]<-infective.period(distrib.inf,

687 indexes, new.infectives=infectives, GAMMA)

688 #NODES*****************

689 nodes.hist<-as.data.frame(cbind(NodeId=1:sum(p),Label=0,StartTime=0,Status=indexes[,2]

690 ))

691 #EDGES*****************
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692 network.edges<-network$global.edges

693 if (!is.null(network.edges)){

694 if(is.vector(network.edges)) network.edges<-t(as.matrix(network.edges))

695 edges.hist<-

696 as.data.frame(cbind(FromId=network.edges[,1],ToId=network.edges[,2],StartTi

697 me=0,EStatus=1))

698 }

699 else edges.hist<-NULL

700 #***********************

701 event.time<-0

702 more.events<-T #flag that turns false when no change of network and no

703 more events are possible

704 while(event.time<=obs.time & more.events){

705 susceptibles<-indexes[indexes[,2]==1,3] #the Id of active susceptibles

706 infected<-indexes[indexes[,2]==2,3] #the Id of active infected

707 infectives<-indexes[indexes[,2]==3,3] #the Id of active infectives

708 if(is.vector(network.edges)) network.edges<-t(as.matrix(network.edges))

709 #--------Time Events--------

710 infection.net<-stime.infection(network.edges,indexes,infectives,BETA1,BETA2,infected,seir)

711 infection.time<-infection.net$infection

712 if(length(infected)>0) latent<-indexes[infected,5]+indexes[infected,4]-

713 event.time

714 else latent<-Inf

715 if(length(infectives)>0) removal<-

716 indexes[infectives,6]+indexes[infectives,5]+indexes[infectives,4]-event.time

717 else removal<-Inf

718 #cat("immsus")

719 immsus<-newrexp(n,imm.s)

720 immexp<-newrexp(n,imm.e)

721 imminf<-newrexp(n,imm.i)

722 #cat("vaccination")

723 vac.time<-newrexp(n,vac.par)

724 #infected, infective, remov, imm.susc, imm.exposed, imm.infective,

725 vaccination.time:

726 time.events<-c(infection.time, latent, removal,

727 immsus,immexp,imminf,vac.time)

728 time.af<-suppressWarnings(min(time.events[is.finite(time.events)]))

729 event.time<-time.af+sum(time.hist) #Includes transmission, start

730 infective, removals and migrations

731 #---------------------------

732 if (!is.finite(time.af) || (sum(popp[1,])==0 & is.null(imm.s) &

733 is.null(imm.e) & is.null(imm.i))) {

734 #print("no new event is possible")

735 more.events<-F

736 }

737 else{

738 eff.connections<-infection.net$eff.connections

739 time.hist<-cbind(time.hist, time.af) #the historical times between

740 consecutive events

741 which.event<-which(time.events==time.af)

742 criteria<-unique(cumsum(c(0, length(infection.time), length(latent),

743 length(removal), length(immsus),length(immexp),length(imminf),length(vac.time))))

744 event<-cut(which.event,criteria,label=F)

745 if (event==1){

746 #cat("*** transmission \n")

747 who.trans<-sapply(eff.connections[which.event,],compare.vectors,

748 infectives)

749 who.inf<-eff.connections[which.event,who.trans>0] #the

750 infective indiv who transmits the infection
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751 indexes[who.inf,7]<-indexes[who.inf,7]+1

752 who.is.inf<-eff.connections[which.event,who.trans==0] #the

753 susceptible that becomes infected

754 if(seir){ #2-status , 4-infected time, 5-latent period

755 indexes[who.is.inf,c(2,4,5)]<-c(2,event.time,latent.period(distrib.lat,

756 indexes, new.infected=who.is.inf,

757 LAMBDA))

758 change<-c(0,-1,1,0,0,0,0)

759 }

760 else{

761 indexes[who.is.inf,c(2,4,6)]<-

762 c(3,event.time,infective.period(distrib.inf, indexes, new.infectives=who.is.inf,

763 GAMMA))

764 change<-c(0,-1,0,1,0,0,0)

765 }

766 popp[,indexes[who.is.inf,1]]<-popp[,indexes[who.is.inf,1]]+change

767 nodes.hist<-rbind(nodes.hist, c(who.inf, indexes[who.inf,7],event.time,3),

768 c(who.is.inf,indexes[who.is.inf,7],event.time,indexes[who.is.inf,2]))

769 edges.hist<-

770 concatenate(edges.hist,c(min(who.inf,who.is.inf),max(who.inf,who.is.inf)),c(ev

771 ent.time,2))

772 }

773 else if (event==2){

774 #cat("*** start infectious period \n")

775 now.infective<-infected[which.event-criteria[2]]

776 indexes[now.infective,c(2,6)]<-c(3,infective.period(distrib.inf,

777 indexes, new.infectives=now.infective, GAMMA))

778 popp[,indexes[now.infective,1]]<-

779 popp[,indexes[now.infective,1]]+c(0,0,-1,1,0,0,0)

780 nodes.hist<-

781 rbind(nodes.hist,c(now.infective,indexes[now.infective,7],event.time,3))

782 }

783 else if (event==3){

784 #cat("*** removal \n")

785 removed<-infectives[which.event-criteria[3]]

786 indexes[removed,2]<-0

787 popp[,indexes[removed,1]]<-popp[,indexes[removed,1]]+c(-1,0,0,-

788 1,1,0,0)

789 nodes.hist<-rbind(nodes.hist, c(removed,

790 indexes[removed,7],event.time, 0))

791 a<-remove.edges(network.edges,removed)

792 network.edges<-a$network.edges

793 edges.hist<-concatenate(edges.hist,a$edges.removed,c(event.time,0))

794 }

795 else if (event==4 || event==5 ||event==6){

796 chlocal.net<- which.event-criteria[event]

797 new.id<-NROW(indexes)+1

798 nstatus<-event-3

799 indexes<-rbind(indexes, c(chlocal.net,nstatus,new.id,0,0,0,0,0,0))

800 if(event==4){

801 #cat("*** susceptible arrival \n")

802 change<-c(1,1,0,0,0,0,0)

803 }

804 if(event==5){

805 #cat("*** exposed arrival \n")

806 change<-c(1,0,1,0,0,0,0)

807 indexes[new.id,4:5]<-c(event.time,latent.period(distrib.lat, indexes,

808 new.infected=new.id, LAMBDA))

809 }
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810 if(event==6){

811 #cat("*** infective arrival \n")

812 change<-c(1,0,0,1,0,0,0)

813 indexes[new.id,c(4,6)]<-c(event.time,infective.period(distrib.inf,

814 indexes, new.infectives=new.id, GAMMA))

815 }

816 popp[,chlocal.net]<-popp[,chlocal.net]+change

817 nodes.hist<- rbind(nodes.hist, c(new.id,0,event.time,nstatus))

818 new.network.edges<-new.edges(new.id,

819 network$distrib[chlocal.net],network$param[chlocal.net],

820 indexes[indexes[,1]==chlocal.net & indexes[,2]==1,3])

821 edges.hist<-concatenate(edges.hist,new.network.edges,c(event.time,1))

822 network.edges<-rbind(network.edges,new.network.edges)

823 }

824 else if (event==7) {

825 #cat("*** vaccination \n")

826 chlocal.net<- which.event-criteria[7]

827 if(popp[1,chlocal.net]>0){

828 suslocal.net<-indexes[indexes[,2]==1 &

829 indexes[,1]==chlocal.net,3]

830 expnovac<-indexes[indexes[,2]==2 & indexes[,1]==chlocal.net &

831 indexes[,8]==0,3]

832 infnovac<-indexes[indexes[,2]==3 & indexes[,1]==chlocal.net &

833 indexes[,8]==0,3]

834 b<-c(length(suslocal.net),length(expnovac),length(infnovac))

835 popn<-c(1,eff.exp,eff.inf)*b

836 popn<-cumsum(popn)/sum(popn)

837 selected<-cut(runif(1),unique(c(0,popn)),label=F)

838 if(length(c(0,popn))>length(unique(c(0,popn)))) selected<-

839 which(b>0)[selected]

840 if(selected==1){

841 vac<-resample(suslocal.net,1)

842 change<-c(-1,-1,0,0,0,1,0)

843 nodes.hist<-rbind(nodes.hist,c(vac,indexes[vac,7],event.time,4))

844 indexes[vac,2]<-indexes[vac,8]<-4

845 a<-remove.edges(network.edges,vac)

846 network.edges<-a$network.edges

847 edges.hist<-concatenate(edges.hist,a$edges.removed,c(event.time,0))

848 }

849 else{

850 if(selected==2) vac<-resample(1,expnovac)

851 else if(selected==3) vac<-resample(1,infnovac)

852 indexes[vac,8]<-4

853 change<-c(0,0,0,0,0,1,0)

854 }

855 indexes[vac,9]<-event.time

856 popp[,chlocal.net]<-popp[,chlocal.net]+change

857 }

858 }

859 else{

860 print("Bug: something wrong with variable -event-")

861 cat("event= ", event, "\n")

862 }

863 p.hist<-rbind(p.hist,popp[1,])

864 susp.hist<-rbind(susp.hist,popp[2,])

865 infectedp.hist<-rbind(infectedp.hist,popp[3,])

866 infectivep.hist<-rbind(infectivep.hist,popp[4,])

867 remp.hist<-rbind(remp.hist,popp[5,])

868 vacp.hist<-rbind(vacp.hist,popp[6,])
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869 isolp.hist<-rbind(isolp.hist,popp[7,])

870 } #end case when time.af is finite

871 } #end while

872 dimnames(network.edges)<-NULL #to eliminate headers

873 time.hist <- as.vector(time.hist)

874 dimnames(p.hist) <- dimnames(susp.hist) <-dimnames(infectedp.hist)<-

875 dimnames(infectivep.hist) <- dimnames(remp.hist) <- NULL

876 list(indexes=indexes,time.hist=time.hist,nodes.hist=nodes.hist,edges.hist=edges.

877 hist,p.hist=p.hist,susp.hist=susp.hist,infectedp.hist=infectedp.hist,infectivep.hist

878 =infectivep.hist,remp.hist=remp.hist, n=n)}

879 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

880 #Internal

881 #Function that is complementary to sformat.output to prepare the output of R as

882 input of SONIA

883 #Assigns coordinates to the nodes

884 #n number of networks

885 #indexes is the last indexes result in data.frame format

886 coordinates<-function(n,indexes,random=FALSE){

887 if(n>1){

888 indexes<- indexes[order(indexes[,1]),] #ordering the nodes wrt local

889 network

890 p.all<-sapply(X=1:n, FUN=number.elements, mat=indexes, col=1)

891 rad<-matrix(c(1,1,rep(0,n-1)),n,n+1)

892 rad[,n]<-rad[,n]+rad[,n+1]

893 rad<-rad[,1:n]

894 rad<-t(p.all)%*%rad

895 t<-(0:(n-1))*(2*pi/n)

896 rad2<-2*sin(t[2]/2)*((1/rad)*c(p.all[2:n],p.all[1]))

897 rad<-pmin(2*sin(t[2]/2)*((1/rad)*p.all),c(rad2[n],rad2[1 :(n-1)]))

898 Xcent<-rep(cos(t), p.all)

899 Ycent<-rep(sin(t), p.all)

900 if(random) X<-runif(sum(p.all),0.8*rep(rad,p.all),rep(rad,p.all))

901 else X<-rep(rad*.90,p.all)

902 Y<- sapply(X=p.all,FUN=angles)

903 w<-NULL

904 for(i in Y) w<-c(w,i)

905 Y<-w

906 r<-X

907 X<-r*cos(Y)+Xcent

908 Y<-r*sin(Y)+Ycent

909 coord<-as.data.frame(cbind(NodeId=indexes$NodeId,X,Y))

910 }

911 else if(n==1){

912 t<-(0:(NROW(indexes)-1))*(2*pi/NROW(indexes))

913 if(random) r<-runif(NROW(indexes),.7,1)

914 else r<-1

915 X<-r*cos(t)

916 Y<-r*sin(t)

917 coord<-as.data.frame(cbind(NodeId=indexes$NodeId,X,Y))

918 }

919 coord}

920 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

921 # Internal

922 # this function prepares the simultaion output as a SoNIA input

923 # a is output of epidemic.sim

924 # random is T or F

925 sformat.output<-function(a,random=FALSE){

926 last.time<-sum(a$time.hist)

927 #**************prepare nodes
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928 nodes<-a$nodes.hist

929 nodes<-nodes[order(nodes[,1],nodes[,3]),]

930 s<-sapply(1:max(nodes[,1]),compare.vectors,nodes[,1])

931 EndTime <-rep(last.time, nrow(nodes))

932 cut.time<-nodes[-1,3]

933 EndTime [-cumsum(s)]<-cut.time[-cumsum(s[-length(s)])]

934 nodes<-merge(nodes, coordinates(a$n,a$indexes,random),by="NodeId")

935 nodes<-cbind(nodes[,1:2],nodes$X,nodes$Y,nodes[,3],EndTime,5,nodes[,4])

936 nodes[nodes[,8]==0,7]<-1

937 nodes[nodes[,8]==0,8]<-"LightGray"

938 nodes[nodes[,8]==1,8]<-"black"

939 nodes[nodes[,8]==2,8]<-"blue"

940 nodes[nodes[,8]==3,8]<-"red"

941 names(nodes)<- c("NodeId", "Label", "X","Y","StartTime","EndTime",

942 "NodeSize", "ColorName")

943 #**************prepare edges

944 edges<-a$edges.hist[order(a$edges.hist[,1],a$edges.hist[,2], a$edges.hist[,3]),]

945 #order: "FromId" - "ToId" - "StartTime"

946 edges<-grouping(edges, paste(edges[,1],edges[,2]))

947 s<-sapply(1:max(edges[,5]),compare.vectors, edges[,5])

948 EndTime <-rep(last.time, nrow(edges))

949 cut.time<- edges [-1,3]

950 EndTime [-cumsum(s)]<-cut.time[-cumsum(s[-length(s)])]

951 edges<-cbind(edges[,1:3],EndTime,5,edges[,4])

952 edges<-edges[edges[,6]!=0,]

953 edges[edges[,6]==1,6]<-"black"

954 edges[edges[,6]==2,6]<-"red"

955 names(edges)<-c("FromId","ToId", "StartTime", "EndTime","ArcWidth",

956 "ColorName")

957 #**************preparing the SoNIA’s file fomat

958 edges.for<-rbind(names(edges),edges)

959 edges.for <- cbind(edges.for,"","")

960 names(edges.for)<-names(nodes)

961 res<-rbind(nodes,edges.for)

962 res}

963 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

964 #External

965 #This function prepares the output from epidemic.sim as an sonia file and save

966 it

967 sonia.format<-function(result,random=FALSE,filename.son="sonia.file"){

968 for.sonia<-sformat.output(result,random)

969 write.table(for.sonia, file=filename.son, row.names=FALSE,quote=FALSE,

970 sep="\t")

971 cat(filename.son, "saved")

972 for.sonia}

973

974 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - epidemic.control.sim -#

975

976 # this program implements the cotrol measures. Parameters are as in

977 epidemic.sim

978 # mvac fraction of susceptible nodes that are vaccinated before the epidemic

979 [0,1]

980 # aquint fraction of susceptible nodes that are selected to select one of their

981 neighbors [0,1]

982 # ring.p The probability that the nodes around an infective are vaccinated

983 # ring.m The number of days after the nodes are vaccinated around a node who

984 was infective for m units of time.

985 # isol.p The probability that a node who become infective is isolated

986 # isol.m The number of days after becoming infective a node is isolated
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987

988 epidemic.control.sim<-

989 function(network=NULL,seir=F,ini.infected=NULL,ini.infective=0,obs.time=1

990 e6,BETA1,BETA2=1,distrib.lat="norm",LAMBDA=NULL,distrib.inf="exp",G

991 AMMA,vac.par=NULL,eff.exp=0,eff.inf=0,mvac=NULL,

992 aquint=NULL,ring.p=NULL, ring.m=NULL,isol.p=NULL, isol.m=NULL){

993 if(!is.null(mvac) & !is.null(aquint)) stop("Only one pre-outbreak vaccination

994 process is allowed")

995 if(is.null(network)) stop("A network structure is needed")

996 if(distrib.inf!="exp" & distrib.inf!="norm" & distrib.inf!="lnorm")

997 stop("Infectious period is incorrect")

998 #if (obs.time<=0) stop("You must select the period to observe") Elimino porque

999 si no hay inmigracion el proceso va a parar.

1000 n<-network$n

1001 if(sum(network$p)>1){

1002 if(length(BETA1)==1) BETA1<-rep(BETA1,sum(network$p))

1003 if(length(BETA2)==1) BETA2<-rep(BETA2,sum(network$p))

1004 if(length(LAMBDA)==1) LAMBDA<-rep(LAMBDA,sum(network$p))

1005 }

1006 if(n>1){

1007 if(length(ini.infected)==1) ini.infected<-rep(ini.infected,n)

1008 if(length(ini.infective)==1) ini.infective<-rep(ini.infective,n)

1009 if(length(GAMMA)==2 & distrib.inf!="exp") GAMMA<-list(GAMMA)

1010 if(length(GAMMA)==1) GAMMA<-rep(GAMMA,n)

1011 if(length(vac.par)==1) vac.par<-rep(vac.par,n)

1012 }

1013 if(length(ini.infective)!=n

1014 |length(BETA1)!=sum(network$p)|length(BETA2)!=sum(network$p))

1015 stop("parameter dimension is wrong")

1016 if(seir && is.null(LAMBDA)) stop("Set the initial number of infected

1017 individuals")

1018 #EDGES*****************

1019 network.edges<-network$global.edges

1020 #if (!is.null(network.edges)){

1021 # if(is.vector(network.edges)) network.edges<-t(as.matrix(network.edges))

1022 # edges.hist<-

1023 as.data.frame(cbind(FromId=network.edges[,1],ToId=network.edges[,2],StartTi

1024 me=0,EStatus=1))

1025 #}

1026 #else edges.hist<-NULL

1027 #INDEXES*****************

1028 #local network, status(0-removed 1-susceptible 2-infected(not infective) 3-

1029 infective 4-vaccinated and removed) 5 6-isolated,ID,infected time, latent period,

1030 infectious period, number of infected, control, timeVac, ring.vac, TimeIsol*****

1031 indexes<-as.data.frame(cbind(LocalNetwork=rep(1:n,network$p),Status=rep(1,

1032 sum(network$p)),NodeId=1:sum(network$p),InfectedTime=0,LatentPeriod=0,I

1033 nfectivePeriod=0,Label=0, Control=0, TimeVac=0,ring.vac=0, TimeIsol=0))

1034 if(!is.null(mvac)){

1035 indexes[resample(1:sum(network$p),ceiling(mvac*sum(network$p))),2]<-4

1036 #select the mass vaccinated nodes

1037 network.edges<-

1038 remove.edges(network.edges,indexes[indexes[,2]==4,3])$network.edges

1039 }

1040 if(!is.null(aquint)){

1041 selected<-sort(resample(indexes[indexes[,2]==1,3],ceiling(aquint*sum(network$p)),rep=

1042 T)) #resample <- function(x, size, rep=FALSE,prob=NULL)

1043 #buscar vecinos

1044 sel.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,selected)$edges.removed

1045 tovac<-0
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1046 for(i in selected){

1047 if(sum(sel.edges==i)>0){

1048 tovacedge<-sel.edges[rowSums(sel.edges==i)==1,]

1049 if(is.vector(tovacedge))tovacedge<-t(as.matrix(tovacedge))

1050 tovacedge[tovacedge[,1]!=i,]<-tovacedge[tovacedge[,1]!=i,2:1]

1051 if(length(tovacedge[!is.element(tovacedge[,2],tovac),2])>0){ #

1052 node.tovac<-resample(tovacedge[!is.element(tovacedge[,2],tovac),2],1) #

1053 tovac<-c(tovac,node.tovac) #

1054 if(!is.element(node.tovac,selected)||i>node.tovac) sel.edges<-

1055 remove.edges(sel.edges,node.tovac)$network.edges

1056 } #

1057 }

1058 }

1059 indexes[tovac[-1],2]<-4

1060 network.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,indexes[indexes[,2]==4,3])$network.edges

1061 }

1062 #selection of infected and infectives:

1063

1064 infected<-0

1065 if(seir && sum(ini.infected)>0){

1066 for (j in 1:n){ if (ini.infected[j]>0) infected<-

1067 c(infected,resample(indexes[indexes[,1]==j & indexes[,2]==1,3],ini.infected[j]))}

1068 if(length(infected)>1){

1069 indexes[infected[-1],2]<-2

1070 if(!is.null(ring.p) & !is.null(ring.m)) indexes[infected[-1],10]<-ring.m

1071 if(!is.null(isol.p) & !is.null(isol.m)) indexes[infected[-1],11]<-isol.m

1072 indexes[sort(infected)[-1],5]<-latent.period(distrib.lat, indexes,

1073 new.infected=sort(infected)[-1], LAMBDA)

1074 }

1075 }

1076

1077 infectives<-0

1078 if (sum(ini.infective)>0){

1079 for (j in 1:n){

1080 if(ini.infective[j]>0) infectives<-c(infectives,resample(indexes[indexes[,1]==j

1081 &indexes[,2]==1,3],ini.infective[j]))

1082 }

1083 if(length(infectives)>1){

1084 indexes[infectives[-1],2]<-3

1085 if(!is.null(ring.p) & !is.null(ring.m)) indexes[infectives[-1],10]<-ring.m

1086 if(!is.null(isol.p) & !is.null(isol.m)) indexes[infectives[-1],11]<-isol.m

1087 indexes[sort(infectives)[-1],6]<-infective.period(distrib.inf, indexes,

1088 new.infectives=sort(infectives)[-1], GAMMA)

1089 }

1090 }

1091 #******************Initial and constant values***********************

1092 p.hist<-p<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[is.element(indexes[,2],c(1,2,3)),1],1:n))-1)

1093 #susc, infected and infective

1094 susp.hist<-susp<-p-ini.infective-ini.infected

1095 if(seir) infectedp.hist<-infectedp<-ini.infected

1096 else infectedp.hist<-infectedp<-0

1097 infectivep.hist<-infectivep<-ini.infective

1098 vacp.hist<-vacp<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[indexes[,2]==4,1],1:n))-1)

1099 remp.hist<-remp<-isolp.hist<-isolp<-rep(0,n)

1100 popp<-rbind(p,susp,infectedp,infectivep,remp,vacp,isolp)

1101 time.hist<-event.time<-0

1102 #NODES*****************

1103 #nodes.hist<-as.data.frame(cbind(NodeId=1:sum(p),Label=0,StartTime=0,Status=indexes[,2]

1104 ))
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1105 #***********************

1106 event.time<-0

1107 more.events<-T #flag that turns false when no change of network and no

1108 more events are possible

1109 while(event.time<=obs.time & more.events){

1110 susceptibles<-indexes[indexes[,2]==1,3] #the Id of active susceptibles

1111 if(seir) infected<-indexes[indexes[,2]==2,3] #the Id of active infected

1112 infectives<-indexes[indexes[,2]==3,3] #the Id of active infectives

1113 removed<-indexes[indexes[,2]==0,3]

1114 if(!is.null(ring.p) & !is.null(ring.m)){

1115 infectivestoring<-intersect(infectives,which(indexes[,8]!=5))

1116 removedtoring<-indexes[indexes[,2]==0 & indexes[,8]!=5,3]

1117 }

1118 if(!is.null(isol.p) & !is.null(isol.m)){

1119 infectivestoisol<-intersect(infectives,which(indexes[,8]!=6)) #infective

1120 who failed to be detected before

1121 removedtoisol<-indexes[indexes[,2]==0 & indexes[,8]!=6,3]

1122 }

1123 if(is.vector(network.edges)) network.edges<-t(as.matrix(network.edges))

1124 #--------Time Events--------

1125 infection.net<-stime.infection(network.edges,indexes,infectives,BETA1,BETA2,infected,seir)

1126 infection.time<-infection.net$infection

1127 if(seir && length(infected)>0) latent<-indexes[infected,5]+indexes[infected,4]-

1128 event.time

1129 else latent<-Inf

1130 if(length(infectives)>0) removal<-

1131 indexes[infectives,6]+indexes[infectives,5]+indexes[infectives,4]-event.time

1132 else removal<-Inf

1133 vac.time<-newrexp(n,vac.par) #este es el evento de vacunar por tasa de

1134 vacunados

1135 ring.vac.inf<-ring.vac.rem<-isol.inf<-isol.rem<-Inf

1136 if(!is.null(ring.p) & !is.null(ring.m)){

1137 if(length(infectivestoring)>0){

1138 ring.vac.inf<-

1139 indexes[infectivestoring,10]+indexes[infectivestoring,5]+indexes[infectivestori

1140 ng,4]-event.time

1141 if(ring.vac.inf<0 && indexes[infectivestoring,10]==0 &&

1142 abs(ring.vac.inf)<1e-10) ring.vac.inf<-0

1143 }

1144 if(length(removedtoring)>0) ring.vac.rem<-

1145 indexes[removedtoring,10]+indexes[removedtoring,5]+indexes[removedtoring,

1146 4]-event.time

1147 }

1148 if(!is.null(isol.p) & !is.null(isol.m)){

1149 if(length(infectivestoisol)>0){

1150 isol.inf<-

1151 indexes[infectivestoisol,11]+indexes[infectivestoisol,5]+indexes[infectivestoiso

1152 l,4]-event.time

1153 if(isol.inf<0 && indexes[infectivestoisol,10]==0 && abs(isol.inf)<1e-10)

1154 isol.inf<-0

1155 }

1156 if(length(removedtoisol)>0) isol.rem<-

1157 indexes[removedtoisol,11]+indexes[removedtoisol,5]+indexes[removedtoisol,4]

1158 -event.time

1159 }

1160 #infected, infective, remov, vaccination.time:

1161 time.events<-c(infection.time, latent, removal, vac.time, ring.vac.inf,

1162 ring.vac.rem,isol.inf,isol.rem)

1163 if(sum(time.events<0)>0) browser()
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1164 time.af<-suppressWarnings(min(time.events[is.finite(time.events)]))

1165 event.time<-time.af+sum(time.hist) #Includes transmission, start

1166 infective, removals

1167 #---------------------------

1168 if (!is.finite(time.af) || sum(popp[1,])==0) {

1169 #print("no new event is possible")

1170 more.events<-F

1171 }

1172 else{

1173 time.hist<-cbind(time.hist, time.af) #the historical times between

1174 consecutive events

1175 which.event<-which(time.events==time.af)

1176 if(length(which.event)>0) which.event<-

1177 which.event[order(runif(length(which.event)))][1]

1178 criteria<-unique(cumsum(c(0, length(infection.time), length(latent),

1179 length(removal), length(vac.time),length(ring.vac.inf),length(ring.vac.rem),

1180 length(isol.inf),length

1181 (isol.rem))))

1182 #browser()

1183 event<-cut(which.event,criteria,label=F)

1184 if (event==1){

1185 #cat("*** transmission \n")

1186 eff.connections<-infection.net$eff.connections

1187 who.trans<-sapply(eff.connections[which.event,],compare.vectors,

1188 infectives)

1189 who.inf<-eff.connections[which.event,who.trans>0] #the

1190 infective indiv who transmits the infection

1191 indexes[who.inf,7]<-indexes[who.inf,7]+1

1192 who.is.inf<-eff.connections[which.event,who.trans==0] #the

1193 susceptible that becomes infected

1194 if(seir){ #2-status , 4-infected time, 5-latent period

1195 indexes[who.is.inf,c(2,4,5)]<-c(2,event.time,latent.period(distrib.lat,

1196 indexes, new.infected=who.is.inf,

1197 LAMBDA))

1198 change<-c(0,-1,1,0,0,0,0)

1199 }

1200 else{

1201 indexes[who.is.inf,c(2,4,6)]<-c(3,event.time,infective.period(distrib.inf,

1202 indexes, new.infectives=who.is.inf,

1203 GAMMA))

1204 change<-c(0,-1,0,1,0,0,0)

1205 }

1206 popp[,indexes[who.is.inf,1]]<-popp[,indexes[who.is.inf,1]]+change

1207 if(!is.null(ring.p) & !is.null(ring.m)) indexes[who.is.inf,10]<-ring.m

1208 if(!is.null(isol.p) & !is.null(isol.m)) indexes[who.is.inf,11]<-isol.m

1209 #nodes.hist<-rbind(nodes.hist, c(who.inf, indexes[who.inf,7],event.time,3),

1210 c(who.is.inf,indexes[who.is.inf,7],event.time,indexes[who.is.inf,2]))

1211 #edges.hist<-

1212 concatenate(edges.hist,c(min(who.inf,who.is.inf),max(who.inf,who.is.inf)),c(ev

1213 ent.time,2))

1214 #cat("***",who.inf, "transmit to", who.is.inf,"at", event.time,"\n")

1215 }

1216 else if (event==2){

1217 #cat("*** start infectious period \n")

1218 now.infective<-infected[which.event-criteria[2]]

1219 indexes[now.infective,c(2,6)]<-c(3,infective.period(distrib.inf,

1220 indexes, new.infectives=now.infective, GAMMA))

1221 popp[,indexes[now.infective,1]]<- popp[,indexes[now.infective,1]]+c(0,0,-

1222 1,1,0,0,0)
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1223 #nodes.hist<-

1224 rbind(nodes.hist,c(now.infective,indexes[now.infective,7],event.time,3))

1225 #cat("***",now.infective," start infectious period at",event.time,"\n")

1226 }

1227 else if (event==3){

1228 #cat("*** removal \n")

1229 removed<-infectives[which.event-criteria[3]]

1230 indexes[removed,2]<-0

1231 popp[,indexes[removed,1]]<-popp[,indexes[removed,1]]+c(-1,0,0,-

1232 1,1,0,0)

1233 #nodes.hist<-rbind(nodes.hist, c(removed, indexes[removed,7],event.time, 0))

1234 a<-remove.edges(network.edges,removed)

1235 network.edges<-a$network.edges

1236 #edges.hist<-concatenate(edges.hist,a$edges.removed,c(event.time,0))

1237 #cat("***",removed,"is removed at",event.time,"\n")

1238 }

1239 else if (event==4) {

1240 #cat("*** vaccination \n")

1241 chlocal.net<- which.event-criteria[7]

1242 if(popp[1,chlocal.net]>0){

1243 suslocal.net<-indexes[indexes[,2]==1 &

1244 indexes[,1]==chlocal.net,3]

1245 expnovac<-indexes[indexes[,2]==2 & indexes[,1]==chlocal.net &

1246 indexes[,8]==0,3]

1247 infnovac<-indexes[indexes[,2]==3 & indexes[,1]==chlocal.net &

1248 indexes[,8]==0,3]

1249 b<-c(length(suslocal.net),length(expnovac),length(infnovac))

1250 popn<-c(1,eff.exp,eff.inf)*b

1251 popn<-cumsum(popn)/sum(popn)

1252 selected<-cut(runif(1),unique(c(0,popn)),label=F)

1253 if(length(c(0,popn))>length(unique(c(0,popn)))) selected<-

1254 which(b>0)[selected]

1255 if(selected==1){

1256 vac<-resample(suslocal.net,1)

1257 change<-c(-1,-1,0,0,0,1,0)

1258 #nodes.hist<-rbind(nodes.hist,c(vac,indexes[vac,7],event.time,4))

1259 indexes[vac,2]<-indexes[vac,8]<-4

1260 a<-remove.edges(network.edges,vac)

1261 network.edges<-a$network.edges

1262 #edges.hist<-concatenate(edges.hist,a$edges.removed,c(event.time,0))

1263 }

1264 else{

1265 if(selected==2) vac<-resample(1,expnovac)

1266 else if(selected==3) vac<-resample(1,infnovac)

1267 indexes[vac,8]<-4

1268 change<-c(0,0,0,0,0,1,0)

1269 }

1270 indexes[vac,9]<-event.time

1271 popp[,chlocal.net]<-popp[,chlocal.net]+change

1272 }

1273 }

1274 else if (event==5 | event==6){

1275 if(event==5){

1276 #cat("*** ring. vaccination around infective\n")

1277 vac.neigh<-infectivestoring[which.event-criteria[5]] #the node

1278 to vaccinate neigh around

1279 }

1280 else{

1281 #cat("*** ring. vaccination around removed\n")
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1282 vac.neigh<-removedtoring[which.event-criteria[6]]

1283 }

1284 indexes[vac.neigh,8]<-5 #flag to indicate that its neighbours have

1285 been selected for vaccination (with prob p)

1286 sel.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,vac.neigh)$edges.removed

1287 #the edges to which vac.neigh is connected

1288 if(length(sel.edges)>0){

1289 if(is.vector(sel.edges))sel.edges<-t(as.matrix(sel.edges))

1290 sel.edges<-

1291 remove.edges(sel.edges,setdiff(indexes[indexes[,2]!=1,3],vac.neigh))$network.e

1292 dges #keep the nodes that still are susceptible

1293 if(is.vector(sel.edges)) sel.edges<-t(as.matrix(sel.edges))

1294 if(dim(sel.edges)[1]>0){

1295 tovaccinate<-runif(dim(sel.edges)[1])<=ring.p

1296 #now remove the selected neighbours

1297 vaccinate<-

1298 setdiff(unique(as.vector(sel.edges[tovaccinate,])),vac.neigh)#id of the nodes to

1299 be vaccinated

1300 if(length(vaccinate)>0){

1301 network.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,vaccinate)$network.edges

1302 indexes[vaccinate,8]<-4

1303 #vaccinate and remove from the sistem the one that were

1304 susceptibles:

1305 rem.vac<-intersect(vaccinate, which(indexes[,2]==1))

1306 indexes[rem.vac,2]<-4

1307 indexes[vaccinate,9]<-event.time

1308 change<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[rem.vac,1],1:n))-1)

1309 popp[1,]<-popp[1,]-change

1310 popp[2,]<-popp[2,]-change

1311 popp[6,]<-popp[6,]+change

1312 }

1313 #if(event==5)cat("-> nodes vaccinated",vaccinate,"neighbours of

1314 infective", vac.neigh,"at",event.time,"\n")

1315 #if(event==6)cat("-> nodes vaccinated",vaccinate,"neighbours of

1316 removed", vac.neigh,"at",event.time,"\n")

1317 }

1318 }

1319 }

1320 else if (event==7 | event==8){

1321 if(event==7){

1322 #cat("*** isolation of infective\n")

1323 isolated<-infectivestoisol[which.event-criteria[7]]

1324 }

1325 if(event==8){

1326 #cat("*** isolation of removed\n")

1327 isolated<-removedtoisol[which.event-criteria[8]]

1328 }

1329 indexes[isolated,8]<-6 #flag to indicate node has been considered for

1330 isolation

1331 if(event==7 && runif(1)<=isol.p){

1332 indexes[isolated,2]<-6 #isolated and remove from sistem

1333 network.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,isolated)$network.edges

1334 popp[,indexes[isolated,1]]<-popp[,indexes[isolated,1]]+c(-1,0,0,-

1335 1,0,0,1)

1336 }

1337 #cat("-> isolated node",isolated,"at",event.time,"\n")

1338 }

1339 else{

1340 print("Bug: something wrong with variable -event-")
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1341 #cat("event= ", event, "\n")

1342 }

1343 p.hist<-rbind(p.hist,popp[1,])

1344 susp.hist<-rbind(susp.hist,popp[2,])

1345 infectedp.hist<-rbind(infectedp.hist,popp[3,])

1346 infectivep.hist<-rbind(infectivep.hist,popp[4,])

1347 remp.hist<-rbind(remp.hist,popp[5,])

1348 vacp.hist<-rbind(vacp.hist,popp[6,])

1349 isolp.hist<-rbind(isolp.hist,popp[7,])

1350 } #end case when time.af is finite

1351 } #end while

1352 dimnames(network.edges)<-NULL #to eliminate headers

1353 time.hist <- as.vector(time.hist)

1354 dimnames(p.hist) <- dimnames(susp.hist) <-dimnames(infectedp.hist)<-

1355 dimnames(infectivep.hist) <- dimnames(remp.hist) <- NULL

1356 list(indexes=indexes,time.hist=time.hist,p.hist=p.hist,susp.hist=susp.hist,infecte

1357 dp.hist=infectedp.hist,infectivep.hist=infectivep.hist,remp.hist=remp.hist,vacp.h

1358 ist=vacp.hist,isolp.hist=isolp.hist, n=n)}

1359

1360

1361 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - epidemic.reedfost.sim -#

1362

1363 # network: network structure (output of global.network) tambien debe darme

1364 informacion de sus parametros para inmigracion!!!!!!

1365 # ini.infected: number or inicially infected in each newtork

1366 # seir: it is False if model is sir. When seir=F the infected are automatically

1367 infective.

1368 # ini.infected: if seir ini.infected will not be considered

1369 # ini.infective: number of initially infectives in each network.

1370 # obs.time: observation period

1371 # BETA1: parameter of transmission to susceptible

1372 # BETA2: parameter of transmission from an infective

1373 # mvac fraction of susceptible nodes that are vaccinated before the epidemic

1374 [0,1]

1375 # aquint fraction of susceptible nodes that are selected to select one of their

1376 neighbors [0,1]

1377

1378 epidemic.reedfrost.sim<- function(network=NULL,ini.infective=0,obs.time=1e6,transm.tau=0,vac.par=N

1379 ULL,eff.exp=0,eff.inf=0,mvac=NULL, aquint=NULL){

1380 if(!is.null(mvac) & !is.null(aquint)) stop("Only one pre-outbreak vaccination

1381 process is allowed")

1382 if(is.null(network)) stop("A network structure is needed")

1383 n<-network$n

1384 #if(sum(network$p)>1){

1385 # if(length(transm.tau)==1) transm.tau<-rep(transm.tau,sum(network$p))

1386 #}

1387 if(n>1){

1388 if(length(ini.infective)==1) ini.infective<-rep(ini.infective,n)

1389 if(length(vac.par)==1) vac.par<-rep(vac.par,n)

1390 }

1391 if(length(ini.infective)!=n ) stop("parameter dimension is wrong")

1392 #EDGES*****************

1393 network.edges<-network$global.edges

1394 #if (!is.null(network.edges)){

1395 # if(is.vector(network.edges)) network.edges<-t(as.matrix(network.edges))

1396 # edges.hist<-as.data.frame(cbind(FromId=network.edges[,1],ToId=network.edges[,2],StartTi

1397 me=0,EStatus=1))

1398 #}

1399 #else edges.hist<-NULL
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1400 #INDEXES*****************

1401 #local network, status(0-removed 1-susceptible 2-infected(not infective) 3-

1402 infective 4-vaccinated and removed) 5 6-isolated,ID,infected time, latent period,

1403 infectious period, number of infected, control, timeVac, ring.vac, TimeIsol*****

1404 indexes<-as.data.frame(cbind(LocalNetwork=rep(1:n,network$p),Status=rep(1,sum(netw

1405 ork$p)),NodeId=1:sum(network$p),InfectedTime=0,LatentPeriod=0,InfectivePe

1406 riod=0,Label=0, Control=0, TimeVac=0,ring.vac=0, TimeIsol=0))

1407 if(!is.null(mvac)){

1408 indexes[resample(1:sum(network$p),ceiling(mvac*sum(network$p))),2]<-4

1409 #select the mass vaccinated nodes

1410 network.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,indexes[indexes[,2]==4,3])$network.edges

1411 }

1412 if(!is.null(aquint)){

1413 selected<-sort(resample(indexes[indexes[,2]==1,3],ceiling(aquint*sum(network$p)),rep=

1414 T)) #resample <- function(x, size, rep=FALSE,prob=NULL)

1415 #buscar vecinos

1416 sel.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,selected)$edges.removed

1417 tovac<-0

1418 for(i in selected){

1419 if(sum(sel.edges==i)>0){

1420 tovacedge<-sel.edges[rowSums(sel.edges==i)==1,]

1421 if(is.vector(tovacedge))tovacedge<-t(as.matrix(tovacedge))

1422 tovacedge[tovacedge[,1]!=i,]<-tovacedge[tovacedge[,1]!=i,2:1]

1423 node.tovac<-resample(tovacedge[!is.element(tovacedge[,2],tovac),2],1)

1424 tovac<-c(tovac,node.tovac)

1425 if(!is.element(node.tovac,selected)||i>node.tovac) sel.edges<-

1426 remove.edges(sel.edges,node.tovac)$network.edges #elimino al que se vacuna,

1427 si no es un selected que todavia este en el juego

1428 }

1429 }

1430 indexes[tovac[-1],2]<-4

1431 network.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,indexes[indexes[,2]==4,3])$network.edges

1432 }

1433 #selection of infected and infectives:

1434 infectives<-0

1435 if (sum(ini.infective)>0){

1436 for (j in 1:n){

1437 if(ini.infective[j]>0) infectives<-

1438 c(infectives,resample(indexes[indexes[,1]==j &indexes[,2]==1,3],

1439 ini.infective[j]))

1440 }

1441 if(length(infectives)>1){

1442 indexes[infectives[-1],2]<-3

1443 if(!is.null(ring.p) & !is.null(ring.m)) indexes[infectives[-1],10]<-ring.m

1444 if(!is.null(isol.p) & !is.null(isol.m)) indexes[infectives[-1],11]<-isol.m

1445 }

1446 }

1447 #******************Initial and constant values***********************

1448 p.hist<-p<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[is.element(indexes[,2],c(1,2,3)),1],1:n))-1)

1449 #susc, infected and infective

1450 susp.hist<-susp<-p-ini.infective

1451 infectivep.hist<-infectivep<-ini.infective

1452 vacp.hist<-vacp<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[indexes[,2]==4,1],1:n))-1)

1453 remp.hist<-remp<-isolp.hist<-isolp<-rep(0,n)

1454 popp<-rbind(p,susp,infectivep,remp,vacp,isolp)

1455 time.hist<-event.time<-0

1456 #NODES*****************

1457 #nodes.hist<-as.data.frame(cbind(NodeId=1:sum(p),Label=0,StartTime=0,Status=indexes[,2]

1458 ))
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1459 #***********************

1460 event.time<-0

1461 more.events<-T #flag that turns false when no change of network and no

1462 more events are possible

1463 while(event.time<=obs.time & more.events){

1464 susceptibles<-indexes[indexes[,2]==1,3] #the Id of active susceptibles

1465 infectives<-indexes[indexes[,2]==3,3] #the Id of active infectives

1466 removed<-indexes[indexes[,2]==0,3]

1467 # browser()

1468 if(!is.null(ring.p) & !is.null(ring.m)){

1469 infectivestoring<-intersect(infectives,which(indexes[,8]!=5))

1470 removedtoring<-indexes[indexes[,2]==0 & indexes[,8]!=5,3]

1471 }

1472 if(!is.null(isol.p) & !is.null(isol.m)){

1473 infectivestoisol<-intersect(infectives,which(indexes[,8]!=6)) #infective

1474 who failed to be detected before

1475 removedtoisol<-indexes[indexes[,2]==0 & indexes[,8]!=6,3]

1476 }

1477 if(is.vector(network.edges)) network.edges<-t(as.matrix(network.edges))

1478 #--------Time Events--------

1479 time.af<-1

1480 event.time<-time.af+sum(time.hist)

1481 #---------------------------

1482 if (!is.finite(time.af) || sum(popp[1,])==0) {

1483 #print("no new event is possible")

1484 more.events<-F

1485 }

1486 else{

1487 time.hist<-cbind(time.hist, time.af) #the historical times between

1488 consecutive events

1489 #cat("*** transmission \n")

1490 eff.connections<-remove.edges(network.edges,infectives)$edges.removed

1491 if(!is.null(eff.connections) && length(eff.connections)>0){

1492 if(is.vector(eff.connections)) eff.connections<-t(matrix(eff.connections))

1493 #browser()

1494 transmit<-

1495 rowSums(matrix(is.element(eff.connections,infectives),dim(eff.connections)))

1496 #considerar solo conexiones entre infective and susceptible

1497 transmit<-transmit*(runif(length(transmit))<=transm.tau)

1498 if(sum(transmit==1)>0){

1499 new.infectives<-

1500 unique(as.vector(eff.connections[which(transmit==1),])[!is.element(eff.connecti

1501 ons[which(transmit==1),],infectives)])

1502 indexes[new.infectives,2]<-3 #new infectives

1503 }

1504 if(sum(transmit==1)==0) more.events<-F

1505 }

1506 else more.events<-F

1507 #removal

1508 network.edges<-remove.edges(network.edges,infectives)$network.edges

1509 indexes[infectives,2]<-0

1510 popp[1,]<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[is.element(indexes[,2],c(1,3)),1],1:n))-1)

1511 #p

1512 popp[2,]<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[indexes[,2]==1,1],1:n))-1)

1513 #susceptibles

1514 popp[3,]<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[indexes[,2]==3,1],1:n))-1)

1515 #infectives

1516 popp[4,]<-as.vector(table(c(indexes[indexes[,2]==0,1],1:n))-1)

1517 #removed
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1518 p.hist<-rbind(p.hist,popp[1,])

1519 susp.hist<-rbind(susp.hist,popp[2,])

1520 infectivep.hist<-rbind(infectivep.hist,popp[3,])

1521 remp.hist<-rbind(remp.hist,popp[4,])

1522 vacp.hist<-rbind(vacp.hist,popp[5,])

1523 isolp.hist<-rbind(isolp.hist,popp[6,])

1524 } #end case when time.af is finite

1525 } #end while

1526 dimnames(network.edges)<-NULL #to eliminate headers

1527 time.hist <- as.vector(time.hist)

1528 dimnames(p.hist) <- dimnames(susp.hist) <-dimnames(infectivep.hist) <-

1529 dimnames(remp.hist) <- NULL

1530 list(indexes=indexes,time.hist=time.hist,p.hist=p.hist,susp.hist=susp.hist,infectivep.hist

1531 =infectivep.hist,remp.hist=remp.hist,vacp.hist=vacp.hist,isolp.hist=isolp.hist, n=n)}

1532 #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#

1533
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Glossary

Antibodies Body proteins produced in response to exposure to an antigen foreign sub-

stance; antibodies neutralize antigens and render them harmless.

Antigen Any molecule that is recognized by the immune system and that triggers an

immune response, such as relase of antibodies.

Antiviral Drugs that inhibit either the life cycle of replication of viruses, resulting in

deceasing the severity and duration of a viral infection.

Agent In epidemiology, the cause of a disease; in infectious disease often the agent is a

microbe such as a virus or bacterium.

Basic reproductive rate (number) Denoted by R0, it is the expected number of new

infected individuals produced by a single infected case who is in contact only with

susceptible individuals.

Direct transmission The spread of infection through individual-to-individual contact.

Epidemic The occurrence in a community or region of cases of an illness (or an outbreak)

clearly in excess of expectancy. The term epidemic refers not only to infectious

diseases.

Endemic Description of a disease or infectious agent that is habitually present in a com-

munity, geographic area, or population group. Often an endemic disease maintains

a low but continuous incidence.
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Final outbreak size Is defined as the number of initially susceptible individuals that

ultimately become infected.

Isolate In microbiology, to obtain a pure strain from a source such as a clinical specimen

that may have been part of a mixed primary culture.

Herd immunity The resistance to a specific infectious disease of an entire community due

to the immunity developed in a large proportion of individuals in that community.

When an individual becomes immune to the disease, prevents the internal replication

of the infectious agent so it can be transmitted to any other susceptible.

Host An individual who permits lodgment of an infectious disease agent under natural

conditions.

Incidence rate The frequency or new cases or occurrence of some event per individual

during a period of time.

Incubation period The period of time in which an individual is infected but asymp-

tomatic. During this period the individual may be infective.

Indirect transmission The agent passes through one or more species of intermediate

host in order to complete its life cycle.

Infectivity The capacity of an agent to enter and multiply in a susceptible host and thus

produce infection.

Infectious contact A contact between a susceptible and an infective individual in which

the transmission of the infection takes place.

Infectious period The period in which an infected individual is referred as infective and

is able to pass on the infection to susceptibles

Latent period The period of time in which an individual is infected but not yet infective.

Morbidity The occurrence of an illness or illnesses in a population.
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Mortality The occurrence of a death in a population.

Optimal immunization programme The optimal immunization schedule as that which

minimizes the overall fraction which must be immunized to eradicate infection.

Period prevalence The number of cases of illness during a time period divided by the

average size of the population.

Point prevalence The number of cases of illness in a group of population at a point in

time divided by the total number of persons in that group of population.

Prevalence The number of existing cases of a disease or health condition in a population

at some designated time.

Proband The individual in a family who brings a disease to the attention of the investi-

gator. In a case family, the proband is likely to be the person who is affected with

the disease of interest.

Replacement number Denoted by R, it is the expected number of new infected indi-

viduals produced during an outbreak by a typical infected case.

Resistance The ability of an agent to survive adverse environmental conditions.

Surveillance The systematic collection, analysis, interpretation, dissemination and con-

solidation of data pertaining to the occurrence of a specific disease.

Vaccine A specific substance that elicits an immune response to prevent infection by a

foreign agent.

Vector In epidemiology, the intermediate specie or species than can pass the agent to the

population of interest when indirect transmission of the agent is possible.

Virus One of a group of submicroscopic infectious agents.
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